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Five found guilty in brutal beating 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
TWO separate judges have found three 
local teens and two adults guilty of 
brutally beating local resident Justin 
Galloway one year ago. 
On April 27, 2002 Galloway, then 
19, was attacked by a group of young 
men at a bush party at "th e pipeline", 
a popular outdoor drinking spot for 
teenagers in Thornhill. 
The young man was so badly bea- 
ten his jaw was broken in two spots, a 
metal plate was permanently put in his 
chin and his mouth was wired shut for 
three months. 
The three youths, who cannot be 
named under the Young Offenders Act, 
stood trial in provincial court in Febr- 
uary, 2003. Judge William Jack found 
the three young men guilty of aggrava- 
ted assault April 10. 
The gallery was packed with the 
accused, their families, Galloway's 
mother and her supporters as well as 
police officers involved with the in- 
vestigation. 
Judge Jack recounted the events of 
the night of the attack stating the ap- 
parent reason for the beating was be- 
cause Galloway was originally from 
Kitimat. 
Judge Jack said he believed witness 
testimony that the three youths were in 
the mob that attacked Galloway. 
Though no witnesses could testify 
to seeing the three accused striking 
specific blows, Judge Jack said he was 
convinced they were all active partici- 
pants in the swarm. 
"Each of the accused jumped Mr. 
Galloway," he told the court. "Each of 
the accused acted in concert with the 
other people in the swarm." 
A date for the sentencing of the 
three teens has yet to be determined. 
Justin Blake, 20, and Jamie Webb, 
21, were also accused of aggravated 
assault and stood trial in B.C. Supreme 
Court April 8-9, 
After the first day of witness testim- 
ony, Crown counsel and defence law- 
yers made a deal resulting in Webb 
pleading guilty to a lesser charge of 
assault. 
Blake's charge was also reduced to 
assault. 
Crown counsel showed an RCMP 
video tape in which Webb confesses 
to picking a fight with Justin Galloway 
immediately before he was jumped by 
the group of young men. 
When that fight was over 'and Gal- 
loway started to leave, he was 
swarmed and beaten, Webb said. He 
maintained he was not part of that 
group. 
"If I hadn't of went to that party last 
night, if I had sat at home, maybe that 
kid would have been able to go to that 
party. Maybe none of  this would have 
got started," Webb told the investiga- 
ting officer on the tape. "It was defini- 
tely my drunken ass that started this. 
"This is the worst thing I've ever f-- 
-ing been involved in," Webb said. 
"People were kicking him while he 
was down." 
Justice Grant Burnyeat ook meti-. 
culous notes from the confession tape, 
repeatedly asking the clerk to replay 
key sections. 
He also considered Blake's video- 
taped statement to police in which he 
repeatedly denied being one of Gallo- 
way's attackers. 
Blake admitted he was in the 
throng who beat Galloway but claimed 
he was trying to shield the man from 
the blows. 
Continued Page A2 
City trims 
flouride 
-, A proud history 
FROM DR. JOHNS' house at Bateman's Landing in 1911 to 
the modern facility called Mills Memorial Hospital, health care 
in Terrace has seen a lot of changes, says present-day nur- 
sing supervisor Crispina Cote. She invited Helene McRae and 
Aveline McConnell to browse through the hospital's archives in 
recognition of the town's 75th anniversary. The result is this 
poster, featuring art by LPN Jody Parachoniak, archival 
photos, and a history of Terrace health care. Cote took the 
history board to the Registered Nurses' Association of B.C. 
conference over the weekend. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
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Adding more than needed 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE AMOUNT of fluoride 
added to city water is 
going down by 30 per cent 
o'h the recommendation o f  
the Northern Heal~ Au- 
thoriiy's medical health 
officer. 
Dr. Isaac Sobol told city 
officials in a Feb. 24 letter 
the recommended level is 
0.7 parts per million, rather 
than the one part per mil- 
lion that the city has been 
adding to local water. 
He said health authori- 
ties now recommend the 
lower level as optimum to 
avoid dental fluorosis = a 
cosmetic problem of white 
patches on the teeth. 
Sobol said the addition 
of fluoride to some bever- 
ages and increased use 
fluoride toothpaste means 
less now needs to be 
added to the water supply 
than originally thought. 
"You can lower the 
amount put in water to get 
the same job done assum- 
ing people are getting 
f luoride from other 
sources," Sobol said Fri- 
day, when he released his 
letter. 
"We're not saying one 
part per million has caused 
problems in Terrace,,' he 
added..?This would be a 
precautionary measure that 
the city would be taking." 
More studies have been 
done to verifythe safety of 
water fluoridation than for 
any other puyblie health 
measure in the past 50 
years, Sobol said. 
He said opponents of 
flouridation often make 
unsubstantiated claims, 
which he said have been 
"rigorously examined and 
systematically refuted." 
"Community water 
fluoridation has been 
shown to be safe and ef- 
fective," he said, adding 
the small cost benefits all 
citizens, especially the 
most disadvantaged. 
Ending flouridation 
would be "an error in 
judgment", he said, elimi-. 
nating a health benefit. 
The reduction in fluori- 
dation will save the city 
$5,000 per year. It current- 
ly costs $25,000 a year to 
fluoridate at current levels. 
Terrace the team player is'Water well 
now playing its own game malfunctions 
By JEFF NAGEL with Prince Rupert and Smithers to offshore oil and gas. And we're 
TERRACE's self-proclaimed reputation as a 
city that supports its neighbours may be in for 
a rough ride. 
The city is increasingly taking sides on is- 
sues that may benefit people and businesses 
here but at the expense of surrounding towns. 
That runs counter to city council and the 
mayor's longstanding philosophy that what's 
good for Stewart, Kitimat and Prince Rupert is 
good for Terrace because out- 
lying residents come here to 
shop. 
The proposed $2.5 million 
extension of Terrace's airport 
runway is just one such issue 
that may drive a wedge be- 
tween the towns. 
Airport society officials here 
expect the extension to bring 
West.Jet to Terrace and are counting on the 
discount airline's arrival to take passenger 
traffic away from the Prince Rupert and Sml- 
thers airports. 
"WestJet feels that Terrace will attract 
emerge as the northwest's ingle 
point of entry for air travellers. 
Council is also sitting on the 
fence on whether to support or op- 
pose a proposed road connecting 
Hwy 37 to the Alaskan panhandle - 
a road opposed in Stewart. 
Officials there see it as a threat 
to their port and Stewart jobs, 
while Terrace mer- 
chants are more 
"iThere comes  a likely to envision 
time when you say to the new road deli- 
vering Alaskans 
Prince Rupert 'Hey here to shop and 
what are you support- increase tourism. 
Jack Talstra 
supporting them 100 per cent on 
that." 
"They have huge potential on a 
container port and we're supporting 
them on that. They have huge po- 
tential with their cruise ships and 
we're supporting them on that." 
"But there comes a time when you 
say to Prince Rupert 'Hey what are 
you supporting in Terrace?'" 
Talstra rejected the suggestion that 
failing to oppose the Alaskan road 
would be a sell-out of Stewart by 
Terrace. 
"We've supported Stewart on the 
Kemess mine road to the point that we've 
ing in Terrace7'" Another issue is whether to granted money for a study to be completed," 
allow Alcan to sell power in he said. 
an expanded area - something "Stewart is going to get a tremendous boost 
Kitimat fears will mean smelter job losses but from the Kemess mine road." 
some Terrace councillors cautiously support, Ten'ace would work to make up for any pain 
Mayor Jack Talstra said helping neighhours Stewart feels if the road is budt to the Alaskan 
doesn't mean Terrace won't sometimes take panhandle, Talstra said, 
advantage of major opportunities that present '.'Stewart may not suffer but if theydo we're 
many travellers from the other two airportsi" themselves, going to have to think of ways tO mitigate 
Ernie Dusdal, the airport society's director, "I think we always take a look at our neigh- that." 
said in a recent report o council, 
Councilloi David Hull has gone even fur- 
ther, declaring Terrace's airport o be in a race 
TERRACE's water well 
has malfunctioned again, 
forcing the city to use 
water from the Skeena 
River. 
The'. Frank St. well 
pump broke down April 9 
because of an apparent 
electrical fault and won't 
be fixed until sometime 
this week at the earliest., 
city officials say. 
"The only way to find 
'out what happened is to 
pull it and take a look at 
it," engineering services 
director Marvin Kwiat- 
kowski said, adding that 
work was expected to 
begin early this week. 
Depending on the pro- 
blem, fixing it could be 
quick or the motor may 
have to be sent away for 
months of repairs. 
"It could be simple," 
Kwiatkowski said. "But 
again it could not be." 
bours and see if we can help them along," he Talstra said Terrace Council is:waiting for a It's the second time in 
said, "But i f  you look at Prince Rupert they presentation from Kitimat on the Ak:an power 18 months the city has had 
have huge potential - just huge potential - on issue before taking a stand on that. trouble at the well. 
In the fall of 2001 the 
motor broke and had to be 
sent away for repairs be- 
fore being reinstalled four 
months and $85,000 later. 
City council in its 2003 
budget plans to spend 
$450,000 plus a hoped-for 
$900,000 in infrastructure 
grants to build a second 
well at Green St. 
The latest well pump 
failure happened before 
noon April 9, at which 
point the city started using 
water from Deep Creek, At 
10 a.m. last Thursday the 
city switched to the Skee- 
na River, which is officials 
say is cleaner fight now, 
"Deep creek has more 
organics in i t -  you really 
have to hit it hard with the 
chlorine," Kwiatkowski 
said, "The river at this 
point is fairly clean, There 
are no health concerns." 
Rains or runoff will 
make the Skeena water 
murkier by some point in 
May if not earlier, he said. 
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Mother vindicated by court 
rulings in son's beating 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE MOTHER of a 19-year-old Terrace man brutally 
gang-beaten one year ago says she feels vindicated by 
the guilty verdicts handed down to five of her son's at- 
tackers last week. 
"We're just very happy that they were all found guilty 
and we can start putting our lives back together again," 
said Jocelyn Galloway last week. 
Three Terrace youth were found guilty of aggravated 
assault last week and two adults were convicted of as- 
sault in a separate trial. 
Galloway's on, Justin, was kicked and punched by a 
group of young men at a bush party in Thornhill April 27, 
2002. The reason for the young man's beating appears to 
be because he was originally from Kitimat, said provin- 
cial court Judge William Jack as he handed down his 
decision in the youth trial April 10. 
Galloway says she hopes the guilty verdicts will send 
a message to other young people that the bad blood be- 
tween young men living in Kitimat and Terrace needs to 
stop now. "We don't want to run away from this com- 
munity," she says. "This rivalry's been going on for 
years. It's just stupid." 
Her son's jaw was broken in two places, a metal plate 
was surgically implanted in his chin and the imprint of a 
shoe was left on his forehead for days following the at- 
tack. He has also suffered long-term dental problems 
since the melee. 
During the trial of Justin Blake, 20, and Jamie Webb, 
21, April 8-9, Justin Galloway testified he went from 
having straight, healthy teeth with no cavities to requir- 
ing over $20,000 worth of dental work. 
"Almost all of his teeth need crowns except for 
eight,,' his mother says. The family hopes to have those 
expenses covered by the provincial criminal injury com- 
pensation program. 
Galloway says her son can start getting on with his 
life now that the criminal trials are over. "The hurt's 
been there for so long and he's got to just heal now," she 
said. "This is a step in the right direction for him." 
The Galloways have received tremendous upport 
from the Terrace community including Jocelyn's cow- 
orkers, family, friends, Crown counsel and especially 
workers from the police-based victims assistance pro- 
gram. 
"They've been there supporting us and helping Justin 
get through the court system," Galloway says. "Without 
them I think I probably would have fallen to pieces." 
From front 
Five convicted of assault 
"I got in front of the 
people that were punching 
him and Justin punched 
me in the shoulder and I 
punched him back in the 
shoulder area," he said on 
tape. "I didn't want to hurt 
him." 
Crown counsel Grant 
Lindsey argued Blake 
wasn't acting in self de- 
fence, but punched Gallo- 
way in retaliation. 
Blake's lawyer Scott 
Mulder argued that under 
the circumstances, he was 
acting to prevent being hit 
again by Galloway. 
Justice Burnyeat didn't 
buy the argument. 
"During the last war, 
Winston Churchill was 
quoted as saying that dur- 
ing war time the truth is so 
precious that it must be 
surrounded by a bodyguard 
of lies," the judge told the 
court. "And out of either 
fear for reprisals or loyalty 
to a bunch of substance 
Firefighter honoured 
TERRACE volunteer firefighter Jim 
Stainton has been helping rescue 
people from tangled highway accidents 
for more th,'m 30 years. Last week he 
was named highway rescue volunteer 
of the year by the Provincial Emer- 
gency Program. 
"He is just the conrnerstone of our 
highway rescue program here and it's 
very well deserved," says Terrace fire Stainton 
~hief'R~indy~Smitl/, c0mendihg Sidle, , ' , .  ' 
ton for the time tie commits to volunieering. It goes re- 
latively,unseen by public unless they happen to be hang- 
ing unpside down in their vehicle at the roadside. His is 
likely the first face they'll see" 
K idney  d i sease  s t r i kes  fami l ies ,  not  on ly  ind iv idua ls .  
abusing losers, Mr. Blake 
has chosen to surround the 
truth of what happened 
that night with a body- 
guard of lies." 
"I'm not called upon to 
speculate. If I was, I would 
have been satisfied that 
Mr. Blake was guilty of 
aggravated assault," he 
said. 
"The story of being two 
seconds away from the 
scene with severe damage 
being done to Mr. Gallo- 
way; running to assist him 
when he also said he 
couldn't see who was there 
so he could not have 
known who was getting the 
best of the fight, then find 
himself on the ground be- 
side Mr. Galloway after 
supposedly pushing others 
aside, getting on the 
ground not getting kicked 
or punched in the process, 
then returning a punch 
only aftei" being punched 
by Mr. Galloway is simply 
not believable," he said as 
Blake stood before him. 
i "However, I can't spec- 
ulate, i must decide whe- 
ther the Crown has proven 
beyond a reasonable doubt 
When a Kidney Foundat ion volunteer  knocks on your door, please give generously. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
vcww.iddney.ca 
that Mr. Blake assaulted 
Mr. Galloway and I am sa- 
tisfied that the Crown has 
met that heavy burden and 
I convict Mr. Blake of the 
offence charged," he said. 
Blake was sentenced to 
three months in jail and 
Webb was given four 
months in jail. 
Both men were given 
double credit for time they 
served in jail immediately 
following the altercation 
last year. 
Webb served 41 days 
and was given 82 days 
credit - he's now serving 
the remaining 38 days in 
jail. 
Blake had served 31 
days last year and was re- 
leased on time served. 
Both men were ordered 
to serve 50 hours of com- 
munity service within the 
next year. 
Webb will be on proba- 
tion for two years and 
Blake will be on probation 
for one year. 
Both ar f f  prohibited 
from associati/~g 'with each 
other, the three teens con- 
victed of aggravated as- 
sault and Justin Galloway. 
S ' '--" OFFICE HOURS 
TANDARD & DEADLINES 
The office is open regularly 
Monday to Friday to receive 
advertisements, letters to the 
editor and contributed articles. 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
• :EARLY  DEADLINE THIS WEEK~ I 
i : For insertion in the next Terrace 
Standard (Wednesday April 23) all 
:: advertisements have to be inthe 
office by 4:00 p'm~ ThUrsday. i 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
638"7283 Fax 638-8432 
• 
briahtlife" 
bringing 
well-being 
to life 
A!";~: . • <o: 
Attend our Bone 
Density Screening 
Osteoporosis is a potentially crippling disease that 
causes bones to lose their strength, often becoming 
brittle or porous leading to potential fractures, disability, 
pain and deformity. Meet our healthcare 
professionals to discuss: / .~ ~ 
• Risk Factors for Osteoporosis :~, '~:' ~~' 
• Diet and Nutrition , , 
• Preventative Options 
And receive a bone density screening 
on.site using our heel ultrasound evice. Bare feet will be 
required for proper screening. A fee will be charged for this 
service. Appointments recommended. Book now and receive 
I I  t Is a free Women s Health- Practical Guide, complete with 
lifestyle tips and healthy recipes. A value of S29.g9. 
9:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday, April 24 & Friday, April 25, 2003 
4731 Lakelse Ave.,Terrace 
250-535-4021 
sa_ e  foods 
_ _o..roo   
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri - 8 :00  am - 5 :00  pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-.free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer '; 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General  Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings ....... 
Teeth Whitening ' 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We we lcome 
al l  new patients 
Get the skills and qualifications you need for employment as an apprentice 
in a number of Trades including: 
• Automotive Repair • Commercial Transport ILepair 
• Carpentry • Industrial Mechanic (Millwright) 
• Welding • Outdoor Power Equipment Technician 
• Heavy Duty Mechanic 
Welding, Automotive, Carpentry and Millwright are all high demand occupations 
with a need for skilled workers. 
Programs are offered in'Terrace, Prince Kupert and Hazehon, with some offered in 
cooperation with community partners.There is no need to leave your region to get 
the training you need for a good career in the Trades. It is all right here. 
Smaller class sizes give you more hands-on learning and personal attention. 
Learn where it is most convenient for you ~INORTHWEST 
and where you have the best chances for 
e ~ ~ ~COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
THE SENSATIONAL FLOOR MODEL 
8, WAREH 0 U S ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SELL-OFF! : :ii i!iiii I 
Suggested List Price $96P 
Sell-off Price 
s449 
Suggested List Price $599 
Sell-Off Price 
s299 
Twin Size Set 
Suggested List Price $1139 
Sell-off Price 
s599 
. . . .  I .~[ ' - -  
............... ~,4~,,or_. mn:OZ~l,Z, n 
Hotel~Motel Bed i 
Suggested List Price $799 
Twin F~fre.Lone I 
Suggested List Price $1259 
Sell-Off Price 
s64 
Oueen Sir~_ ~t  
1299 599 
;ii~i!i!i ~il I ~i~!i 'i~i~i;~!,!iii~i~i~i~iii~i~iiiiiiiii~,~!ii~i;>~ii~i;~;~i!!~!ili;,!i ~! ,? 
I TOTEM" " FURNITURE 4501 LakelseAve,, Terrace 
I 
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/ Hammer time 
THE F IRST  new home under  construct ion this year  is this one on a Ne lson  home prefabr icated in L loydminster ,  A lber ta  that  wil l  
Hummingb i rd  Avenue,  off Ka lum Lake Drive. J FM Const ruct ion  begin to arr ive at the end of this month.  It's the f irst new house 
was  do ing foundat ion  work  for owners  Ron and Patsy Chase.  It's start in Ter race  in more than a year.  
All aboard the historic Kitimat train 
RAIL SERVICE will be 
returning to Kitimat this 
summer - well, at least for 
one day. 
VIA Rail last week 
confirmed it will run a 
one-day train excursion to 
Kitimat on Canada Day - 
starting from Prince Rupert 
in the morning and return- 
ing in the evening. 
"Exact times and logis- 
tics for the trip are still 
being worked out and 
booking arrangements will 
be publicized as soon as 
possible," said Allan He- 
witson, co-ordinator of Ki- 
t imat's 50th anniversary 
project. 
Via Rail's Aurelio Ma- 
caraeg said the train will 
consist, of  two 54-passen- 
ger coaches, the Panorama, 
all-dome car, which has 78 
seats, the 24-seat Park Car 
and the 10-seat Bullet 
Lounge - as well as a bag- 
gage car and locomotive. 
"We've been working 
on this since before 
Christmas," Hewitson said. 
"Kitimat hasn't had pas- 
senger service by rail for 
many years, so only a few 
people have seen the rail 
view of the Kitimat Val- 
ley. It's quite different and 
I expect we'll find seating 
in demand when we offer 
it to the public." 
Passenger train service 
down the spur line to Kiti- 
mat from Terrace was the 
only way into the com- 
munity in its early days in 
the 1950s. 
That 's  because the 
highway down south to Ki- 
timat from Terrace wasn't 
Forests manager retires 
THE FORESTS ministry's 
top official in Terrace has 
retired. Brian Downie's 
last day was March 31, 
ending a 32-year career 
with the forest service. 
He headed the Kalum 
Forest District as district 
manager since 1990, when 
he and his family moved 
and the completion of the 
Kalum Land and Resource 
Management Plan. 
It's also been a time of 
turmoil since 1997, as 
Skeena Cellulose twice 
dodged bankruptcy, 
"I 've been very impres- 
sed by how industry - par- 
ticularly contractors and 
here from Smithers . . . . . . . . .  small loggers - .have been 
... Major changes dur, ing.~=able,tg,be:as,innovative s 
"Downie's time as  district possible to stay in  busi- 
manager here included the hess," Downie said. 
1995 implementation of He also credited the 
the Forest Practices Code professionalism of ministry 
You,. BE THE JUDGE 
But I Only Meant o Punch I " 
~ , '  Jeff sadly / ~ ~ V O _ U l  _ ~  
clinked his beer with the bartender's water ~ ( : : :~ J  be the  
glass. 
The bartender smiled. "Easy with the v io l in -  J J u ~ q e  
strings, Jeff. You're 21 and your parents finally ~ v 
ended their rotten marriage. This is a good ~ ~v ct,~R~ ~,N.'.'~l (~,~ 
thing." The bartender ran over. "Jeffl" 
Jeff grabbed some peanuts. "1 just hope I Jeff let Bruno go. "1 can't let him hurt that 
never meet a man as brutal as my father." girl. I'm going to make sure he doesn't go 
A loud voice pierced the air. "BARTENDERI after her." 
GIVE ME A REFILL! AND A RUM AND COKE Jeff followed Bruno out the door and into 
FOR MY IDIOT GIRLFRIEND." the parking lot. 
Jeff whispered to the bartender. "Who is Bruno swung around. 'TII call the copsl" 
this guy?" Jeff lost control. "You want justice?" He 
"Don't get Involved," the bartender warned, swung at Bruno's face. "This is for all you 
"Bruno's got a bad temper." men who beat their girlfriends." 
Bruno fell to the ground and banged his 
head on the sidewalk. He lay motionless. 
Jeff panicked. ,'What have I done?" 
Bruno died on the way to the hospital. 
Jeff was charged with manslaughter. 
Bruno turned to his girlfriend. "STOP 
FLIRTING WITH THE BARTENDERI" 
Bruno took the girl back to their table. 
Jeff got off his stool. "He's going to hurt 
her." 
"You're asking for trouble, Jeffr' the bar- 
tender warned. 
"I'm going over there," Jeff insisted. 
At their table, the girlfriend pleaded with 
Bruno. "Please keep it down. People are star- 
ing." 
"1'11 give them something to stare at." Bruno 
slapped her. "No one tells me to keep quiet. 
C'mon, we're leaving." 
"I'm not going anywhere with youl" The girl 
ran from the table in tears. 
"Get back herel" Bruno started after her. 
Jeff sprung Into action. "Stay away from 
her." 
He pinned Bruno against the wall to give 
the girl the chance to get away. 
"Lay offl" Bruno growled. 
IN THE COURTROOM 
"We're asking for 5 years in jail," the 
prosecutor began. "Acts of vigilante justice 
are unacceptable in a civlUzed society and 
must be seriously punished, especially when 
someone dies." 
Jeff asked for probation Instead. 'Tin 
deeply sorry for what I did, I really am. But I 
never Intended to kill Bruno. When he 
attacked his girlfriend, I thought about my 
mother and I snapped. I have no history of 
vloience and am no danger to society." 
Should Jeff go to jail? Youl Be The Judge. 
Then look below for the court's decision. 
[TE E N CE WRIGHT LAW OFFICES 
I~WYER SINCE 1985 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 
staff here in reacting to the 
challenging times. 
Downie will stay in 
Terrace and expects to re- 
main active in the Rotary 
Club, the Terrace Tourism 
Society and in efforts to 
get a multiplex built here, 
"I think it's going to be 
a cornerstone to the city's 
recovery," he said. 
Lisa Hanna,':frdi~i the 
Kispiox Forest Dis!rict,.,is 
acting as district manager 
until there is a replace- 
ment. 
completed until the com- 
munity was well estab- 
lished. 
Train service dimi- 
nished and then was can- 
celled once the highway 
became more popular. 
Brian Downie 
Criminal and Family Law and Civil Litigation 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
201-3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R3 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
fOUl BE THE JUDGE • DECISION: "Two years house arrest," hell the Judge. "This was a misguided act of 
retribution with tragic consequences. It's a serious came and probation Is not adequate. But Jeff didn't 
Intend to kill Bruno, and he Is not a throat to society. A prison ten. Is unwarranted" 
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News In Brief 
Missed flights down 
THE AIRPORT finished the winter with the fewest 
missed flights in recent years - thanks to the start- 
up of its Instrument Landing System in late No- 
vember. 
A total of 14 flights were unable to land due to 
weather from December through March. 
That's down from 100 missed flights in the same 
four months of 2001-02 and 65 the previous winter. 
The number of passengers who flew through this 
airport in the first three months of this year was 
21,805. That was up about six per cent from the 
same months of 2002 but still well below 2001 le- 
vels. 
Library gets more money 
THE LIBRARY will get a bit more money from the 
provincial government this year. 
Its annual grant from Victoria is going up by al- 
most $900 to $52,291. The increase is the result of 
the government's decision to add $300,000 to 
grants for library operating costs and acquisitions 
in rural regions of B.C. 
It means a 20 cents per capita increase in library 
grants in areas with declining population - the 
parts of B.C. outside the Lower Mainland, Victoria 
area, and central Okanagan. 
Erosion study wanted 
THE PROVINCE should investigate riverbank ero- 
sion patterns near Terrace and Thornhill, regional 
district directors ay. 
Thornhill director Les Watmough wants Victoria 
to study whether the Copper River bridge has al- 
tered erosion patterns through the river's delta and 
then on the twists and turns of the Skeena River. 
Terrace director Stew Christensen said any river 
erosion study should extend further downstream to 
the confluence of the Kalum River. He noted the 
new Skeena River bridge, built in the early 1970s, 
may also influence erosion patterns. 
City officials say they expect to have to spend 
$1 million or more reinforcing the riverbank to pro- 
tect the city's sewage treatment' plant from the 
river. The Kitimat-Stikine regional district has sent 
the request o the ministry of water, land and air 
protection. 
Dentists help out 
TWO LOCAL dentists are each contributing a half 
day of work April 29 to low income working adults 
in need of urgent dental care. 
Drs. Dennis Fisher and Rick Tabata are part of 
the Association of Dental Surgeons of B.C.'s first- 
ever Community Dental Day, an idea generated by 
a Vancouver dentist who travels several times a 
year to provide free dental treatment in Central 
America. The association anticipates up to 750 
people across B,C. will* receive basic dental ser-~, 
vices such,as fillings and extractions. 
The ,Salvation Army took the names of patients.~  
April has been declared Oral Health Month. 
Mathew Clarabut 
Alarm Sales Consultant 
2 years experience in Terrace/N0rthern B.C. 
Scott McLeod 
TQ Alarm Technician 
10 years experience in Terrace/No~hern B,C. 
Fred Peters 
TQ Alarm Technician 
20 years experience in Terrace/N0rthern B.C. 
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Recall Roger? 
WHILE OTHER areas dabble in recall, the 
complicated and difficult procedure of gather- 
ing enough signatures of voters to oust a 
Member of the Legislative Assembly from of- 
rice and force a by-election, folks in Kitimat 
have found another way. 
It's a petition asking the provincial govern- 
ment to block any moves by Alcan to sell any 
more power than it already sells from its Ke- 
mano hydro electric generators and thereby 
force the corporate giant to use the power to 
smelt more aluminum in Kitimat. 
Kitimat fears Alcan will evolve into more of 
a power company than an aluminum smelting 
one, causing job loss and economic harm to 
their economic viability. 
Already several thousand people in Kitimat 
have signed up, thanks to the organizing efforts 
of Ray Brady, a former Kitimat municipal poli- 
tician who decidedly leans to the left. The peti- 
tion is working in parallel to an anti-power 
sales campaign by Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney, 
a former provincial Liberal candidate. 
And now the petition campaign is coming 
north thanks to Ross Slezak, a former smelter 
union official, who used to live in Kitimat but 
who now calls Terrace home. Mr. Slezak esti- 
mates there are 250 unionized Alcan workers 
living in the Terrace area. 
All this is happening despite protests by Alcan 
that it has no reason to abandon its Kitimat 
smelting operations in favour of massive hydro 
sales outside of the area. 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris is in the 
middle. His government is philosophically com- 
mitted to letting business decide what's best for 
itself. Witness the provincial move to free for- 
est companies of the obligation to process tim- 
ber in the area in which it was harvested• Sub- 
stitute power for wood and you get the idea of 
why Kitimatians are so worried. 
Mr. Harris views the prospect of some Alcan 
power sales as a long-term way of diversifying 
the northwest economy. Relatively cheap and 
very reliable hydro power is the ticket to new 
investment and new and more jobs, he believes. 
But that's a long walk into the dark unknown, 
a far cry from the 50-year safe, secure and in- 
sulated Kitimat formula of power equals alumi- 
num equals jobs. 
Mr. Harris says the job of good government 
is to remove politics from the decision-making 
and public policy mix. But politics is what put 
Mr. Harris and his government into office. 
Whether or not Mr. Harris can convince 
people his long-term vision is the true one will 
be tested by the success of the petition drive. 
And for those keeping track, the next provincial 
election is only two years away. 
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nks to those , vho freed Iraq 
VICTORIA - Barring totally 
unforeseen developments, this 
will be the last column about 
the war in Iraq, after which I 
will concentrate again on try- 
ing to provide "the first draft 
of history" in what Lieutenant- 
Governor Iona Campagnolo at 
a Government House dinner in 
honour of the media referred to 
as "demanding province" with 
a "heroic though beleaguered 
opposition" that makes media 
scrutiny indispensable. 
But not in this column. This 
column is for the little Iraqi 
girl who handed the burly 
American soldier a flower. 
This column is for the brave 
Iraqi lawyer who risking his 
own life, made possible the 
rescue of U.S. private first 
class Jessica Lynch. 
This column is for the thou- 
sands upon thousands of Iraqi 
citizens welcoming coalition 
troops. It is for the two Ameri- 
• . ~ • ~: ~. 
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HUBERT BEYER 
can soldiers who played mid- 
dam Hussein would collapse 
like a house of cards in three 
weeks? 
Well, actually, I would 
have thought so, along with a 
lot of other "war mongers." 
Opponents to the war pre- 
dicted quagmire after quag- 
mire. When Baghdad was en- 
circled, the dreadful predic- 
tions of another Stalingrad 
Well, it's a free country 
with free speech. But to set the 
record straight, I don't consider 
the death of one civilian 
meaningless. But I have been 
closer to war than most of the 
protesters. 
In the war I refer to, be- 
tween 70,000 and 140,000 
German civilians died in one 
night of horror in Dresden. I
came to within an inch of my 
life more than once in the al- 
most nightly air raids on Dus- 
seldorf. 
In the Second World War 
civilians were deliberately tar- 
geted to destroy their morale. 
Never mind that it didn't work. 
And yet, we welcomed the 
Allied troops (not the Rus- 
sians) with open arms. They 
put an end to the Hitler's re- 
gime of evil. 
Nothing that followed could 
be worse than the results of the 
war Germany had unleashed 
on the world. 
The war may be won, but 
the coalition will lose the 
peace. 
When will they face reality? 
The same predictions were 
made in Bosnia and Croatia. 
Hell, the nattering nellies of 
negativism predicted 58 years 
ago that democracy would not 
take hold in the former totali- 
tarian nations of Germany and 
Japan. 
Law and order will take hold 
in Iraq. After a period of coali- 
tion rule, an appointed govern- 
ment will gradually take over, 
eventually to be replaced by an 
elected government. 
There may be looting going 
on in parts of Iraq, but that will 
quickly be brought under con- 
trol. 
One thing is there for all to 
see: Iraq today is free from the 
oppression of one of the most 
brutal dictators, a man who 
killed hundreds of times more 
of his own people in the last 25 
wives in the birth of one of were trotted outby the experts/ ' " :  In:the Iraq war;' allied tro0ps,~ years than the coalition forces 
Iraq's,newest c i t i zens . .  !tdidn, t happen . ~, v,: c ,,~ ~lid~dv~rYthing they could hu ........ inflicted on the civilian popu- 
This column is for George Meanwhile, reaction to my manly do, often at great risk to lation in the brief war. 
position on the war was the 
fiercest and most vicious since 
I came out in support of the 
Charlottetown Accord. 
Ron Cameron of Trail ac- 
cused me of dismissing the 
death of 400 Iraqi civilians "as 
virtually meaningless." Gerry 
Warner, an old buddy of mine, 
who recalled the many occa- 
sions we hoisted a pint or two 
together, called my Iraq col- 
umns "disgusting." 
their own lives, to spare not 
only civilians but mosques and 
other holy sites. 
Surely, the war protesters 
who warned of anywhere from 
tens of thousands to millions of 
deaths must hang their heads 
in shame when they see the 
celebrations in the streets of 
Iraq's cities and towns. 
Then again, they have al- 
ready moved on to the next 
predictions of doom. 
Iraqis will no longer have to 
live in fear of torture and death 
at the hands of their leader. His 
statues have come tumbling 
down all over Iraq, destroyed 
by people who at last feel safe 
to vent their hatred for the Sad- 
dam and his ugly regime. 
As I said, this column is for 
all those who made it possible. 
Beyer can be reached at" 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900 
Bush, Tony Blair and John 
Howard, the leaders of the 
countries that stepped up to 
the plate to form the coalition 
of the willing. 
And finally, it is for all 
Iraqi civilians, Iraqi soldiers 
who were forced to fight at 
gunpoint and the coalition 
soldiers who lost their lives in 
the liberation of Iraq. 
Who would have thought 
that the brutal regime of Sad- 
F D bound?  Here's a few tips 
b d : l ; i o l l [~  : i : !  l ~OI~:1  ~J  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
you, and pop it in your ear be- 
fore you arrive at the hospital. 
You cannot expect o give an 
accurate history of your com- 
plaint to the nurse or doctor if 
poor hearing causes you to 
misunderstand their questions. 
By using a hearing aid, 
staff will be able to speak to 
you in a normal tone of voice 
rather than shouting your per- 
sonal information for the en- 
tertainment of onlookers and 
eavesdroppers. 
Carry your plastic green 
card, Your green card gives 
the admissions clerk all your 
EMERGENCY ROOM visits 
tend to be spur-of-the-moment 
with little time to prepare. 
Whether it's a fall, a car 
accident, or a flare-up of a 
chronic condition that sends us 
racing to the hospital, we ar- 
rive shoelaces untied, jacket 
unzipped, minus documenta- 
tion. 
As seniors age, emergency 
room visits gradually become 
routine. Longstanding health 
conditions progress or compli- 
cations lead to sudden break- 
down. Seniors eventually learn 
to prepare, like boy scouts, for 
the inevitable Sunday morning 
visit to be seen by an on-call 
doctor. 
Navigating corridors can be 
slow and painful, hampered as 
we may be by arthritis or other 
ambulatory restriction.We look 
for shortcuts. 
And limited hearing inter- 
feres with conversations, fur- 
ther distressing us. All we 
want is a quick visit, instant 
relief, and a prompt return 
home. 
These suggestions, based 
on recent research, will help: 
If you depend on a hearing 
aid, be sure to take it with 
vital information. Full name, 
next of kin, birthdate, address, 
address, phone number, medi- 
cal insurance number, name of 
your family doctor, and your 
hospital chart number. 
The chart number lets the 
doctor access records of all 
your previous hospital visits, 
and adds this visit to keep your 
file current. 
Take along a list or phar- 
macy printout of all your 
medications. For some of us, 
that may require an accordion 
file tucked under one arm, or a 
suitcase on casters. Don't ex- 
pect the doctor to feel secure 
knowing only that you take a 
small yellow pill for your gout, 
or a 14-letter long antibiotic 
for a chest cold. 
Have someone accompany 
you to hospital, even if you 
feel well enough to drive You 
may not feel so steady later, 
and may welcome a chauffeur. 
A spouse can ask questions 
you may be too sick to think 
of, offer information or provide 
answers to the nurse or doc- 
tor's history taking, and will 
prod you awake should you 
doze off while waiting for the 
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doctor. A spouse will also re- 
strain you when you threaten to 
go home if you're kept waiting 
on more minute. 
To avoid unnecessary back- 
tracking, enter the hospital at 
the main entrance and proceed 
to Admissions where you will 
be asked for your green card, 
and your medical complaint. 
You will be given a form prin- 
ted for the doctor to record his 
or her findings and treatment 
plan for you. 
Admissions will send you 
along to Emergency. 
Rarely will you be so lucky 
as to be seen immediately by a 
doctor. If you're a reader and 
up to it, take along a pocket- 
book or a Reader's Digest. 
Hospitals, like doctors' offices, 
are infamous for out-of-date 
periodicals. 
Last February, while waiting 
for an x-ray, the youngest ma- 
gazine available to me was a 
1981 Harrowsmith. Fortunately 
most magazines have at least 
one timeless article in each 
issue. 
Emergency room visits are 
never fun but they do go better 
with preparation. 
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"~I  T ITH AN estimated 2,000 
~ /  entrants from across the re- 
V V gion and a team of dedica- 
ted volunteers, it would be 
impossible to do justice to the full 
scope of the 2003 Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival. 
The annual event, which marked its 
38t h year this year, celebrates and en- 
courages excellence in the performing 
arts. 
For two weeks, individual entrants 
and groups representing a full spec- 
trum of ages and abilities compete in 
a variety of categories. Each perfor- 
mance is adjudicated. The following is 
the final list of award winners in each 
discipline and category. 
Original composition 
Kermodei Trading/Cow Bay Gift 
Gallery Award - Highest Mark Original 
Composition: Feile Reidy 
Adult/child 
presentation 
This is a new award for a class star- 
ted 10 years ago when Jamie Norton 
and her Grandpa, James MacFarlane, 
wanted to perform together. The James 
MacFarlane Memorial Trophy: Katie 
and Robin Hollett 
Piano awards 
Marylin Davies Trophy - Highest 
Mark, over 85, Junior Pianoforte, 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch No. 13 
Award ($50) - Highest Mark Inter- 
mediate Conservatory, Grades 4 to 5: 
Della Orrey 
Carlyle Shepherd & Associates 
Award ($100) - Highest Mark, over 85. 
Senior Pianoforte, Prince Rupert Ro- 
tary Club Award ($75) - Highest Mark 
Beethoven: Jamie Norton 
Frank  Froese Memorial Trophy & 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark Bach, 
Grades 1 to 4: Theo Metzmeier 
Norton Family Award ($50) - High- 
est Mark Baroque Composers, Grades I
to 4: Katharine Boston 
Noteworthy Piano Service Award 
($75) - Highest Mark Baroque Compo- 
sers, Grades 5 to Open: Jessica Craw- 
ford 
Ruth Edmondson Memorial Award 
($50) - Highest Mark Mozart & Haydn, 
Grades 1 to 4: Jeremy Zhen 
Wightman & Smith Insurance 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark Mozart & 
Haydn, Grades 5 to Open: Danielle 
Toms 
Warner Bandstra Brown Award 
($100) - Highest Mark German Roman- 
tic, Emerson Clinic Award ($75) - 
Highest Mark Sonatinas, Grades 6 to 
Open: Ryan Lee 
J.~ Coosemans Award ($75)-~ High- 
est'Mark" Romantic, other tha~'German~ 
Rachel Barber 
Dr. H. Murphy Award ($75) - High- 
est Mark Chopin: Jennifer MacKay 
Pizza Hut Award ($75) - Highest 
Mark French hnpressionists, Dr. W. 
Redpath Award ($75) - Highest Mark 
20th Century Composers, Grades 7 to 
Opeti, Eugene H. Thomas Award ($75) 
-Highest Mark Bach, Grades 5 to 
Open: Caitlin Keenan 
Terrace Rotary Club Award ($50) - 
Highest Mark Sonatinas, Grades I to 5: 
Kelsie Smith 
Terrace Kinette Club Trophy 
Highest Mark 20th Century Composers, 
Grades I to 3: Tied: Deklan Corstanje 
and Heidi deJager 
Terrace Kinsmen Award ($50) - 
Highest Mark 20th Century Composers, 
Grades 4 to 6: Sarah Barber 
All Seasons Source for Sports Tro- 
phy - Highest Mark Canadian Compo- 
sers, Grades 1 to 4: Robin Kim 
Allan Dubeau Award ($100) - High- 
est Mark Canadian Composers, Grades 
5 to Open: Aisandair Toms 
Janet Felber Trophy - Highest Mark 
Junior Conservatory, h~troductory to 
Grade 3: Amelia Niesner 
Ronald McDonald Pianoforte 
Award ($100) - Highest Mark Senior 
Consen,atory, Grades 6 to Open: Mary 
Warner  
Elan Travel Kitimat Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Sonata, Concert Group 
or Concerto: Renee Reitsma 
R. Lowrie Award ($75) - Highest 
Mark Older Beginners: Cassandra 
Robinson 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Award ($150) - Highest Mark Piano 
Duets: Sarah Monsees and Sarah 
Palahieky 
F 
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The 2003 Pacific Northwest Music Festival Awards 
Vocal Awards 
Ronald McDonald Vocal Award 
($50)- Highest Mark Junior Vocal 
Solo: Colby Cameron 
Ginny Lowrie Award ($75) - High- 
est Mark Intermediate Vocal Solo, 
Steve's Salvage Award ($75) - High- 
est Mark Music Theatre, 15 and under: 
Sarah Smaha 
Totem Furniture and Appliances 
Award ($100) - Highest Mark Senior 
Vocal Solo, Duet or Trio: Pamela and 
Melissa Bahr 
TELUS Award ($I00) - Highest 
Mark Vocal Conservatory Classes, Ki- 
timat Concert Association Trophy - 
Highest Mark Sacred or Oratorio: Pa. 
mela Bahr 
Quantum Helicopters Award ($100) 
-Highest Mark Music Theatre, 16 to 
Open: Mandie Freeman, Britt Mac- 
Lead and Pam Bahr 
Choral awards 
Adjudicator's choice 
Vox Polaris Award ($100) - Com. 
munity and Church Choirs: Northwest 
Singers 
Terrace Rotary Club Trophy Pri. 
mary School Choir, K.Grade 3: Cen- 
tennial Christian School 
Brian Mitchell Memorial Trophy - 
Elementary School Choir, Grades 4-7: 
Annunciation School 
Bank of Montreal Trophy - Second- 
ary School Choir: Caledonia Concert 
Choir 
Speech Arts Awards 
Michael Strymecki Memorial Tro- 
phy - Highest Mark Choral Speaking, 
K-Grade 3: Veritas School Grade 1 
Royal Bank Trophy - Highest Mark 
Choral Speaking, Grade 4 to Open: 
Clarence Miehiel School Grade 4 
Terrace Rotary Club Trophy - High- 
est Mark Dramatic Poetry, 5 to 8 years, 
Terrace Ministerial Association Award 
- Highest Mark Bible Reading: Ruben 
Pedro 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award 
($75) - Highest Mark Dramatic Poetry, 
9-11 years: Lee Miller 
A & W Speech Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Dramatic Poetry, 12 to 
Open: Kirsten Pereira 
, Robin McCoIl,,Memorial T?ophy.~- 
t,i/-Hgh,es, t: M~rk,~,~r~cl ~oetry, 5 to 8 
years: Daniel Pedro 
Misty River Books Award - Highest 
Mark Lyric Poetry, 9 to 12 years: Scan 
Empson 
The Mike & Joan Brady Award 
($100) - Highest Mark Lyric Poetry, 13 
to Open, Skeena Rent-A-Car Trophy - 
Highest Mark Canadian Poetry: Jenni- 
fer MaKay 
Vie and Cheryl Pedro Award ($75) 
- Highest Mark Story-Telling: Kather- 
ine Trotter 
Vesta Douglas Award ($100) 
Highest Mark in Prose: David Norton 
The Ella & Glenys George Trophy 
& Award ($75) - Highest Mark Public 
Speaking, 12 years and under: Mat- 
thew Swanson 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award 
($100) - Highest Mark Public Speak- 
ing, 13 years to Open: Mattias Muller 
Terrace Little Theatre Trophy - 
Highest Mark Dramatic Scene: Chel- 
sea Hartman 
Crampton Personal Law Corp. 
Award ($75)- Highest Mark Dramatic 
Duos or Trios: Lee Miller, Colton 
Dunsmore and Christopher Yea 
Instrumental awards 
Tchernoussoff Trophy - Highest 
Mark Junior Classical Guitar Solo: 
Christopher Boston 
Anne Hill Trophy - Highest Mark 
hztermediate and Senior Classical Gui. 
tar Solo: Tyler Lieb 
Davidson Family Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Guitar Duets, Trios or 
Ensembles: Philip Chkipov, Rayven 
Algor and Shea Lozinskl 
Carters Jewellers Trophy - Highest 
Mark Strings, Grades I to 4: Brinn Po- 
well 
THORNHILL JUNIOR'S band teacher, Mike Wen, led the school's concert 
and jazz bands to another strong showing at the festival. The school's 
brass quintet also fared well, earning top marks in its category. FILE PHOTO 
TOP MARKS: Scholarship winners Della Orrey (Junior), Jennifer Mackay (Intermediate) and Caitlin Keenan 
(senior). Both MacKay and Keenan have also been recommended to the provincial festival of the arts. 
PHOTO CONTRIBUTED 
Royal Canadian Legion (Ladies 
Auxiliary) Award ($100) - Highest 
Mark Strings, Grades 5 to Open: Tied - 
Marlee Emery and Feile Reldy 
Canadian Tire Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Strings Conservatory 
Classes: Marlee Emery 
Terrace Symphony Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Strhzgs Duets, Trios or 
Ensembles, Inverary Youth Harp 
Ensemble 
Mr. Mikes West Coast Grill Award 
($50) - Highest Mark Junior and Inter- 
mediate Brass Solo: Andrew Johnston 
Elan Travel Terrace Award ($100) - 
"High~est'M.akk Senio'r and Open Brass 
Sold!~Da~,i'd Jol/nstone ....... 
Terrace Rotary Award ($75) - High- 
est Mark Brass Conservatory Classes: 
Melissa Bahr 
Dr. & Mrs. Appleton Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Brass Duets, Trios or En- 
sembles: Thornhiil Junior Second- 
ary Brass Quintet 
Bank of Montreal Award ($50) - 
Highest Mark Junior & Intermediate 
Woodwind Solo: Rachel Webb 
Dr. B.L. Phillips Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Senior & Open Wood- 
wind Solo, Acadia Northwest Mech- 
anical Inc. Award ($75) -H ighest  
Mark Woodwind Conservatory Clas- 
ses: Traeey Kumpoit 
Terrace Concert Society Award 
($100) - Highest Mark Woodwind 
Duets, Trios and Ensembles: F lu te  
Quartet 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award 
($75) - Highest Mark Concert Group, 
Concerto, Concertina or Concert En- 
semble Group: Terrace Flute Quintet 
Band awards 
Adjudicator's choice 
The Terrace Community Band Tro- 
phy - Grade 7 or 8 Band with most en- 
thusiasm and musicality: Clarence 
Michiel's Dare to Dream Grade 7 
Band 
The McDonalds Trophy - Level 
B200 and B300: Thornhill Junior  
Secondary School Concert Band 
The Alcan Trophy - Level B400: 
Prince Rupert Community Band 
The XI Beta Mu Trophy - Level 
B500 and B600: Caledonia Concert 
Band 
The McDaniel Trophy - Junior 
Stage Band: Thornhili Junior Sec- 
ondary School Jazz Band 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Award ($100.00) - 
Senior Stage Band: Caledonia Jazz 
Band 
Dance Awards 
Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark Musical 
hlterpretation Solo: Giselle Liu 
Dance Academy of Prince Rupert 
Award ($50) - Highest Mark Classical 
Ballet Solo, 10 years and under: 
T ied-Kat ie  Trotter and Trina Cage 
Prince Rupert Community Arts 
Council Trophy - Highest Mark Classi- 
cal Ballet Solo, 11 & 12 years: Britt- 
ney Martin 
Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark Classical 
Ballet Solo, 13 to 15 years: Kristine 
Miehlel 
The Woodd Family Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Classical Ballet Solo, 16 
to Open: Orle Shlga 
Comfort Award ($75) - Highest 
Mark Classical Ballet Duets or Trios: 
Marco Arlmare and Aiyssa Repole 
Eleanor O'Boyle Award ($100) - 
Highest Mark Junior Classical Ballet 
Groups: Matrix "Dawn" 
Theatre Alive Society Award 
($100) - Highest Mark Senior Classical 
Ballet Groups: Dance Theatre 
"Bohemian Rhapsody" 
Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award ($50) - Highest Mark Tap Solo, 
Duet or Trio: Joel Carlson 
Sophia's School of Dance Award 
($100) - Highest Mark Lyrical Jazz 
Solo, Duet or Trio: Tied-Miclmel Mc- 
Innes and Brittney Martin 
Central Flowers Award ($75) - 
Senior Woodwind - Alice Chen- 
Wing Memorial Award ($200): Tra-  
cey Kumpolt 
Intermediate Brass - Terrace Rotary 
Club Award ($150): Melissa Bahr 
Senior Brass - Order of the Royal 
Purple, Lodge 216 ($200): David Joh- 
stone 
Junior Vocal - Spotless Cleaners 
Award ($100): Colby Cameron 
Intermediate Vocal - Medical Cli- 
nic Award ($150): Sarah Smaha 
Senior Vocal - Northern Motor Inn 
Award ($200): Pamela Bahr 
Highest Mark Jazz Dance Solo Duet or Junior Speech Arts - Emerson~Cli- 
Trio, 8 to 12 years: Hannah Manhas nlc Aware ($100) Scan Empson, . 
~' Kitimat Concert 7Assodiati6n ~ ~Award i;~:;! In t~i'm6dia'te! Sp~eeli~A/"ts .-'~Di-'.~J:"O. 
($100) - Highest Mark Jazz Dance 
Solo, Duet or Trio - 13 ),ears to Open: 
Kendall Segin 
Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award ($100) - Highest Mark Modern 
Dance Solo, Duet or Trio: Linda 
Nguyen 
Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark VarieO, 
Dance Solo, Duet or Trio: Kimber ly  
Truong and Jordan Vanderwiel 
Dance Academy of Prince Rupert 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark Song & 
Dance Solo, Duet or Trio: Kat ie  
Wright 
Dance Academy of Prince Rupert 
Award ($75) - Highest Mark Music 
Theatre Solo, Duet or Trio: Kimberly 
Truong 
Spectrum City Dance Award ($100) 
Highest Mark Jazz Groups: E- 
Motion-"Tied Up" 
Rotary Club of Terrace Trophy - 
Highest Mark Junior Stage Dance 
Groups: E-Motion-"Zuits" 
Marissa's Dressmaking Trophy - 
Highest Mark hltermediate Stage 
Dance Groups: E-Motion-B2K Boys 
Canadian Tire Award ($100) 
Highest Mark Senior Stage Dance 
Groups :  Dance Theat re -  
"Amorphous" 
Terrace Rotary Club Trophy - High- 
est Mark Music Theatre Dance Groups: 
E-Motion-"My Fair Lady Medley" 
Terpichore's Trophy - Highest Mark 
Student Choreography: Alia Ruemper 
Invited to 
Musicfest Canada 
Chandler Park Middle School 
Grade 8 Band; Centennial Christian 
School Grade 8-12 Band, Moderato, 
Caledonia Concert Band, Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary Concert Band, Terrace 
Community Band, Caledonia Jazz 
Band, Smithers Secondary Jr. Jazz En- 
semble, Prince Rupert Sr. Secondary 
Jazz Ensemble, Thornhill Jr, Jazz 
Band, Northwest Singers, Caledonia 
Concert Choir, 
Awards of Excellence 
Awarded to the most promising stu- 
dents in each discipline. 
Junior Piano - Terrace Academy of 
Music Award ($100): Marlec Emery 
Intermediate Piano Terrace 
Freightliner Ltd, Award ($150): Jamie 
Norton 
Junior Strings - Copperside Foods 
Award ($100): Marlee Emery  
Intermediate Classical Guitar - Ly- 
shaug Award ($150): Chr i s topher  
Boston 
Junior Woodwind - Terrace Cam- 
Zucehiatti Award ($150): Kirs~te~n 
Pereira 
Junior Dance - Flynn Classical Bal- 
let Award ($100): Brittney Martin 
Intermediate Dance -The  Cote 
Award ($150): Kendall Segin 
Senior Dance- Gemma's Boutiques 
Award ($200): Giselle Liu 
Scholarships 
Terrace Water Polo Association 
Scholarship ($250)~ Delia Orri~y 
Knights of Columbus S6holarship 
($500): Jennifer MacKay 
Northern  Drugs. ~Seholarship 
($1,000): Caltlin Keeiian 
The following students were recom- 
mended to the "provincial festival of 
the arts, taking place in Kamloops June 
2-6. (Financial Assistance from: Mrs. 
Vesta Douglas $400; AI Lehman $100; 
TELUS $200; Terrace Builders Do-It- 
Centre $200;Tim Hortons $100.) 
Junior Piano: Marlee Emery 
Intermediate Piano: Caitlin Kee- 
nan 
Junior Voice: Sarah Smaha 
Intermediate Voice: Pamela Bahr 
Junior Speech: Kirsten Pererla 
Intermediate Speech: Jenn i fe r  
Mackay -" 
Junior Brass: Andrew Johnstone 
Senior Brass: David Johnstone 
Junior Ballet: Shayna Scott 
Junior Stage Dance: Scan Carlson 
Intermediate Ballet: Sarah Pala- 
hicky . . . .  
Intermediate Stage Dance: Kendall 
Segin 
Intermediate Modern: Joel Carlson 
Senior Ballet: Julie Martello 
Senior Stage Dance: Marco Ari- 
mare 
Senior Modern: Alia Ruemper 
The following choirs Were invited to 
submit entries to the provincial compe- 
tion: 
City of Lincoln Award: Northwest 
Singers under the direction of Mar- 
ilyn Brodle 
George S. Mathieson Award: Cale- 
donia Sr. Secondary Concert Choir 
directed by Geoff Parr 
Recommended to attend the provin- 
cial festival of the arts as observers: 
Junior Piano: Mary Warner  
Intermediate Piano: Jamie Norton 
Junior Voice: Colby Cameron 
intermediate Voice: Melissa Bahr 
Intermediate strings: Kevln Kim 
Woodwind: Jesslca Crawford 
Woodwind: Traeey Kumpolt 
Junior Brass: Annle Greenwood 
munity Band Award ($100): Jade  Intermediate Brass: Melissa Bahr 
Glum ~- Junior Stage Dance: Hannah Man- 
Intermediate Woodwind Dri has ~ 
becca Counts Award ($150): Staeey Senior Stage Dance: Miehiei Me- 
Zorn Innes 
j 1 
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Time to stand 
up, Mr. Harris 
An open letter to: 
Roger Harris, MLA, Skeena 
Dear Sir: 
I am extremely distressed and concerned with your 
lack of support for our northwest region in ensuring that 
Alcan meets its obligation to the province to provide 
jobs and investment in return for the water ights it needs 
to produce power. 
Your apparent inability to understand the implications 
of Aican's efforts to manipulate he terms of the contract 
to their own interests is disturbing. Don't get me wrong. I 
cannot fault Alcan. They are simply doing what they are 
in business to do i.e. to maximize the return to their 
share holders- to make money. 
However, the interests of British Columbia's citizens 
are not that same as the interests of Alcan's shar; 
holders. And in this case they are at decided odds. So in 
the management of this contract it is your government's 
responsibility to protect he interests of the citizens of 
British Columbia and it is your personal responsibility, 
Mr. Harris, to communicate and defend the interests of 
your constituents. 
Most certainly the response of Kitimat citizens at 
town hall meetings makes it clear that you and your 
government do not get it. These meetings brought oge- 
ther individuals of the most diverse political interests in 
a common concern, that is, the continued existence of 
our communities. You might poll the merchants of Ter- 
race as to the implications to the regional economy 
should Kitimat cease to exist. I think it fair to say that 
the research reported by the municipal government of 
Kitimat suggests that the demise of Kitimat is possible. 
As a citizen of this region, I implore you to act re- 
sponsibly, to inform yourself, and represent my interests. 
Doug Thomson, Kitimat, B.C. 
Corporate Alcan 
taken to task 
Dear Sir: 
I certainlY take exception to the propaganda that 
Alcan has :put forth in their attempt to generate public 
support in respect o the selling of power vs production 
of aluminum. As a senior, 29-year Alcan employee, 
Iongtime activist, and previous resident of Kitimat, I 
have certainly seen and heard it all from corporate 
Alcan. The corporate slant is not what I have observed 
over many years. 
Production facilitated through Line 1 is still partially 
idle. Aican's position is that they were forced to curtail 
production as a result of a water shortage ~ in the reser- 
voir, which occurred uring 2000.'By';Aled~'~own ad-
mission they deemed the water crises to be over, by June 
2001. If this was truly the issue then why wasn't full pro- 
duction resumed immediately? 
Mr. Roger Harris, the MLA for Skeena, has also mis- 
represented the public and showed his lack of under- 
standing of the agreement reached between Alean and 
the B.C. government both in 1950 and 1997 pertaining to 
the control of the Nechako River. While I do not profess 
to be a lawyer, my understanding and reading of the 
agreement do not lend any support o his claim that the 
previous government gave Alcan total and unconditional 
ownership to water that belongs to the people of British 
Columbia. 
The facts of the 1997 agreement which I understand 
are that Alcan would be given extended rights to the 
water shed of the Nechako River in perpetuity provided 
the company would invest in a $1.2 billion project o ex- 
pand and or build a new smelter in Kitimat. At no time 
since 1997 or in recent meetings with Cynthia Carroll, 
the Alcan CEO, have they been prepared to fulfil that 
commitment or discuss in detail. 
While this may not be an integral part of a firm writ- 
ten contract, promises have however on a continued 
basis over the past 30 years have been made and broken 
by corporate Alcan in respect o expansion or rebuild of 
the smelter. It is high time that Mr. Harris fight on behalf 
of the people he professes to represent. 
An agreement signed by the union and company re- 
presentatives during the water crisis provided for an obli- 
gation by the company to provide 12 apprenticeship po- 
sitions in 2002. Alcan outright cancelled the implemen- 
tation of these apprenticeships in 2002. This has been 
challenged in the arbitration process, but lends little cre- 
dence to the trustworthiness of Mean representatives 
signing an agreement. On this and other issues I sincere- 
ly question whether Alcan really does honour many of its 
agreements, and commitments. 
Ross Slezak, Terrace, B,C. 
It is our oil and gas 
An open letter to: 
Roger Harris, MLA, Skeena 
Dear Sir: 
I certainly share in the gladness that 
our oil and gas industry is expanding in 
B.C. and your government, on our be- 
half, is taking steps to pave the way 
for this expansion by allowing mineral 
and drilling rights to companies for our 
valuable resources. 
I would like you to consider whether 
this expansion really benefits or harms, 
lers will have to hike prices to stay in 
business. Is this the way to "kick start 
our economy and foster an environ- 
ment for prospective ntrepreneurs" 
which the Liberal platform emulates? 
Why not have a condition of mi- 
neral rights that allows for the people 
of B.C. to benefit from the expansion 
through low natural gas prices. After 
that, the rest of the world (the lions of 
the market) could pay world prices. 
Could you not see how this would defi- 
nitely kick-start our business commun- 
the majority of British Columbians: My ity? 
guess is that, if you were to do an in- I 'm not looking for an answer like 
formal poll on how northwesterners 
feel about the 41.8 per cent natural gas 
hike as reported in The Terrace Stan- 
dard, you may find that the expansion 
is not economical for them. 
Not only do we have to face the 
hike to heat our homes, but our fetal- 
"the global conditions are affecting us 
all"; CNN already does a wonderful 
job with that. If our very own resource 
is harming us instead of benefiting us, 
then oil and gas expansion should be 
withheld, plain and simple. 
Pat Smith, Terrace, B.C. 
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LISA 
i 
GODLIHSKI 
on obtaining the 
Royal LePage Terrace 
" aster Sales 
Award"  ' 
during the month of 
March 2003. 
All Realtors at Royal LePage contribute to the RIP Shelter foundation. 
: 635-2404 = 
i More 8t more people are coming 
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Navel 
Oranges 
California Grown, 
" - "  ;8 Ib Bag . , , -  
99 
ea  
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Cadbury Creme Eggs 
or Mini Eggs, Selected Varieties F14728-0 
While quantities last. 
Available in our  Bulk Foods Department.  
Fancy Pistachios 
Natural or Red, No. 1 Grade 
F25641.9 
Available in our Bulk Foods Department. 
Picture Frame 
or Album, Selected Varieties, 
Assorted Sizes 34163.6 
Prices In-store reflect discount. 
card price card price card price 
,o2rS1 8900, 400/o e 1 o f f  
save( ifoods 
so  uc.  o/e ' "  STORE 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, April 16 to 19, 2003. 
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Four-day week must be aired 
Dear Sir: 
Now that our school 
board recognizes that it 
contravened the School 
Act by voting to imple- 
ment a four-day week in 
our schools at a closed 
meeting and without con- 
sultation with parents and 
employee representatives, 
it has taken steps to comp- 
ly with the specifics of the 
act. 
At the May 2 board 
meeting in Hazelton, the 
board presented a proposed 
local school calendar that 
describes the four-day 
week and indicated that it 
would consider adoption of 
the calendar at its sche- 
duled May 7 meeting in 
Kitimat. It also proposed to 
meet representatives of the 
District Parent Advisory 
Committee, the Terrace 
and District Teacher's 
Union and the Canadian 
Union of Public Employ- 
ees on April 16. 
These actions only par- 
tially fulfil the require- 
ments outlined in Regula- 
tion 5 of the School Ca- 
lendar Regulations and 
Section 78(3.1) of the 
School Act. Section 78 
(3.1) states that the board 
may not adopt a school 
calendar unless parents 
have been consulted. How- 
ever, the board is propos- 
ing to meet only with re- 
presentatives of the Dis- 
trict Parents Advisory 
Committee without allow- 
ing adequate time for 
these representatives to 
consult with parents and 
solicit their input on this 
issue. 
As a parent of two ele- 
mentary school agechild- 
ren, I request the board 
follow the intent of the 
School Act and provide 
open and meaningful con- 
sultation with parents prior 
to any decision to imple- 
ment the proposed four- 
day week. 
If the board decides to 
consult parents by holding 
meetings, these meetings 
should be open to all par- 
ents and held locally. 
Hence, a meeting should 
be held in each of the 
communities for which the 
four-day week is proposed.' 
The board should be pre- 
pared to present all infor- 
mation regarding the four- 
day week proposal to par- 
ents including realistic es- 
timates of projected cost 
savings and the effects the 
four-day week will have on 
our children's education. 
Alternatively, the board 
could provide parents with 
a written copy of this in- 
formation and solicit par- 
ental opinions through a 
written survey. 
Once the board has 
Haisla require 
consultation 
Dear Sir: 
It has come to my attention that I have been quote~! 
in an article in relation to the Haisla Nation opposition 
to the Forceman Ridge Landfill. The article is interest- 
ing but I question the journalistic integrity since no one 
bothered contact me. It would appear the newspaper is
more interested in sensationalism than in accurate jour- 
nalism. 
For the record, we, the Haisla do not consider consul- 
tation to be simply receiving information on a subject 
with the expectation that we should make our comments 
known. The Haisla position on consultation is consistent 
with case law that haso,bet.en~.~dic,~ted,2tt the Supreme 
Cour~ of Canada, B.C. Suf~reme Coiirt, and the BC Court 
of Appeal. Consultation is a~process thatds.very well de- 
freed m the matter of law. We expect all levels of gov- 
ernment o respect heir legal obligation to consult and 
accommodate our interests. 
Resolving difficult issues is about relationship build- 
ing. Our experience with the Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district has been checkered to say the least. When Hais- 
la interests are being considered, we will determine the 
level of consultation that is required and in those consid- 
erations we will rely on the treatment that the parties we 
are dealing with have conducted towards us in the past. 
We Haisla will not forget the treatment that we re- 
ceived from the regional district, in the Lot 98 expropria- 
tion attempts. The Haisla can be quite reasonable and 
even in the Lot 98 issue, when we were provided with 
the regional district concerns and interests we incorpora- 
ted those issues into a legally binding contract for an ea- 
sement. In fact, we spent a small fortune on lawyer fees 
to accommodate he interests expressed by the regional 
district.. We guaranteed access at no cost and still, with 
out any dialogue or notice the regional district moved to 
expropriate Lot 98. 
Now on the Forceman Ridge issue the regional dis- 
trict is asking the Haisla to trust them. 
Steve Wilson, Chief Councillor, 
The Haisla Nation, Kitamaat, B.C. 
. t0 ,000  Br i t i sh  Co lumbian . , :  
I 1.~,1 have  ep i lepsy ,  t l  th i rd  a re  ch i ld ren  
] and  teens  . • " 
l I.~aI~.EIIILKpSy BC EPILEPSY INFO LINE (1-866-374-S~177) 
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consulted with parents, 
any meetings held to adopt 
the proposed calendar 
should also occur locally. 
Holding only one meeting 
in Kitimat restricts' the 
ability of parents from 
other communities to ef- 
fectively participate in this 
decision. 
I would also like to re- 
mind the board that con- 
sultation includes not only 
listening to the concerns of 
parents but also acting 
upon them. If our commun- 
ity opposes the adoption of 
the four day week, the 
board should not impose it 
on us merely because it 
may save a few dollars. 
While I encourage the 
board's efforts to find effi- 
ciencies within our educa- 
tional system, these effi- 
ciencies must not be at the 
expense of our children's 
education. 
If the board cannot bal- 
ance the budget without 
imposing measures that 
will affect our children's 
educational outcomes, the 
board should send a clear 
statement to the provincial 
government that our edu- 
cational system is under- 
funded by submitting a 
needs budget. 
Tanis Purssell, 
Terrace, B.C. 
....., 
Bem~t@l BC 
PROI}UCI~ 
Hot HouseTomatoes,~ 
on the Vine .$~ 
No. 1 Grade, B.C. Grown, 
3.29/kg 4t0~so 
~, Fiel 
'4~'.': Florida Gr~n~ ~ '":": !
1.74/kg 4o9~9-z 
Spalding 
Bacon 
Sliced Side, 500g 
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with the purchase of 100 
Precision Plush'or Precision Xtra" 
Blood Glucose Test Strips. 
If you aren't already' using the precision aid or precision ultra 
meter, ask obou! aour free meier wilh 100 slrips trade-in offer. 
NORTHERN HEALTHCARE 
'in the PARK AVENUE MEDICAL CLINIC : 
Phl 615-515i : .: Out-oi:.Towh: :1-800-665-'5953 
4634 PARK AVENUE,  SUITE 1OO,•TERRACE - 
. -3SS . . ,  
. ,~. ,~dFudge,Brownie . . . .  ,,~,, ,, 
388g =n4-s 
card price : 
2,198 ,79,  ,o 
fb-~q 
. ' I} ' :  ' /  
ia?|l l l  
save  )food 
so  uc.  o/te , .  
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, April 16 to 19, 2003.While quantities last. 
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News 
In Brief 
SOME OF the bags 
going out in this 
month's Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank distri- 
bution will have tooth- 
brushes, toothpaste and 
dental floss in them. 
The initiative began 
as an idea by commun- 
ity dental hygienist 
Shirley Gray who gath- 
ered up the products, 
some of which are sam- 
ples, from local dent- 
ists. 
"Every dentist in 
town cont r ibuted  
something," said Gray 
last week. "I thought 
that because April is 
dental month, this 
would be something 
worth doing." 
She'll also tell inter- 
ested people that free 
fluoride varnishes to 
protect teeth are avail- 
able through her office. 
J as  Bas i  
Officer 
promoted 
IAS BASI began this 
week with a promotion. 
He's now a Staff 
Sergeant, making him 
the second highest 
ranking,officer ~at the 
detachment. 
Bass ~a~l been a ser- 
geant at the detachment 
and he replaces Staff 
Sgt. Tom Forster who 
has moved to the lower 
mainland. 
"I feel great," said 
BasS. "I love this com- 
munity and I 'm glad I 
can stay here longer 
and police it." 
Bass is now in 
charge of all the overall 
operations for the entire 
detachment. 
"There are some ex- 
ceptional candidates 
out there it was a very 
healthy and close com- 
petition for the job," 
said detachment com- 
mander Inspector Mar- 
lin Degrand. 
"Certainly that in- 
herited knowledge is a 
tremendous bonus for 
him and us in the posi- 
tion," Degrand added of 
Basi's length of time 
already spent in Ter- 
race. 
The detachment is 
now looking for a repla- 
cement for BasS. 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
D~, P,k ~mi, k. 
Fa~i~ I)~i~./, Full Face On~,  TKL 
, SeNng ~ No'west for 10 years 
. Full Face 0dhodontk Core 
. Invisellgn. tim kd~bb broces 
. TJLL Treotment 
' Porcelain Crowns End Veneers 
, Teeth W~i~ing (81exhincj) 
, La~ Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
2OO-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lV5 
(250) 635-7611 
Did you tnow Mt o child dmdd be ~ 
~hel, firsl o~don~i¢ a~reening he're t~e 7~ I 
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• " ppy w'th Principal ha t marks 
despite controvers=al report 
CALEDONIA  SENIOR fie value other than to pro- schools, The five bottom-ranked 
Secondary's principal is vide a snapshot assess- The Fraser Institute, a schools according to the 
pleased with the academic 
performance of his stu- 
dents - no matter whal the 
Fraser Institute says. 
Cai dropped 67 places 
in the Fraser Institute's 
latest report card ranking 
B.C.'s secondary schools, 
placing it 212 out of 279 
schools for how well Grade 
12 students did on provin- 
cial and school exams for 
the 2001.02 school year. 
The lower ranking is 
baffling, considering the 
2002 grad class scored so 
well on provincial exams. 
"We had 22 kids who 
had $1,000 scholarships," 
school principal Bruce Da- 
nieis said. "The marks 
were great," 
He said the institute's 
annual report card is of lit- 
menl based on one set of 
academic measurements. 
"Quite truthfully, the 
impact - it creates a lot of 
talking, but like I say, 
other than that, I don't 
really have any comment 
about it one way or 
another." 
Caledonia earned an 
overall rating of 5.4 out of 
10, down from 5.7 in 2001. 
That 's  higher than 
Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary fared on the re- 
port card. The Kit|mat 
school is ranked at number 
227, with an overall rating 
of 5.1, an improvement 
over the previous school 
year. 
It's also ahead of Ha- 
zelton Secondary, is 
ranked 241 out of 279 
right-wing think tank, has 
produced an annual report 
card ranking schools for 
the past seven years based 
on eight factors. 
Those include the 
school's average provin- 
cial exam mark, the num- 
ber of provincial exams 
students take and the per- 
centage of provincial 
exams failed. 
B.C.'s top three rated 
schools were once again 
the province's most exclu- 
sive private schools: Van- 
couver's St. Georges 
School, Crofton House and 
Little Flower Academy. 
Just one public school 
made it into the Fraser In- 
stitute's top 10 - Univers- 
ity Hill Secondary in Van- 
couver. 
institute are Bella Bella 
Communi ty  School ,  
N i s g a ' a 
E lementary/Secondary,  
Princeton Secondary, 
George M. Dawson Sec- 
ondary in Masset, and Ki- 
t|mat City High. 
Critics say the report 
card serves little purpose 
as private schools can 
screen applicants. 
Public schools have a 
different mandate. 
"We don't screen kids," 
Daniels said. "Kids pass, 
they come to school. We 
have some very clever 
young people in our school 
and they did exceptionally 
well last year." 
He's  anticipating a 
good crop of scholarships 
from this year's Grade 12s. 
m 
CAVAL IER  VL SEDAN 
CASH HUHCHAIi |H IC|  
s12,998 '!*
I I I t l i t l to  (tel|ks and p i t  
48 MONTH SMAILTL~ASE 
GM MAISS YOUR FIHET LEASH 
PATHIHT AND IICULITY DIPOSIT' 
 178 M 
WITH Ih ,1O DOWN % 
MALIBU SEDAN 
~ASH ~UKCHASE PRICE 
 19,588 '!'
Imclgdel freight a|d pd 
"~u.; 
i 
KINSMEN CLUB OF  ~ E  
RIVERBOAT 
RAFFLE 
x 
CI-I EVY  V.)R.N T:..1 
V TO G~into: ....... '* 
VENTURE VALUE VAN 4.6 MONTH SMAI~TLEASE 
GH H~||S YOUR FIS|T LIASS 
CASH FUACHAI| t~|lC| HAYM|NT AND ||CU|ITT DIFOHIT' 
s23 298'i* s274,,o 
r t | |h l  led pdl WITll $|,11$ DOWN 
Jd 
m "ii:]i6"t 
B,r~LI . "~,  
Supplied By: 
NeEd Enterpr i ses  
Va lue"  $35 ,000 .00  
20' ALUMINUM 
RIVER BOAT 
& TRAILER 
TOW vehicle supplied by 
7bornbal Motors (Not lnct n pr~e) 
...... ~ : :2~i~. . . . .  ' 
Insured by IlraM Insurance 
EAi Y BIRD DRAW 
2p.m., Sunday, May 11, 2003 at Safeway 
Grand Pr ize  Draw On Father ' s  Bay  
T ickets  Ava i lab le  At :  
ThornhillMotors,MislyRiverTackleeFishTdes ~.eW.~-  ~ 
North Coast Anglers • Terrace Mohawk H K#sumkalum Tempo 
NeEd Enterprises ' Anpvhete There's APoster 
Tickets $20.00 ivso , nu) 
BC Lo~ry License No, 851223 
"2" 
"-*. • 2 
48  MONTH SMARTLEASE 
GH HAR|$ YOUi F LET L|AH| 
FAYMiNT AND | |CU I ]TT  D|PO| |T '  
 238, o 
WITH l | , |4 l  DOWN 
, t 
ALEI~O GX COUPE 48 MONTH SMAKTLEASE 
I 6M HA| I !  YOU1 FI I |T LHAS! 
lAtH PUACHAII PEl t !  PAYMENT AND SICU|ITY DSPOSlT" 
s18998 s228 r t /MO 
latlm|e~ fre l | l l t  j , l l  pal WITH |1,S6! DOWN 
I 
!i@.~ 
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, ,~atl :t  
tw" - -  o ~,  
$2,500,000 in Pl'iZjD~ 
.... :::~::".~:::~:~:~: ....... : ~ a v a i l a t ) i (  to: b~ wo l~!  
Grade "A" 
]/;, One:.,r$100fGiltSaleway150'000Cards ~j  i::ii ' ~!!~ ~ 
t 
p."  Mat ,c l ' t3Ot l l  to " 
Aat'il 26t1~i2003 
. ' . ,  . "  , . .  - 
~C.~' ,  .... '::~~ 
Ttwkc ys 
Over 11 kg. Frozen. 
L"~G]'I2! 
/ 
k~-: L 
Ip. ART IC IPAT I r tO~I  ¢ J i~t .~ 
r . -C , . .  ~.1 
Neilson Candy 
Size. Assorted varieties. 
100 g. FIRST EIGHT - 
Combined varieties. 
" - lP_nODUa~rr~"T~pL~"~ - . ~/ 
"-"1"g"~, :~  ~?~ 
,c .  ,. L :~[ . . . . . . . .  ]:]~ 
Tropi~i~ :  ....... ~.:.~:~: .. 
rPA I~IT laPAT l r lGF~ 
Peanut Butter ~ I 
Assorted varieties. I kg. 
LIMIT TWO FREE. 
Household Limit. 
Regular prices apply to 
over limit purchases. , , L gH J  
J 
uice 
-Plus deposit and/or 
enviro levy where 
applicable. 1.89Littc. 
FIRST SIX- 
mbined varieties. 
. . . .  . . i / .:: .,: 
OUr.brgt?.i :~  
~J 
"Old 
' In  11 * |~l~ 
~ Harry Potter and 
the Chamber of 
Pump. '.l~Apple 
t 
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Thornhill 
parent 
program 
opens up 
THE THORNHILL Com- 
munity Hall is home to a 
new, family-friendly pro- 
gram for parents with 
young children. 
The Thornhill Place for 
Families is a free drop-in 
program offered by The 
Family Place two morn- 
ings a week from now until 
the end of June. 
It's the first program of 
its kind available in 
Thornhill, says Ann Peltier 
from the Family Place, 
which received a grant 
from the children and fa- 
mily development mini- 
stry. 
The Family Place, a 
one-stop access centre lo- 
cated in downtown Ter- 
race, already offers a 
weekly drop in program for 
young families. 
But its Terrace location 
puts it out of reach for 
some parents and care gi- 
vers in the Thornhill Area, 
says Brenda Sissons, who 
also works at the Family 
Place. 
Transportation can be 
an issue for some parents 
living in Thornhill, which 
can leave them feeling 
isolated. 
The new program will 
operate out of the same 
space as Thornhill's first 
licensed after school care 
program, run by the Ter- 
race Daycare Society in 
the community hall. 
The Thornhill Place for 
Families program will 
offer play activities for in- 
fants, toddlers and pre- 
school aged children. 
Their parents will be 
able to talk to staff about 
parenting issues and con- 
nect with other adults in a 
comfortable nvironment, 
Sissons said, 
A FAMILY-FRIENDLY program for parents with young children is now opera- 
ting in Thornhill thanks to a provincial grant. Brenda Sissons, left, and Ann 
Peltier of The Family Place helped set up the program which will run until June. 
drop by on Wednesday and adjusted depending on 
Thursday morningsfrom I0 what parents say they 
a.m: to noon, need. 
It's free. Please note: For more information, 
the operating ]iours may be please call 638-1863. 
Kidney disease strikes families, not only individuals. 
When a Kidney Foundation volunteer knocks on yoUr door, please give generously. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
wwwkidney.ca 
Custom Framing Sale! 
1/3 off the cost of the frame! 
Just until May 15th 
"The idea behind it is [[~~-',~'~,~.~_~_~'~'~.~'~-'~2~,~1 
to provide a family-friend- bl ] TERRACE HOSP ICE  SOCIETY  ~1 
'ly space." }I~ invites you to attend our The program will be run 
by employees from the Fa- ~I] IF-'~t~tt~':~ztltt't~l~t~ltl-,~zllt'~t~l~ttt~[~t ~l 
mily Place. 
Parents with children }~ Wednesday ,  May  14th ,  2003 
under the age of five who ~ at  Skeeua  Hea l th  Uni t  ~1 
haven't yet started going ~ Mul t i  Purpose  Room 
to school are welcome to t~ 21412 Ka lum St reet  ~1 
r.,.,.==~.. : - .  ~ Star t ing  a t  7:00  p .m.  
~Lw~-te~,cesJa,.nda_.~.co~m 
d" 
SEAFOOD & STEAK HOUSE 
We will make all your fishes come true/ 
For a dinner entree or light meal we feature halibut, black cod, salmon, 
crab, prawns, shrimps, oysters, steaks, chicken, lamb and duck, 
served in a casual dining atmosphere. 
Open Monday thru Saturday at 5 p.m. - For reservations call (250) 624-9309 
| Pacific Inn, 909-3rd Ave. West, Prince Rupert, B.C. ~. 
J~ 
Thornhill's school-aged 
care program still has 
space available. Please 
call 635-3911 for more in- 
formation. 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINK 
Why suffer needlessly! 
If you're experiencing discomfort in any of 
these locations, sore tired feet or leg pain 
• back or neck pain • shin splints • fatigue in 
ankles • heel pain, heel spurs • sclaticia 
• abnormal shoe wear • poor posture 
• orthotic therapy may be the answer. 
I~  We've helped thousands, 
I~  maybe we can help youl 
Have your children checked- 90% of 
foot problems if found early at ages 
8 - 14 yrs, can be completely corrected. 
"5  
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
will be held at the 
BEST WESTERN 
4553 Gre ig  Ave.  
Terrace,  BC 
Apri l  21 st, 2003 
A-10r thot i cs  
3208 Sunset PI. 
Westbank, BC 
For appointment please call 
1-888-313-1339 
Derek Armstrong, Orthotic 
Technician 
7 years experience in loot 
care & custom.made orthotics. 
NOTE: Your med/cal may J 
pay for your orthotics i 
Due to the Easter Holiday on Good Friday 
April 18, 2003 The 
STANDARD 
will have early deadlines to meet their press deadlines 
I 1 
Our fixed and variable rate 5-year Best Rate Mortgages: 
It's never been easier. 
Take a seat. Call the number. 
A Best Rate Mortgage* from 
TD Canada Trust means just that. You're 
offered our lowest 5-year ates upfront, 
on both our fixed and variable Best Rate 
Mortgages t~, Without haggling. 
It doesn't matter if you're purchasing 
a home, transferring your mortgage from 
another bank, refinancing or simply 
renewing. Thanks to our exceptional 
haggle-free rates, it's easy to feel 
comfortable getting your mortgage. 
With no haggling, there's more time to 
consider other things. Like whether you 
want the security of a fixed rate that stays 
the same or the flexibility of a variable 
rate guaranteed under prime* for the full 
term. Either way, it's comfort you'll enjoy. 
At TD Canada Trust, we can answer 
all your questions and help you find a 
mortgage which best fits your needs. 
Just visit your local branch or call now 
to book an in-home appointment with a 
Mobile Mortgage Specialist. 
And if you're purchasing a home, ask 
about our Home Buyer Incentive of up 
to $750 "'a. It's that little bit extra when 
you need it the most, Now, if only 
movinB were this easy. 
B Canada Trus t  
Banking can be thb comfortable 
1,7 
*RolesosoyAp L,2OO3.~l~eclfochonge. 5~y.e~rB~R~IeM~r~g~er¢e~s~e~w~s15~ye~r~xedr~e~ndeerBe~t~te~nde~PdmeM~!1~g~r~1eis~he~wes~5#e~ vodobemt commfledto 
ogiven dot lypkol be.nk customer. Appfi re~idenfiol prepuces on~ on.d ~ wl~e(t fo meeting TO (on ode l~t lee.Hug cdtedo. ANOt ~il~le in ¢ombinoliee wilh ~ olhet rote discMlso promolions 
or offers. Some difiOnSondegepfionsmeyq . R~em~ybe~emp~d!tdi~e~en~h~n1DPdmeun~d~ustedm~n~m~e(t~e~est~h~n~etn1be~DPdmerote **Elioible ur~4~rswillr,r,~, 
n Home wer incentive of up fo S750 on Ihe [~ g ~e. ~ lotdetoils. Nor ~oiloble on renewols Offer moy be chonged, wiliKIrown mextended t~ time. ModgOOe musl be ~oJied~lot by ~'~1oy'3ii'2"(}03 
Dud oplxoved before June 20, 2003. OAWoidd Glo~d. Pdze omouot ~ on |D (eeodo T~st modgoge b lonce es el August 15, 2003. No I~'(hose ~e~y Sel~ed enlro~ must on,wet osk I}.tesling 
questi~. (honcesof winning depend o~ number d eig hie ntdesteceived. FuTIcoatust des ovoitoble atany TD Conodo Trustlxonth, m visit www tdcondotmst.c~.elrode-mo~ of The Toronto-Dominiee Bonk, 
I 
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¢¢4k.(kCa¢¢~¢¢¢a¢¢¢.l~Ik¢~¢¢¢¢¢¢¢ ¢¢¢¢¢ 
¢~¢¢¢~¢¢¢¢¢ 
: ...... 
-L: 
:;:~;i~hi-L.ir~, 
~i~t~kdqm.ff. (,I 
~~:Jrd'l 'dim 
:REATING NEW FO REST; 
iECT 0 R OPPORTU NIT!E S :. :; 
,;itish Columbia is one:oflthe~Jeadi, 
~ MARKETING OUR FOREST 
, ::-:~ PRODUCTS TO THE WORLD .. 
S~of/The softwood lumber dispute has reinforced~the..i.i; 
ii~9o:ii::need :to protect, and expand our. mai~Eetsi;!i::.,weire.::i! ' " 
ing-.up new markets;~.:strer 
and making . . . . . . . .  it more g!obial[Yl, 
SlFYING : OURINDUSTRY:!~. ;~: :~ii ~ "i;: 
ikOl 
:: achieve freer:trade policies that ensure fair;access:to/ 
marketsfor our producers, especially in theUnited :I .... 
i. States: We ve invested $9 million a year Jn~i~itiati~;esi: 
i!ithatwili~open up: new. markets in icount~ies'i!:iike :
China, India andKoreai With over 10 rail 
:i~tai:tsa yearll and ~ ~ h:l,,,r, .;..,ao.~ 
~nles, 
~. WOOdlOt operators, ano.hlrsl: INat 
BC's forest sector generated 
S14.2 billion in exports in 2001, 
or $450 every second-those 
exports included lumber, pulp 
and paper, building products 
and finished goods 
BC is the largest single exporter 
of softwood lumber in the world 
BC produces almost l0 per cent 
of the world's wood product 
exports and over 12 per cent 
of its pulp exports 
ih:paying jobs in everylregion~:-:~e~newForestry i:!~k'..'n', ' "  - , -  
vital zation Plan .will.achieVe:.thisilbyi ~eal!ocating .i:~BC:is.leading the~ 
~"pei:cent 0f timber nowheid by m~jorif(~restcom,/: :management. The 
~nieS. Theamount of timberthat willeventuauyibe ::Act establishes t, 4k 
ailable through the open market.will grow to 4S tough new penalti, 
il:'cent" with no change to current restrictions on must achieve measurable and enforceable results set 
eexport of logs from Crownlands. We've invested out in forest stewardship lans or face finesofup to ~ " 
millionfor product development, odiversify and .. $1 million or time in jail. In addition, we've committed & 
eate new ex . . . .  port opportunities. And new policies -$3 million to the new BC Market Outreach Network: 
ive~been ut in ;tomaximizethe valUeof Together withindustry, the Market Outreach p i  placeto. . . . .  n .;i ...: ..,:...~ " 
'er),itree .... cut, and tomakeaiiiBC fo!estcompanieS.:":Netw0rk: will give our customers in the US, Europe 
0~e. competitivei~: :ii.:i.:i~!!i.:i~.:-~Lii~:!i~i~::!!il;:ii:i:::ii!/.:,!iiiii~.~.i!i~!i i~!!ii:i~i!iii~iii!ii~!.!iii:':i:::!i ii::~. iland i:~sla the facts about our  excellent forest 
~~.~::~:i~:~.'.;/L~-.: ::  :.../.~: ~:~;~!:~.!~i.~.:~{~!i~i~i~i:i!i!~!i~!!!i!~:~!!~!!i~``~.i~:~S~!~i,~ii~i!~!iii~ ~" ia~ ces The result, of these init at ves will be new ~ 
Our top three customers are the 
US, which buys 65 per cent of 
our forest products, followed 
by Japan at 16 per cent and the 
European Union at 9 per cent 
The US and Japan buy mainly 
lumber, while the European 
Union and other customers 
buy mainly pulp 
All other customers combined 
currently buy just 10 per cent 
of our exports- representing 
enormous potential to open 
up new markets 
The BC government is Investing 
$20 million to strengthen and : 
diversify forest product markets 
i / :  / ; . 
° 
• ' -r~ Jl-' ~",'~,':~'>,' ~:;, ~! :~;//~;~,'/~i :~" TO GET A COPY OF BC'S FORESTRY 
REVITALIZATION PLAN, VISIT 
WWW, FOR.GOV.BC.CA/MOF/PLAN/ 
OR CALL 1-888'316-8811; 
.. "L. ~ 
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Mothers group says so long 
MOTHERS AND children 
said good-bye to each 
other Monday as a 28- 
year-old care program 
closed its doors. 
Mothers Time Off of- 
fered mothers a 90-minute 
chance four times a week 
to spend time with each 
other and take a bit of a 
break from their children 
who are in supervised 
children care close by. 
The mothers learned 
everything from nutrition 
to automotive mainte- 
nance. 
But it became one of 
the local services to be cut 
by the children and family 
development ministry as 
part of the overall spend- 
ing reductions which 
began last year. 
The Mothers Time Off 
grant was approximately 
$45,000 a year which paid 
for the wages of five part 
time employees. 
Mothers paid $2 a visit, 
including child care. 
The official grant ran 
out last year, but Skeena 
MLA Roger Harris was 
able to convince the mini- 
stry to come up with 
$10,000 in hopes it would 
provide a bridge until other 
money could be found. 
Those efforts weren't 
successful• 
"This is my support 
group," said Laura Davis, 
who had been going to 
Mothers Time Off for the 
past three years with her 
two children. 
"I wouldn't be the per- 
son I am without it." 
For Charlene Sorenson, 
who has four children, Mo- 
thers Time Off was more 
than a respite - it also of- 
fered her employment• 
She's one of several 
workers to begin going 
there as a participant and 
then move on up to be- 
come an employee. 
"Look at what the gov- 
ernment spends its money 
on. They charter planes, 
have the good seats. Let 
them take a bus," Seren- 
son said, pointing out that 
the government has 
choices. 
For Kari Olsen, Mothers 
Time Off was a good pro- 
gram for her son as it 
brought him into contact 
with other children. 
Theresa Hansen, an- 
other mother who then be- 
came ~in employee, said 
the program benefited a 
number of people. 
"If you're single, or 
married or if your spouse is 
out of town, everyone can 
use support," she said. 
The program began as a 
volunteer effort of the An- 
glican church when it was 
located on LSzelle Ave. 
Its final years were at 
Knox United Church. 
TERRACE 
It could 
come back 
ENER(~UID|  
THE TERRACE and Dis- 
trict Community Services 
Society hasn't given up on 
Mothers Time Off. 
Executive director Mar- 
ilyn Lissimore said it'll 
keep working to either re- 
vive the program or re-cre- 
ate it in a different format. 
"It was a very small 
program in terms of 
money, but very important 
to parents. It was very 
much a grassroots program 
where parents were really 
involved," she said. 
Money for the program 
came from the children 
and family development 
ministry. 
But the grant was cut 
because the ministry, 
when its own budget was 
cut, said it could only con- 
centrate on child protec- 
tion programs, something 
that did not fit the Mothers 
Time Off model. 
Lissimore said Mothers 
Time Off prevented fami- 
lies from getting into a cri- 
sis and will use that ap- 
proach in further talks with 
the ministry. 
" I 'm not ministry- 
bashing," said Lissimore. 
"They did support he pro- 
gram for 28 years. It's just 
that we're not giving up," 
Cal l  1-866-734-9423 
or  v i s i t  www.rned lca le t t , ce  
<I~ Med icA ler t  
Lets You Live Li[e, 
A MOTHERS support group closed April 14 when its money ran out. In the 
* back row are participants Laura Davis, Kari Olsen, Carrie Russell and Nancy 
Spencer. And in the front are workers Theresa Hansen, Charlene Sorenson 
with daughter Dayna, Trish Curtis and Donna Hepworth. Missing from the 
photo is worker Sharon Emerson. Some of the workers began as participants. 
RDS 10 BEST ENOINES 2003 
2003 k2 ;M~ ENVOY SLE 
• 4.2L [6 275HP VORTEC Engine ' AutotmcAutematic 4WD • Power 
Windows/Heated Mirrors/Locks w/Remote KeyLsss Entry. Dual Zone AC 
• 6-Speaker Stereo with CD • Locking Differential •Dual Front Air Begs 
.4-Wheel Anti-Lock Bmkss • 17" Aluminum WheeLs" Cruise 
s399 S31 ' ! 
WITH $5,1T0 DOWN INCLUDES FREIGHTAND POT 
~ Flit lIAR SAFETY RATING' 
Il i l l  Illl,llll¢llll| l iV  
2003 ~ PONTIAC MONTANA 
5-Year lO0,O00km POWER]RAIN WARRANIY, with No Deductible ' 3.4L V6 
185HP Engine, Automatic. Power Windows/Mirrors/Locks, Dual Front and 
Side Impact Air Bags, AC • 7-Passenger Seattng' CD' Rip and Fold Removable 
Seats. 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Brakes 
48 MONTH SMARILEASE 
S298 
WiTH $3,455 DOWH 
sO FIRST LEASE PAYME~ 
$0 tECURr[Y DEPOSIT* 
CASH PUECltkSE PRICE 
S25,498' 
INCLUDES FAEIOHr AND 
i ¸ .¸ /ili ~7 , i /  
W--nta  A -  ' ..... ' ....... = 
Photo  >Ss kR D=[ 
Did you see a photo .in the  
you want a copy of?. The Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and iz 
the photo of your choice ar 
4"x6" 5"x7" Others 
Phonl 
Price includes printing fee from Northern 
purchasing Fee from Ihe Terroce Sign 
All photographs are copyrighted In Ihe Terr~ 
(Note: 90% o~ photos hoken ore digitol photos 
of high q~liv peg. Block and while prints 
also availob e kom black and white negatives.) 
northern photo. 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 Lakelse Avenue 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638-7:283 Fax: 638-8432 
m 
2003 (~Mt: : : :  S IERRA EXTENDED CAD SL 4X4 : :  
• 4,8 utre VB 270 HP Vortec Engine • Automatic with Two/Haul Mod e :j 
• 4-Wheel Disc Bmkes w/Anti.Lock. 40/20/40 Split Front Bench. CO ::::,. 
• Chrome Gdne and Wheels' Dual Zone AC' Locking Differential . 
• Heavy Duty Suspension" Deep Tint Glass 
l 
30 MONTH SMANKE~r i CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
S338 @3,580' 
WiTH N,S80 00~ IHCLUDES PREIGHTAND PRI 
~h 2003 ~,~)BUICK RENDEZVOUS CX 
.3.4L SFI V61.B5HP Engine.AC, Centre Console Storage System. Lightweight 
Flip end Fold Removable Bench with Seatback Recline • CD'Leather-wmpped 
Steedng Wheel with Redio Controls. Power Windows/Heated MirrOrs/Locks 
w/Ren~ote Keyiess Entry, Optional 3 • Row Seating for up to 7 Passengers 
s330 s2o, 
~T, .,TES 00WN ~CWOn rammed m 
sO fiRST LEASE PAYMBTI' 
sO SEOUPJff DEPOSIT* 
For the latest Information, vlsll us at gmcanada.com, drop by your local Pontiac • Buick * GMC Dealer or call us at 1-80O.GM-DRIVE. 
&Offer applies to vehicles delivered on or bdore June 2nd, 2003. General Motors will provide the dealer vAth a c~edit equ~lent o the value of air condiUooing (up to $1,C00), plus applicable taxes. Such uedit will be 
nduded In the relevant SmarlLease month;'/payment and purchase pdco at dealership. "SrnzILeane' offer Miiabie on 48,month lease for GMC Envoy aLE RTA. Pondao Monna RM RTA, Bu~ Rena~'vons CX eTA. 
and a 3g-Month lease on GMC Sierra SEE EXT CAB 2WO RTA, Total obtigedon Is $24,322, $17,759, $1n,9~5, $t$,920. Annual Idlomebe limit 20,000 lan, $0,12 per excess kilometre. 0pOoh to purchase at lease end is 
$17,060, St 0,706, St 2,708, $18,434 plus applicable taxes, Freight included, Unenca, Insurance. taxes and PPtA not Included. eGeneral Motors will pay first rnonthl GMAC lease payment up to $500 Incisive ol applicable 
taxes. GM will also pay your s~dty deposit. | Purchase tinanclng on approved GMAC ondit 0ely. Example: $10,000 al O% APR, Oie monthly paym~t is S2off,33 for 48 m~tM. Cott of bestowing Is $0, Total obtigatino 
is $10,000, Down paymenl, beds and/or security deposit may be required. Monthly payment And COlt of boffowiog will YaW dppendino n ~onnt borrowed and down oaymenthrade. :ITM Sal~Leana monthly payment 
and the GMAC purchase finance rates are not avai~le with and axe not calculated on the 'Cash Purchase' price shown, The difference between the price for the Sma~nase/GMAC purchase finance offer and the 'Cash 
Perchase' price offer id deemed under provincial disclosure laws to be a cost of borrow]on, whether or not Ihe saxne repre~enis aclcal interest, and ta required Io be exprsssed as an actual ~ 
percentage rate which is 0,65%.3 75%. 0.00%, 0,76%, &Of °lOiters apply o ¢~ally a new 2003 or demons ra Or modds o vehie es equipped as described. Offers ~o p/'/to qualified retail 2 ( . ) ]0  
customers In the 8C malketlno area only. Urnited time offers which may not I~ combinnd w~ ether offers. Dealers are free to set Individual prices. See your dealer(s) for condilidne and v,u~couwt 
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Lunch program 
could expand 
MORE CHILDREN could 
be fed at schools begin- 
ning this fall due to an in- 
crease in money from the 
provincial government. 
The increase amounts 
to $125,000 on top of the 
$420,000 Coast Mountains 
school district already gets 
for disadvantaged students 
and those considered at- 
risk. 
As it is, the district al- 
ready spends approximate- 
ly $100,000 a year on a 
lunch program at Clarence 
Michiel and E.T. Kenney 
schools in Terrace. 
BUt now, with the extra 
money, the district could 
expand the geographic 
reach to include other 
schools, says district offi- 
cial Dawn Martin. 
"Earlier this year we 
spoke with all the elemen- 
tary schools in Terrace 
with a view to expanding, 
spreading it out in a limi- 
ted fashion," she said. 
"They felt that 'no,' 
they had other things 
things along this line. But 
Food box 
numbers 
keep rising 
PARTICIPATION IN a, 
program to provide low 
cost nutritious food has 
more than doubled since it 
began last fall. 
In March 144 of the $15 
Good Food boxes were 
sold compared to 60 when 
it !i~irst started, says Dar-' 
lene Westerman of The: 
Family Place. 
This month's number of 
boxes totals 160. 
"I was reading in Prince 
George that their program 
sold 250 boxes. When you 
compare the population 
differences, you get an 
idea of the need," said 
Westerman who sits on a 
local committee looking 
for ways to ease child hun- 
ger. 
Each Good Food box 
contains fruits and veget- 
ables made available at 
wholesale prices. 
Westerman estimates a 
box contains as much as 
$30 to $35 worth of food 
when priced at a retail 
level. 
She notes that when the 
program was started last 
fail, there were partici- 
pants who didn't really 
need to take advantage of 
the savings but purchased 
boxes to help the program 
get off the ground. 
There are far fewer of 
these kinds of purchasers 
now, meaning that the ma- 
jority of those who buy 
now have a definite need, 
Westerman said. 
The program has been 
aided by a check-off box 
on social assistance forms 
in that a person can have 
the $15 deducted from a 
social assistance cheque 
automatically. 
"This way people know 
they have something 
coming," said Westerman. 
.The program relies on a 
core of volunteers to pur- 
chase, package and distri- 
bute the boxes once a 
month. 
Volunteer labour means 
that as much money as 
possible is devoted to the 
purchase of the food that 
goes into each box, 
As the local growing 
season approaches, pro- 
gram volunteers will work 
On making purchases from 
local growers through the 
farmers market, said 
~esterman. 
"We a lso  want to make 
Connections with private 
gardeners," she added. 
now, with this money, we 
might go back and look at 
it again, particularly in the 
Hazeltons," Martin conti- 
nued. 
Most likely a commit- 
tee will be struck to ex- 
amine what the district 
spends the money on now 
and what it could do with 
the increase, she said. 
Other programs fi- 
nanced by the current 
money include teacher's 
aide support at Parkside 
school, people who work 
with children at E.T. Ken- 
ney and Kiti K'Shan and 
support workers in Kitwan- 
ga and the Hazeltons. 
The money comes from 
the children and family 
development ministry. 
The Coast Mountains 
school district is getting an 
increase because the pro- 
vincial government has 
developed a new formula 
to divvy up the money for 
school-based programs. 
This new formula gives 
greater weight to econo- 
mically troubled regions 
such as the northwest. 
But it also means 
school districts in more 
prosperous regions else- 
where will get less money. 
In all, the children and 
family development mini- 
stry will turn over $43 mil- 
lion to school districts for 
the new school year begin- 
ning this fall. It's the same 
amount as was given for 
this school year. 
While the amount is the 
same as last year, $6 mil- 
lion is made up of one- 
time grants to school dis- 
tricts to help them craft 
plans to find other sources 
of money. 
It actually means the 
children and family deve- 
lopment ministry is cutting 
its school-based programs 
to $37 million for the 
school year beginning 
September 2004. 
The Coast Mountains 
school district won't be af- 
fected, however, because 
the new allocation formula 
means it will still get the 
new amount - $545,000. 
CLARENCE MICHIEL Elementary School vice prin- 
cipal Grant Holkestad prepares to distribute bagged 
lunches through a program financed by a provincial 
grant. Clarence Michiel and its primary school 
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Knox United Church ::::: 
4907 Lazelle Ave., ~.!:i~:i~!: 
Terrace, B.C. ...... ~:"~::: 
' i i j : i:! 
Ph. 635-6014 .:.:~iii::i;!i: 
" : ' , "4 .  
Maundy :::.ii::iiill 
i : ( ' ? i !  
Thursday  ::i~!~i~ii~ 
Apr i  17  7:00 p.m.  :::!ii::iii:! 
. . . . . .  
Good Fr iday  ~!i:!:~i::i:: 
Apri l  18  -- 11 a .m.  ~:~..~:: 
Jo in t  Serv ice  8t  St. i ~::ii  . : : . .  
Matthew's  Church  ~ ;i:ii.i 
4514  Lake lse  Ave. ::;::;~:i 
: : : . .  
• :. . : :  
Easter  Sunday  i:!i::i!i~.:!: 
Apr i l  2 0 - -  1 0 : 3 0  a.m. 'i!::i:ii: 
KnoxUnited Church !.:~i: 
Rev. Wally Hargrave ::i::i 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
5003 Halliwell Ave, 
Easter SuMay 
Resurrection Celebrat ion 
8:00 am 
Complimentary Brunch to 
follow after the service 
Pastor- H, Bruce Freeman 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
SACRED HEART PARISH 
,4830 Stra ume Ave.- 635-2313 
Mass Times 
Palm Sunday: Sat., April 12 @ 7:30 pm 
Sun, April 13 @ 9:00orn & 11:00am 
Holy Thursday: April 17 @ 8:00pm 
Good Friday Service: April 18 @ 3:00pro 
Easter Vigil: Sat., April 19 O 9:00prn 
Easter Sunday: April 20 @ 9:00am & 11:00am 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::,:':::: ::: . . . : ;  :::, ! .:!.~:!: 
nelghbour, E.T. Kenney, are the only two schools 
to receive grants for lunch programs but that could 
change because the amount of money for disad~ 
vantage or at risk students has grown. 
l..',.~i[]!]~]~i 
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ZION BAPTIST CHURCH ' HOLY WEEK & EASTER SERVICES 1! 
ii:i~iliiiiii M undy Thursday, April l?-1:00 p.m. - - - = I 
!ii::i!ii!ii!i:: at Knox United Church . ~ J ~ l  
2911 Sparks and Keith (Hwy 16) ::i:,i~,'~,~ili:::~,~i Ooo  Frid,y April 18- 11:00 e.m. 
:.!iiiiil;iiiii:il Joinl Service of Knox Uniled Church _-A | • • _ - 
~iiiiiiiii~i Easter Vigil April 1.9- 8:00 p.m. - _ _e - I 
!!iiiiii ::il ~ at St. Me,hews Anglican Church ~ ] 
i 
:iiii!i::iii!iii: Easter Celebration, April 20-10 a.m. _-- ,.~ . , -  ] 
:::.ii::i::ii! oISI M01lhewsAng~olitanChurch -" "" - "  ========================== • . ] 
i ........ "TERRACE CHRIST iAN 
,,,!:.,., REFORMED CHURCH 
11:00 am 
Joint Service with Pentecostal Assembly 
at Eby and Scott 
i:i:!:i:!:J'!:i:i 
;!:i:i.::i"&: 10:00 am :.~:~:;:~:::~::~ 
Morning Worship at Zion :iii!i~;~ili~: 
:~:~:~:~;~:~:::~?:'~::::':~::::::~:~":~!~. 7:00 pm Cantata 
"The Borrowed Tomb" iiiiii!iiiii}iiiil 
at the Pentecostal Assembly ~ii~iiii~!ii! 
"WeServeA Risen Saviour" ........ i!iiiiiii:i:iiii I
:?i:::i:::iG , , - , , . .  
Everyone Welcome Anytime :i;!ili~i!i!i~:i!i: 
i!!iiiiilU 
+:+:+x, , .  
, . . - . . . . . .  
:!!~!i:~i'!~!! T e r r a c e A I I ia n c e ::~i:,:~:i~i:i! 
Church  :i!~:~!ii~!i! ' 
. . . . . - .  
Good Friday Serv iCe 
~-"  with the " , -~  
I~ :'~ Ambassador  Cho i r  "'~;;~ ~Of  Prarie Bible College .~  .~  From Three Hills, AB ~.  
~" A Dynamic Mix o f  Tradittonal & "~ 
Contempor~ O, Christian Mt~sic 
Time: lo:3o AM 
~iiii!~!i!iiii! • - . . . , . . . .  ,~ 
, ? . : , , . x  
xv . . . . , .  
::iiiiii!:iil;: 
.+ : , , . . x  
•:.,+:,:,,. 
liiiiiii~i;iiii!i 
%!:vl . i : i '  
41:: 4::i': 
, , : :  + ; < 
: . , • , , , . , ,  . . , . , . . . :+:, 
!::G!i:::i:i. 
I ii!i~iiii:~i:!: 
I ~: .L: ,::::.i 
i .+,:: 
Easter  Sunday  Serv ice  
Alive w i th  Jesus!  .~ 
,.~ Time', m',3o AM ~ ~L~ 
Pastor Andreas Tabert .~ 
VTERRACE ALLIANCE CHURCH
4923 Agar Ave., Terrace 635-772'7 
3602 SPARKS ST., TERRACE 635-7278 :~::!~i~!:, 
,.:..:: : 
GOOD FRIDAY (April 18): ';i;ii~. :. 
Tenebrae Service 7:30 P.M. ::' ..... 
EASTER SUNDAY (April 20) $0:00 A.M. i:::;:i:i:::i 
• .:..,..: 
' ~ " ~ "  . ............................. i ,~  ...................................................... - -  i:ii!i!ii:: 
e r r a c e :~'i';'~:' .~ 
Pentecosta l  .... : . ' : L .  
• : .:L. 
As s emb ly  ~:::~:: 
351 Eby St. (at Scott) 635-2434 ::i?::: • .:. : . .  
GOOD FRIDAY 11 A.M. ::i:~:::!~ 
"4  I tk~r~ o,~ $~v~i~ i l  :~';: 
A shared service with Zion Baptist Church [ ]  :..ii:ii: 
to be held at Terrace Pentecostal Assembly[]  i-:!i:.i.: 
EASTER SUNDAY 
::'::i!iil 
10:30  A.M.  ;,:,ii!::i::~ 
"Go! TELL!" :::~:iiiii~i'i 
Pastor Jim Barber preaching :::.i:!~i.i:i . . . . .  
7:00  P.M, .:i~::!,.il 
"The Borrowed Tomb" :.i•:i:~!~: 
An E..t~r M,,si~.,~ p,~,..tio,, by the: 'ii::ii: 
Terrac~ Ministerial Association : i~::. :. 
" ' -"  :4? • Jim Barber -  ,Senior Paslor '~:i " (:?: 
Lowell Holrnquist - Assistant Pastor ~ ::i~i 
Come & ~:.::: 
Celebrate the ::::::' 
Z : Risen Lordl :.::~iii~ 
: : . .  
. . . I C . :  =. 
• . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . 
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Feeding people comes down 
to a lot of volunteer effort 
A RESTAURANT owner has soup left over at the end of 
every day and wants it put to good use. 
A mother who needs milk for her child finds out there 
is no program in Terrace to provide it. 
Welcome to the Community Response to Hungry 
Kids committee, a loose-knit group consisting of repre- 
sentatives from a variety of community organizations. 
"We're passionate about what we do," says Darlene 
Westerman of The Family Place, one of the founding 
sponsors of the committee. 
Although the committee has a goal of addressing 
long-term issues surrounding children, their families and 
hunger, there's more immediate work underway. 
It consists of pulling together the threads of what is 
being done to feed hungry children, identifying the gaps 
and then doing the job. 
One solid success tory is the Good Food Box pro- 
gram in which purchasers pay $15 for a box containing 
fruits and vegetables. 
The food is bought at wholesale prices, meaning that 
a purchaser is getting at least double the $15 in quantity, 
says Westerman, 
The Kalum Horseshoe Community Schools Society, a 
member of the committee, received a $750 grant to fi- 
nance a breakfast program at Clarence Michiel Elemen- 
tary School. 
And there's $6,000 from the Ksan House Society, an- 
other committee member. 
The money came from a bingo grant and is being al- 
located by Ksan upon recommendations of the commit- 
tee. 
A portion has already gone out to a Skeena Junior 
Secondary School unch program. 
Finding out what is going on, what is not going on 
and working to provide food takes an extraordinary 
amount of volunteer labour, says Westerman. 
"To draw everything together, we need volunteers," 
said Westerman. "But we also need leadership in those 
Darlene Westerman 
volunteer oles. We need 
people to take it and run 
with it." 
All told the committee has 
brought in just under 
$10,000 for direct food aid 
and received several other 
smaller grants for a co-ordi- 
nator and expenses to get 
the Good Food Box off the 
ground. 
In-kind donations have 
beefed up the direct mon- 
etary contributions. 
It's not a lot of money 
given the level of hunger in 
the community and the 
number of children that are 
affected, says Westerman. 
"We had one school that 
was interested in a breakfast program and we thought 
there would be five to 10 children a day, perhaps up to 
30," she said. 
"But when we went to the school and met with the 
teachers, each one could identify four to five kids in 
each class and 'that worked out to 70 kids that would or 
could need food." 
"That's the moment we started to panic at the depth 
and breadth of what was going on. This was in a school 
of 250 kids," said Westerman. 
Concern about child hunger grew when the economy 
took a downturn here several years ago. It's now acce- 
lerated as the impacts of provincial cuts to social ser- 
vices programs take hold. 
"There would be hungry people without those cuts. 
Now there's just more," said Westerman. 
"We're finding families who may have been able to 
manage before, just can't any longer." 
National Jewish group extends 
help to hungry local StLtdents 
HUNGRY STUDENTS at 
Clarence Michiel Elemen- 
tary School are enjoying 
breakfast thanks to a Jew- 
ish relief society based in 
Toronto. 
Mazon Canada's $750 
grant provides a nutritious 
breakfast for at least 12 
and sometimes more stu- 
dents each morning. 
The program began 
April 1 and school princi- 
pal Christine Foster hopes 
it'll last until the end of 
the school year. 
"Students arrive at 8:30 
a.m. and stay until 9 a.m. 
It's ,run by volunteers and 
we could always use more 
help," explained Foster. 
The menu is designed 
by a community nutrition- 
ist and ensures each stu- 
dent receives one-third of 
the food groups they need 
each day, she added. 
"Today it was toast, 
whole-wheat, with un- 
sweetened fruit juice. To- 
morrow it's waffles." 
"There are good 
spinoffs," said Foster of 
the response to the num- 
bers of hungry children she 
said has grown because of 
the economic situation of 
the past several years. 
Mazon Canada's $750 
grant came via an applica- 
tion made by the Kalum 
Horseshoe Community 
Schools Society, a group 
of parents and others. 
It's not the only local 
group helped by Mazon 
Canada, which takes its 
name from the Hebrew 
word for food, nourishment ' 
and sustenance. 
The Terrace Anti Pov- 
erty Group Society has for 
several years received a 
Mazon grant, the latest 
being $950, to help with 
its community garden pro- 
ject, says society exec- 
utive director Tanya Gau- 
vin. 
The gardens provide 
lower income people or 
those who don't have gar- 
dening space of their own 
the opportunity to enjoy 
their own in-season pro- 
duce. 
The PACES program for 
teen morns and their child- 
ren connected to Caledo- 
nia Secondary School also 
benefits from a Mazon 
grant to provide breakfasts. 
Mazon began in 1986 
as the Jewish community's 
response to hunger in Ca- 
nada, says Lori Burke, one 
of two part time employ- 
ees in its Toronto head of- 
fice. 
"Our philosophy is, as a 
community, to help feed 
the hungry," said Burke. 
It disperses between 
$450,000 and $500,000 a 
year to groups across Ca- 
nada. 
Mazon raises money by 
accepting donations from "It's a voluntary tax," 
Jewish people who, when said Burke. 
planning a celebration in- Mazon also sells cards, 
volving food, dedicate a such as those celebrating 
percentage of what they the Jewish holiday of 
will spend to those less. !Passover. 
• .q  
fortunate. 
"Of the groups applying 
to us from B.C., all say in 
their applications that B.C. 
is experiencing a terrible 
economic time right now," 
said Burke. 
• ~;~,:!. 
• A broad smile is a great advertisement forgood dental 
health. Maybe that's why a Celebration of the Smile is 
the theme chosen by the Canadian Dental Association to. Exa 
promote Dental Health Month in April. lead 
hav~ 
This year, Canada's 16,000 dentists are highlighting a sligl 
Five-Point Prevention Plan to 
maintain ahealthy smile, ~ [[ ~ Make a 
. wait ut 
First, don'trush the brush. Brush app0intl 
fessiont your:teeth carefully, at least once '~ l i~  
• eVery 24 h0urs. Most of us do that ~. .~ 
",! but db!we d0'it forilong enough? i: 
Demistsadvheit takes2 1/2 to 3 them fr 
, ::,minutes to brush properly. .... ~'~ 
~":!i~ii!:::! ~ ! ~.iii~::'!;ii:~:',:. " ..  :, .. " mediurc, 
forget t1 FloSs. daily,.Dental floss reaches 
i ~i;.i":pl'aces!;i!-i~toothbrushes :.. :-miss, shoppin , :n~i:::~:i:!::! them pi, 
~;:~'.."s~,:~t :f0odfi::: and: drinks, panicu-. :. i~:i~:smiid":ii: 
~:'(!;:l~l~:betwean..meals;.And (lid you ~"i; 
~ng can caus~ gum dis-: 
::,i~;::.:!,,:.'::i! i !ii :,,:i: ' : : . ..... ~.,.:,,;.:..~,,:,: 
Dr. Thomas Nenninger Inc. 
DDS.BSc BScPT DipPT 
General Dentistry 
Park Ave. Professional Bldg. #101 - ,~619 Park Ave. 
635-1213 1:800.549.5594 
email: kermodei@hotmai[.corn 
- ,  • H •  " 
' ~ ~ i i / i :  iii!!ii~:!i!~!~ 
Did you know. physicians, nurses and treatment speciaSsts from 
B,C.'S Children's Hospital travel to more than 162 outreach clinics 
in 17 communities across B.C. to treat patients where they live? 
I 
www.kldstelethon,c0m 
1-888-663-3033 I 
www.tkair.com www.hawkair.ca 
We've got connections, 
TOOWK 
AIR 
HAWKAIR  & TK  AIR 
~?~:~!N i~ ; ~ i!:i:i !!~i :~;:~ )ii!:i:~::g i:)~ ;i;?i):~: ~::!i ' :::,',;;:~I:]:::: :r:;::'~:':~:'~'~ '~"':':~"~ " 
Masset to Vancouver, Rupert or Terrace 
Piper Navajo Cabin Class Twin Engine 
service starts May 12. 
TK Air connects with Hawkair's Dash 8~ :~ 
Digby Island flights to Vancouver. • 
Great introductory fares! 
1.866.429.3247 
~'~ Terrace to Masset - Sundays 
Masset to Terrace- Thursdays 
Smi le  
ryone 
; a friendofy h t i 
mintments-for: ch~ktil~s:and pr6~ 
o,0a. , teeth!  why not replace, the :family~:tooth~ 
t brushes?-Most : of us :. don:t~: remac :=,:~: : ; ,::. 
.frequently. enou~,~ t nere,,ts i ~ 
wide choice::avaitaDJe,.:.~w~m, sot 
i mor  hard brhti~i~:~nd d~n ~ 
etthe chiid~;!:,'Ii~!Y~U!,~ii~ LSE DENTAL CENTER 
ping for: new:~tObthbmsh~sili~i 
tck the,r, favount~:col~i. :  DR. MARK FORGIE 
~.d af,~;,~,~aiii~i:i!~. ~ BSc D.M,D, 
don!t--- - -~-~;~;  f6r~i!i~:!i! /~ :~.!~'.j~i~ 4438 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P1 
Dr. Dennis Fisher 
D,D.S. 
PARK AVENUE DENTAL CLINIC 
,#201-4619 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
12s0j 638-0841 12s0] 635.5256 
Dr. Rick Tabata 
D.M.D. 
PARK AVENUE DENTAL CLINIC 
#201-4619 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
c2s0  638-0841 c250j 635-5256 
Horlhwesl Smile Design Cenler 
Peter__ ~ i ,  B.A., M.A.T., D.M,D. 
I Dr, P. A. OMml, Inc. 
200 - 4619 Park Avenue 
Terrace, BC I/'80 IV5 
Telephone: (250) 635-7611 
Long Lasting.Smiles. Beautiful Faces 
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B uS.INESS REVIEW 
WaI-Mart 
details 
revealed 
(250) 635-6044 Or Toll Free .1-800,721-.!633: 
By JEFF NAGEL 
IT'S OFFICIAL -WaI-Mart is the 
name of the big box store that ap- 
pears all over plans filed with the 
city's planning department Friday. 
The store will be 105,835 
square feet, according to the de- 
velopment permit application 
filed by First Pro Shopping 
Centres on behalf of Wal-Mart 
Canada Corp. Another 6,000 
square feet is loading dock and 
garden centre space. 
That makes the store the size 
of Canadian Tire and the Real 
Canadian Wholesale Club com- 
bined, says regulatory services 
director Paul Gipps. 
He estimates the Hwy 16 pro- 
ject across from Ferry Island will 
cost between $4.5 and $6 million. 
Construction is expected to start 
this summer, as early as June. 
The tentative site plan calls for 
487 parking stalls in Wal-Mart's 
main lot and 47 more on the west 
side for a total of 534 - just  short 
of the 543 parking spaces in the 
Skeena Mall. 
Development services director 
David Trawin doesn't expect pro- 
blems with the approval of the de- 
velopment permit. He said there 
are minor issues mainly relating 
to landscaping details. 
Trawin said he will insist on 
larger trees than proposed being 
planted in some locations and 
more trees and landscaping at 
some points such as the back wall 
closest o neighbours to the south. 
He's meeting this week with 
neighbours to go over the plan 
with them. 
The height of the walls will be 
21 feet at the back and sides and 
will peak at 32 feet at the front. 
The western part of the site 
will be sunk eight feet below 
grade, which Trawin said may 
make it possible to screen more of 
the store and its parking lot from 
the adjacent baseball diamond 
and the homes beyond. 
The highway access point clos- 
est to the new bridge would be 
right-in right-out only. 
City and transportation ministry 
officials meet this week to iron 
out details for the westernmost 
SNDS is offering assistance for youth to participate in 
sports, recreation a d fine arts in Urban Terrace. 
"Our objective isto provide opportunities formental, 
physical, emotional nd 
spiritual ( ife balance) growth of Aboriginal youth." 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
PLEASE CONTACT ARNIE 
THIS PROGRAM RUNS ON A YEAR-ROUND BASIS 
~-, ,  ~ ¢ 
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www.terraceautomall,com 
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info @terraceautomall.com 
T E R R A C E  access - expected to be a new 
traffic light. 
Part of the site on the corner 
closest to the bridge is labelled 
"Future development." Trawin 
said Wal-Mart may be able to 
split off and sell one or two 
chunks of the property if it 
DAVID TRAWIN examines the site plan for the WaI-Mart store 
next to the river. Top: an artist depiction of the front facade. 
chooses. 
The project remains on track 
for development permit approval 
at the April 28 city council meet- 
ing, Trawin said, providing all is- 
sues can be addressed and provin- 
cial agencies in charge of envir- 
onmental issues sign off in time. 
STANDARD 
advertising@terracestandard.com 
newsroom@terracestandard.com 
Neighbours B.C. dentists raise money fi)r kids' Save 
waitin.g for 
more ,nfo a Smile program 
HOMEOWNERS who will 
be just south of an expec- 
ted Wal-Mart building say The little girl grimaced when 
they remain in the dark on she was asked to smile. 
key issues despite a meet- The tooth dee~y,,and their,con- 
ing with developers. ' [ :f! sequenc.e.si ,wer, e'~:p.amt.uAty~ev,- , 
First Pro Shbppin'g.i ~! '  ~.,;'~ "~" 'dent"'~lt wa) a'U'~ ~ '~..,mrtmtous~.,z:, ,,. ,,.,:.,,,meetmg:..- i'.,:,~ 
Centres' project manager" "~i"~'i~'a~6i ann kia's health eg['rif- 
and landscape architect that brought Joan's dental plight " 
government assistance. Money without other yen- a l ~ h g  urgently needed ental care. tion's b 
for dental treatment hat Jona ues to treatment ~ Since its inception in Jona 
would nced.~a&simplyonotava[!-,,~¥ho; .... require ~ :  ~ 1990, Save A Smile has restore her oral health by a den- 
!able!~6'itun~atle~itfie r~burc~fu~l:~i(';"~ ' : ! ~ "  ~: i  ' ! ;~ l  helped m6re; i:li~in 700 tlstwho 'donated-further.servlc-" 
~Par£ knew:of u f i ,~dmg:th .~t 'mJgbt , :~; - .~l  il l /~  " '~/  chddren' receive treat- es without.charge . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
~b.e avaitEbi'~'.::f~t Joan's d e n t a r ' ~  ll~., :~F,~X:~ - "~ i l  meat for palnlcaused by "Save a Smile Is;~offen thh qast,; i~ 
treatment? , i ~ 7 ~  R 1 . . . . . .  (~t~l [  abscesses or extensive ray of hope for those who tall 
Save a Smile, a limited pro- ~ '~,  l i ?  ~' ~( ~ ;~[Ul[ decay. Funds for basic between the cracks," says Dr. 
gram run by BC's dentists ,~[~"  ~ ~ ; ~  : ]~ J [ t~ treatment are raised DaveZaparinuk, chalroftheasso- 
. . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  ,-.:~- ^ r ~ :~:~'~\ :  '*~. throu h B C's 2 700 elation ro ram The Association 
Dental Surgeons of BC, has ~ : ~ ' " ~ :  l ~ ' ~ i  . , '~t /~ dentists, dental sup- of Dental Surgeons is now under- 
been operational for sev- ] l~f  ('\ . ~[i[Iq~ ~l[r, f f / '~ i~ ~[l[ pliers and affiliated taking a new initiative to help 
eral years in ~ , ~  ~'.~,' i l j  I~ :~"  ~ ~ ~  associations and low-income working adults who 
the province. ~ ~  4 ~ ~ : ~  companies. Public require urgent dental care. 
Funds from ~ ~ ~ "  ~ I~. . . . .~/  ~~: :~,~.~ health dental stall On Community Dental Day, 
Save a K ~ ~ _ ~ . a l l ~ i  I ~ ~ ~ ! ~  coord inate  scheduledlorApri129, morethan 
Smile tar- ~ ~ ~  " . :~1 ~ \ : '~ '~.~i [ i  patients and admi- 750 patlents have been' booked to 
get chil- ~ ~[ [~~, .  ~ "~ '  k i ' r~"~i~i  nister the land on see volunteer dentists in 40 BC 
d r e n / ~ ; :~,~ l~ lu~m ~ P'a,m" \ ~ "~. ~. ~ .; t~Ji. ~ the dental assocla- communities for iree treatment. 
met the east Haugland 
area residents individually, 
showing them a proposed 
site plan for the building. 
But resident Melissa 
Munn said the company 
hadn't yet determined the 
elevation of the building. 
That means there's no 
way yet to determine how 
high the south wall of 
WaI-Mart will loom over 
their properties. "It was 
pretty tough to decide if 
what they were proposing 
was acceptable to us or 
not," Mann said. "That 
will affect what kind of 
landscaping ets done or 
needs to get done." 
First Pro has made 
some effort to reduce the 
impact on neighbours, she 
added, planning a tiered 
to the attention oi Trish Parr, a 
dental hygienist working in pub- 
lic health in the Fraser Health 
Authority. 
In discussions with the mother, 
she learned a little about the 
child's problem and the family 
circumstances. Joan's father was 
the sole income arner, providing 
for a large family on a very low 
income, As recent immigrants o 
Canada, they were ineligible [or 
DIDYOU.KNOW 
11 ilJ . .  
Dental decay [sttie mostcommon 
reason that children are treated under 
general anesthesia. Of these young 
'patients, approximately 40 percent - or 
2,000 - are cared for at BC's Children's 
Hospital 
landscaped buffer. 
But they haven't moved 
on the residents' request o 
shift the building further 
north. 
Mann said residents 
asked for a 30-foot setback 
from the property line, but 
First Pro officials indica- 
ted they will build as close 
as city regulations permit 
-up  to 20 feet from the 
property line. 
"Their take was that 
WaI-Mart was going to be 
so good for Terrace us re- 
sidents hould just take the 
hit for the good of the 
community," she said. 
Mann said they're also 
waiting to see a more de- 
tailed plan that indicates 
which trees in the area 
will be kept and how is- 
sues like lighting will be 
addressed. 
Residents have been 
assured they'll get a an- 
other chance at input 
through the city prior to 
the issuing of a develop- 
ment permit.' That's the 
stage where council can 
insist on h variety of alter- 
ations to the plan to deal 
with issues; l ike buffering 
and screening. 
But Mann said she is 
not optimistic the city will 
go far in defending the 
neighbours, noting council 
appears utteriy determined 
to bring Wal.Mart here, 
Dental implants fill the gap 
By the age of 26, the average British 
Columbian is missing at least one tooth, At one 
time, the only solutions to replace missing teeth 
were dentures and fixed bridges. 
Today, however, dental implants are becoming 
a popular choice for replacing one or more 
teeth, according to the Association ol Dental 
Surgeons of British Columbia. 
" • --" "'~ Implants act as the root of a missing tooth, 
Generally made ol titanium, they are surgically 
placed In the jawbone under the gum tissue. 
After the bone has integrated around the 
implant, posts are then secured to the implants 
to provide strong anchors lor the artificial 
replacement teeth. These may then be 'perma- 
nently attached, while others will snap or clip 
on to a bar supported by implants. 
Most people are attracted to dental implants 
because of their stability, but they also have the 
advantage of looking more natural than den- 
tures, 
"Dental implants may be a solution ior people 
experiencing problems with lull dentures, par- 
tials, crowns or bridges," says Dr, Deborah 
Battrum, President of the Association of Dental 
Surgeons. 
ADVERTORIAL 
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Around Town 
Christian choir 
THE EASTER weekend gets off to an inspira- 
tional start in Terrace Good Friday, when the 
Ambassador Choir from Prairie Bible College 
will fill the Terrace Alliance Church with the 
sound of music. 
The 30-voice choir, which includes students 
from across the country, parts of the U. S. and 
beyond, won gold at last year's MusicFest Ca- 
nada in Calgary. 
The choir sings classical, sacred and con- 
temporary Christian music in addition to chal- 
lenging student estimonies. 
The choir performs at 10:30 a.m. Friday, 
April 18 at the Alliance Church at 4923 Agar 
Ave. 
FRIENDLY FACES: These students at 
Spring Creek Adventist are about to 
commit random acts of kindness. 
Kind kids 
DON'T BE surprised if a child you've never 
met gives you flowers for no reason at all. 
Students from Spring Creek Adventist 
School are heading out each Tuesday after- 
noon in April to commit random acts of kind- 
ness in the Terrace area. 
The annual campaign.helps teach childfe~iii::i 
about the importt~nc e of th!nking of~0thers.~B~t~.~ 
the kids just think it's fun to give flowersi~o?~! 
someone they don't know- just because. 
"The students love it," says home and 
school organizer Jill Harrison, who has child- 
ren at the school, an independent school offer- 
ing instruction to Grades K-7. 
Senior games raffle 
HERE ARE the winners of the Zone 10 Senior 
Games' recent raffle: First prize (a clock) 
goes to Donna Diana. The second prize winner 
is Debby Perkins, who receives a picture. 
Third prize (a table cloth) goes to Norman 
McFarlane and Ryan Kawinski wins a gift 
basket for fourth prize. 
Wonderful job, Renee! 
A COMPLIMENTARY bouquet goes out to 
Renee Cox for her thoughtful effort to publish 
the Senior Advisor, writes an appreciative 
local senior. 
"Each month, Renee collects quite a varie- 
ty of items of interest for seniors such as 
poems, puzzles, recipes, jokes and seasonable 
illustrations," the reader writes, adding the 
April Advisor has two amusing poems applic- 
able to seniors. 
The monthly calendar on the back page is 
useful for keeping track of appointments and 
Terrace's 75th year activities, the senior adds. 
The monthly publication is sponsored by the 
Terrace Seniors Advisory Commission. 
Easter breakfast 
NOT EVERYONE in Terrace will celebrate 
Easter with friends or a family meal. Some 
people are alone. Others cannot afford it, say 
the organizers of a special Sunday morning 
meal at Veritas School. 
It's hosted by the Knights of Columbus with 
assistance from Terrace Emergency Shelter 
volunteers. 
The two groups teamed up to offer a free 
meal to ensure veryone in the community has 
a happy Easter this year. Breakfast starts at 10 
a.m. at the Veritas gymnasium, located at 
4836 Straume Ave. 
Quilt correction 
A NEW commemorative wall hanging marking 
Terrace's 75th anniversary was created using 
fabric supplied by members of the Skeena 
Valley Quilters. 
A local store, Fabricland, donated the drap- 
ery rod that's used to hang the large quilt, but 
not the fabric. Incorrect information appeared 
in the April 9 issue of the Terrace Standard 
("A Gift for Terrace", Page BI). 
The wall hanging is at Fabrieland to April 
21. It will join the heritage display at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery and will be presented to the 
City of Terrace June 6. The quilters are: Ca- 
therine Baxter, Marguerite Benoit, Florence 
Euverman, Jean Hamer, AVellne McConnell, 
Colleen Sande, Ruth Shannon and Joan 
Wright. 
= Get growing! 
THINK YOU'VE got what it takes to grow the Skeena Valley's 
biggest pumpkin? Shirley Woollett, left, of the Skeena Valley 
Fall Fair association and horticultural technician Cathy Jackson 
from The Garden Shed invite gardeners to enter a special 
pumpkin-growing contest in honour of Terrace's 75th anniver- 
sary year. Get your seed kits at The Garden Shed, at 5033 
Graham Ave. They're free. Contestants must use the same 
type of pumpkin seed. Get a jump on the growing season by 
starting your pumpkin indoors. Transplant it to your veggie 
patch well into May. Judging takes place at the Aug.30-31 fair. 
The sound of something big 
A new drumming group allows local studentsto connect with traditional culture 
By JENNIFER LAN~ .............................................. 
A HUSH OF expectation 
hangs in the air and then it 
begins. 
The sound of 15 drums 
being, lpiaycdin un ison  
,:? starts toYfill 'ihe :narrow ' 
hallway,~spjl.!ing !Oto the 
gymnasium where an 
eager crowd is waiting. 
Then a line of drum- 
mers, dressed in bright red 
and sombre black regalia, 
files neatly into the room. 
Two-hundred pairs of 
eyes are watching. 
It's a big deal to be a 
member of the Seventh 
Generation Drumming 
Group at Clarence Michiel 
Elementary. 
Since its inception in 
the late fall, the fledgling 
group has impressed audi- 
ences - earning whistles 
and cheers of appreciation 
at a recent family dance 
and wowing students with 
a performance at nearby 
E.T. Kenney April 1 I. 
Broad smiles of joy 
played out across the 
drummers' faces as they 
performed their songs, 
their movements becoming 
more self-assured with 
each step and each beat. 
This small group has 
also earned the admiration 
of fellow students at Clar- 
ence Miehiel, says Marie 
Creed, a First Nations sup- 
port worker at the school 
who helped start the group. 
For one thing, students 
had to apply to even be 
considered for the group. 
Creed and her collea- 
gue Annette Smith asked 
students who were interes- 
ted to write an essay ex- 
plaining why they wanted 
to join the new group. 
"We read them and de- 
cided who we were going 
Taking a bow 
to pick, who was going to 
be dedicated and commit- 
ted to come to practice," 
Creed says. 
Once members were se- 
lected, they took part in a 
day-long drum-making 
workshop to make their 
own instruments. 
They practice once a 
week under the direction 
of instructor and leader 
Keane Stewart, a role 
model with the First Na- 
tions Education Centre at 
School District 82 who 
comes with a strong back- 
ground in leading tradi- 
tional dance groups. 
Rehearsals take place 
once a week at lunch time. 
The students learn tra- 
ditional Nisga'a and Tsim- 
shian songs. 
Their favourite is the 
drum drill. 
There's more to tradi- 
tional drumming than just 
keeping the beat. 
Students also learn 
dance movements or even 
vocal parts that accompa- 
ny the songs. 
But for now, the main 
emphasis is learning how 
to drum, 
i. 
RHYTHM MAKERS: The Seventh Generation Drumming Group performing. 
at E.T. Kenney Primary School. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Many of the drummers 
bring their own regalia 
from home, even bringing 
extra for others to borrow. 
The group's debut per- 
formance came at the 
school's Christmas con- 
cert. 
"I wasn't too sure how 
this was going to turn out," 
Creed says, adding the 
drumming roup is the first 
of its kind to be based out 
of a local school in Ter- 
race. 
She says she's filled 
with pride when she sees 
the students perform for 
their peers. "It's breathtak- 
ing." 
Now another school, 
Cassie Hall Elementary, is
planning to start its Own 
drumming roup under the , I 
d~rectmn of Peter McKay; 
Creed. hopes the two 
schools can join forces for 
a National Aboriginal Day 
performance for the com- 
munity in June. 
Submit your photos of Terrace 
Your winning photo could have even 
greater impact: 
Terrace Tourism wants to build up a li- 
brary of photographs for use in future tourism 
guides and in upcoming advertising cam- 
paigns in national and international publica- 
tions. 
To enter Camera Touring, drop your photo 
off at the office, located inside the Visitor 
Information Centre, at Sight and Sound in 
the Skeena Mall or at the Bevelled Edge. 
Or you can email your photograph to 
tt@lelus,net Be sure to include your narne, 
phone number, street or email address, and 
the category, HERE'S WHAT you need to get started~ 
I I I 
YOU COULD help showcase Terrace to the 
world. 
All you have to do is enter Terrace Tour- 
ism Society's Camera Touring contest, run- 
ning to May 5. 
Old or new, black and white or coiour, it 
doesn't matter. Enter early and enter often, 
But your photograph should fit one of four 
categories: Our Playground, Scenic, Special 
Interest, and Nature. 
Winning photographs will be mounted and 
framed. They will be displayed for up to six 
months at two local restaurants known for 
featuring interesting art on their walls, Don 
Diegos and Cafenara. 
,.., ; , !  
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• ' The Terrace Standa# is now [ ]  i 
C SCENE nnitn . ITY " - ' " " ' -  •  www.terracestandard,com 
Check out our site or, sail 638-7283 for adv.ertlslng Information 
Concert Society for Terrace's 75th anniversary. 
~ ~  [] Are you Interested in performing at the 9th an- 
i,L. nual Kisptox Valley Music Festival July 25-27? Appli- 
cations available at www.kispiox.com/kvmf Deadline 
for submissions is May 1. For further information, ....... ~: '~':,~ ' " ~!~ 
~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ .  . . . .  ~.  .~, please call 842-6401 or 842-6763, 
, PARTIES 
: ...,,.'.~ . "~ ,. : ;4:: i~".'. .
:..., : .... . : ' :i!~:=.",~. The Ladles Golf Club celebrates the season opening . 
~ : :  : : ~ ' - ~  with a win and cheese at the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club Thursday, April 17 at 7:30 p.m. The 
club is always looking for new members. 
VISUAL ARTS 
SPEAKING IN TONGUES, the TLT's entry [] A Glimpse of Human Nature aa Seen Through 
in the Zone Drama Festival, opens for a the Lens of Mike Weeber. Running to May 2. 
two-weekend run May 1. 
festival as the TLT's 2003 entry, [] The Terrace Art. Association's 25th Annual 
Spring Arts and Crafts Fair Saturday, May 3. FeB- 
COl  I' E!RTS turing photos, pottery and more. Entry forms at the  HEATRE Terrace Art Gallery. Call Area at 638-6884. • ~.  
[] The Vancouver Opera Company's touring en- [] The Art Gallery is located in the lower level of the 
[] Terrace Little Theatre presents awarding win- semble presents La Cerentola (Cinderella) Terrace Public Library. It's open Wednesdays to Sa- 
ning Australian playwright Andrew Bovelrs Speak. and Opera Encore, a selection from popular operas turdays from noon to 4 p.m. and on Sundays from 1-4 
lag In Tongues May 1-3 and 8-10 at the McColl and music theatre, Wednesday, April 23 at the R.E.M. p.m. The gallery is open from noon to 6 p.m. on Fri- 
Playhouse. Six nights onlyl The show starts at 8 p.m. Lee Theatre. Curtain at 7 p.m. sharp. Tickets are days. For more information, call Aron at 638-8884. 
Tickets at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. Directed by $10 at Cooks Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. Free ad- Fax 638- 8432 to,make theSCENE, : : i: ~: :.; Patrick Mclntyre and featuring an ensemble cast of mission to students who bring a non-perishable food 
seasoned performers. This play is heading to the zone item. This is a special presentation of the Terrace 
:run! ,space permitting ~ .: .: ~. ~!:;~'::.,~ i ~ -: ,:: ,-..-' ~ . . . . .  
,-,., ::)UBS & 
,,CLUBS 
!GATOR'S PUB: Live party music with Kingfish 
Wed-Sat, classic rock and today's top hits. Wednes- 
day is Jam Night. Thursday is Ladies' Night (your 
chance to win a diamond ring). Friday is Canucks 
night, Saturday, April 19 Is '80s night. Win a Sony 
DVD player. 
~BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha's back every Friday 
night. Theresa Marie sings Saturdays. Watch your 
favourite sports programs on a large screen TV. 
• GEORGES PUB: The Accelerators April 16-19, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays, Frank 
~ and Friends play. Meat draw starts at 4:30 p.m, All 
~ members welcome; bring a guest. Opens at 3 p.m, 
N[C.AKO mr vnt 
mIOm AImIL'O'24 / TO THURSDAY i ~ ' ~ ' 0 " n~~ ~ m ~ I ' I I 
I , 
 CODYBANKS[ , , , . . , :" 
, THURSDAY. APRIL 17. ,::~::,,Open to ages 12 and up. Freel But preregister 
;soi if at times they faU short, let their editors know. Kiti K Shun Primary holds an opeq housgl~i~lrl p efspn, qr.by c~lling the library~at'638-81;77. ;' i;:~ ) . , , , . .~  i , 
honour of its 35th anniversary. Come for coffee;!~¢~;~(i: .i' ~;"~;~'!'":'?;'! ;'.-: " " " ' =i i . . . . .  i.,~; ~,,i~ " 
If they can't solve the problem, contact the B.C. Press cake and a chat. Starting at 3:30 p.m. . Salvation Army Re¢i Sh'ibid Appeal: VoltJn' ' ~ ' : 
C~uncil, a vo luntary  body that  looks into arid tr ies to teers will be canvassing door-to-door in the ~ Pf" ; 
;~nedlate unresoived reader complaints about news FRIDAY. APRIL 18 Terrace area Monday, May 5. Help us operate VA ~ : 
and opin ion in B.C. newspapers. Prairie Bible College's ambassador choir per- our vital social services in this region. /~:q l ~  " 
(]~) B.C.  PRESS COUNCIL forms at the Terrace Alliance Church at 4923 ~ = , 
20!-1290 Broad Street, Agar Ave., on Good Friday at 10:30 a .m.  Pre-Kindergarten Immunization Clinics at , /~1 ~i 
Victoria. B.C. VSW2AS the Terrace Health Unit at 3412 Kalum St. /~~(~ ~ : 
Ph. 250-384-3344. Fax: 250-384-3346 SUNDAY, APRIL 20 Make an appointment for Wednesday May 14 
E-MAIL:COuncil@bcpresscouncil.org WEB." bcpresscouncil.org Easter Breakfast hosted by the Knights of from 9 a,m, to 4 p.m., or on Thursday, May 22 
Columbus and the Terrace Emergency Shelter. from 1:30-4 p.m. A drop in clinic is planned for iiii::~ii::iii::iii::ii!ili~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii::i::i,~:::;?: i  i i i i '  :: ~!:,:; !! :' ! ' '::  :-::! ............... .................. i:i:i;i:::f~-:~iiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i!iii;ii,ili:i:i:i:iiiiiiiii;i i 
~::::i:;::~i~im::i:::;::i::ii~iWi!::ii~::~i~::: ;:~:::: ~ ~ ........... ......... :' . . . . . . . .  :;~:~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Free for anyone who is unable to afford this Friday, May 23 from 1:30-4 p.m. The clinics are ~ 1 ~  ~ u, i 
~i;~:~"~:~'~:::::;:;::"::¥:~':::~::~:'~":;:=="~w~~":=-- " : i l l ! j S ~ ~ R ~ i i "  ~. i i . .~ J i i~  ~.~.  ~ "  i special meal" At 10 a'm' Sunday' April 20 at for all chUdren starting Kindergarten in the ~~Spr ' ingt ime~[nPGr ' i s ' .o l  ~i~,~w,~ll<ers : 
~ ................ r""~ ....................................... r ~i~::;:::~!iii~ Veritas School Gym, 4836 Straume Ave. fall. Please bring your child's B.C. Care Card 
Fundraising Auction. Silent auction from 7-6 Parenting babies and toddlers. A drop in 
Butze Rapids Trai l  Grand "Re-opening"  p.m, and a live auction begins at 8 p.m. In the group for parents and their children from new- 
Apr i l  26, 2003 school gym. Free refreshments and desserts, bomb to age 2. From April 9 to May 14. Every 
Not all coastal forests are made up of cathedral cedars and giant For more info, call the school at 635-6173. Wednesday from 1-2 p.m. at the Health Unit at 
spruce, The forest around the Butze Rapids trail is a prime example. 3412 Kalum St. Call 638-2200, i /  i~-`~ ~ 
It is a swampy area, and is not desirable for many tree species. The Car trunk garage sale April 26 at the Far- 
trees that do grow there look like "bonsai" trees with their stunted mere' Market from 8 .m. to noon. Call 635-6075. Camera Touring to May 17. Old or new photos 
growth. The Bulze Rapids Trail, named after Mr. A. Butze, of the of Terrace and the surrounding area. Categor- 
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, lead the way to a unique set of MAY 2-4 ies: Our Playground, Scenic, Special Interest, 
reversible rapids. Catholic Charismatic Diocesan Conference and Nature. Prizes to be wonl For more infer- 
"the Butze Rapids Trail was first constructed in 1991 and has gone at Sacred Heart Parish May 2-4. The weekend's mation contact Julia or Angle at: 635-4546 or 
through some major upgrades and changes ince that ime, This past speaker, Fr. Lou Cerulli, teaches that the Holy mail to:tts@telus.net or tts@telus.net 
winter, Interior provided the funding for the Community Fisheries Eucharist provides an opportunity to enter Into 
D,¢velopment Centre to improve more than one kilometre of trail and a deeper, richer experience of God's healing love Genealogy seminar hosted by the Prince 
build 3 new boardwalks, and freedom. All serious topics are lightened by George Genealogy Society on April 26 from 8 Baby's Nine: 
Come celebrate the grant opening of the Butze Rapids Trail on April his joy and humour. Starts Friday at 7:30 in the a.m. to 4:30 p.m. At St. Giles Presbyterian ~;~n Arthur Baby's Name: 
26, 2003 from Ih00-3pm. For more information, please call the Church, 4830 Straume. Everyone welcome. For Church, 1500 Edmonton St., P.G. Preregister Date& Time of Birth: Dezl-Rhe~Allez~Vlolet 
March 28, 2003 at 2:51 a.m, Date & Time of  Birth: 
Community Fisheries Development Centre at (250) 624-8566, or the more info call 635-2313, leave a message, by April 22. Speakers: Dave Obee and Robin Weighv 10 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Male April 2, 2003 at 3:43 p.m. 
Interior office in Terrace at (250) 635-0635. Fairservice, Topics include: arrivals in Canada, Paresis: Scott &Jennifer Damstrom Weight: 7 Ibs. I oz. Sex: Female 
SATURDAY. MAY 3 British research, researching female ancestors, ~,  brother for Seamus &Jonas Parents: Tr~cy deJong 
The Terrace committee of Ducks Unlimited and research on the Canadian prairies. For more 
hods its 18th annual fundraising dinner and auc- info contact Robin at (250) 963-7362 or Joyce ¢ ¢ 
tion Saturday, May 3 at the arena banquet at (250) 562-3900. ~by's Name: Baby's Nurse: 
room. For more information about tickets, call Xmder l~yle C~nryn Aldlna Lee 
Gordie at 638-1945 or Cheryl at 638-8314. The Dare To Dream Foundation is holding a Date &Time of Birth: Date &Time of Birth: 
fundraising raffle to support Grade 7 band April 1, 2003 at 3:05 a,m. April 4, 2003 at 3:40 ~.m. 
TUESDAY. MAY 6' programs in Terrace. Prizes are on display at Weight= 81be. 14oz. Sex:M~e Weight: 61he. 7.5 oz. sex: Female 
Eniov the Arts at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Learn to speak In public with ease and confl- the Skeena Mall: handmade Queen sized quilt and Parents: P~ye-Cl~m $lensg~d Parents: Ryan a Dawn Monsen 
. dence. Terrace Toastmasters meets on the an eagle blanket. Tickets are $2 or 3 for $5 at a • 
April- Paintings by RobertaRobson- upper Lobby first and third Tuesdays of the month from variety of locations, including Bear Country Inn, Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
April 23- The Terrace concert Society presents The 7:30 to 9:30 p,m, at the Telemedla Boardroom Misty River Books Sight and Sound. Draw takes EdwnrdJoshua Ilayden Aaron 
Vancouver Opera SoeietY:S?Cinderella"~7 00 p.m. (back alley entrance). For info call Wendy at place at the Trade Fair April 27. Bate & Time of Birth: Date & Time of girth: 
All seats $10100- (Children admitted flee With 635-3901 or Leydi at 638-8857. hpdl 7, 2003 at 11:43 p.m. April 3, 2003 at 10:3! p.m. 
a no,per shabl~fo0d item) ~ckets available Sweet Adellnee Choir meets every Thursday wei#t: 9 lbs. 5 oz. Sex: t~de V,'ei~k~ 8 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Male 
..."il;atlCook*3ewelib~ i;i. SATURDAY. MAY 10 at 7 p.m, at Centennial Christian School in the Parents:Ted& Ro~rtaTaylor Psrents: Gord&U~ l~wley 
.......... ~!'i~ Perennial Plant Sale, an annual event presen- music room (the portable at the back of the l lm~ 
Mby:3, 2003.~Sop~i~:!!~!i~e:C:~:~i~,~:sents, ted by the Greater Terrace Beautification school). For Info, call Alfreda at 635-7602. ~B~ii~ * ~'~;~:~ :~ :orthem Drugs' Baby Club  and 
i i ::~:i:;iii'/A N i#t Of~Trlb~f~':'~i! 7:30p,m::?: All tickets $5.00 Society. Behind City Hall Saturday, May 10 at 8 •~,.~:~-: ~ 
M~y 141:2003-A ~h;w~ of Festival Plays. See in action p.m. Donations of potted plants are needed. The Canadian Cancer Society's Cancer Re- ,~:~~hewborn.~. will receive their f i r s t  
these winn~is:fi~!~the 2003 Northwest Zone High Call Debbie at 635-3555. $ourm Centre has moved, Effective April 1, 
Scfio~l Drama Fest!~atl 8:00 p.m.-All tickets $5.00 our offices will be located at 207-4650 Lazelle 
The lm~0rtance..ofBeing Earnest PUBLIC SERVICE Ave, above the Terrace and District Credit 
TheGreat Gromboolian Plain Union, We're open Monday, Wednesday and Fd- 
All proceeds to assist students attending the A N N O U N CE M E NTS day from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 638-8563. 
Pro~inclal High School Drama Festival at UBC The Terrace Churches Food Bank, Names 
- ' - " ' - -7 - , .  starting S-Z April 16 and Anyone missed April The Kamloops Chapter of the Canadian Ce- 
Terrace Concert Terrace Little 17. Located at 4647 Lazelle Ave., (rear en- Ilacs Association hosts this year's national con- 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets trance) Open from 1-3 p.m. Bring ID for you ference May 9-11 at the Best Western Hotel in 
Available at Available at and your dependents. Kamloops. Medical speakers will discuss the lat-. 
Cook's Jewellers Unlglobe Courtesy est inf~rmation on Celiac disease, dermatitis 
in the Skeena Mall Travel Interconnect hosts a three.day Internet herpetiformls, osteoporosls, pediatric ~]astro- 
.==Bwlw~.B~,~mm ~ . workshop April 15,16, and f7 from f-3 p,m, enterology. To register call Eileen: 374-6185. 
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A night at tl)e opera 
By JENNIFER LANG 
OPERA IS the superstar of 
all the performing arts. 
It brings together artis- 
tic disciplines that are de- 
manding enough on their 
own, never mind doing 
them all at once. 
It combines the pa- 
nache of a Broadway mu- 
sical, the compelling nar- 
rative of a good story, the 
sublime emotional reso- 
nance of music, and the 
broad humour or tearful 
drama of a play. 
Talk about bang for 
your buck. 
Terrace audiences are 
in for a rare treat next 
Wednesday when the Van- 
couver Opera Company's 
touring ensemble brings a 
Rossini fairy tale and 
some of opera's greatest 
hits to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The April 23 perfor- 
mance of La Cenerentola 
(Cinderella) and Opera 
Encore is presented by the 
Terrace Concert Society 
as part of Terrace's 75th 
birthday celebrations. 
Opera is probably the 
least understood and most 
under appreciated of all 
the performing arts. 
But try it - you'll like 
it. With that philosophy in 
mind, the Vancouver 
Opera Company's Touring 
A touring troupe brings a Rossini fairy tale to the Terrace stage is grateful 
Potluck 
G---o-o-d !o o d, 
good time 
THE 18TH ANNUAL Mul- 
ticultural Potluck Dinner, 
sponsored by the Terrace 
and District Multicultural 
Association, was not only 
a huge success - but also 
a wonderful evening. 
The variety of food was 
absolutely delicoius and 
what a variety of ethnic 
food. To all those respons- 
ible in supplying the great 
entertainment - what ajob 
Well done. 
The MC for ihe evening 
was Ran Bartlett, who did 
a good job in keeping the 
night running smoothly. 
I'd also like to congra- 
tulate him for being nomi- 
nated for the Queen's 
Golden Jubilee medal. I 
HERE. !N  THERe 
YVONNE MOEN 
know 
how 
very  
proud 
he is 
fee l -  
ing .  
Not  
only to 
have  
been 
THE VANCOUVER Opera Company's Touring Ensemble performs a version 
of Rossini's La Cenerentola (Cinderella) and Opera Encore. 
Ensemble has been taking 
the show on the road since 
1972. 
This time around the 
ensemble hits Highway 16, 
visiting Terrace, Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat. 
While in Terrace, the 
performers will give a spe- 
cial matinee for students 
at E.T. Kenney and Clar- 
ence Michiel Elementary. 
La Cenerentola is a 45- 
minute adaptation of Ros- 
sini's funny, poignant ver- 
sion of the Cinderella story 
specially adapted for the 
opera in schools program. 
In this telling of the fa- 
miliar story, Prince Ra- 
mira is looking for a suit- 
able bride. His servant, a 
magical conjurer, dis- 
covers a woman with a 
true heart who's languish- 
ing as a soot-covered ser- 
vant bossed around by 
mean step sisters. 
The four voices - mez- 
zo-soprano Maura Shark- 
ey, soprano Melanie Krue- 
ger, tenor Neil Wright and 
bass-baritone Chad Lou- 
werse - are accompanied 
by a single keyboard. 
The evening perfor- 
mance also includes a se- 
lection of popular opera 
and music theatre numbers 
called Opera Encore. 
See City Scene on Page 
B2 for further details. 
MacKay!s Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert . 
Monuments Concerned personal 
• Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
.... Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
•/A r-~alSendce Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
t/..~ Ass adrian 24 hour pager 
Dear Sir; 
The Lakeside Ramblers 
Bluegrass Band would like 
to thank all those contribu- 
tors for their part in a most 
successful fundraiser for 
the Canadian Cancer Soc- 
iety. 
The Cluculz Lake 
Bluegrass and. Country 
Jamboree Cancer Society 
Fund Raiser was held on 
March 15 and 16, at the 
Cluculz Lake Community 
Hall with entertainers at- 
tending from many north- 
ern communities. 
We would like to ex- 
press thanks to a wide var- 
iety of businesses, agen- 
cies, and individuals for 
their generous donations of 
time, services, or music, 
including Terrace's Dizzy P 
Strings, and Earl Crawford 
and Moonshine. 
The funds collected to- 
talled $4,100 after ex- 
penses and were delivered 
to the Canadian Cancer 
Society Northern Region 
to director Stephen Horton. 
nominated, but also to 
have had the opportunity 
to travel to Victoria to re- 
cive his medal. Rob said 
he really couldn't believe 
this was actually happen- 
ing. 
Keep up the good work 
and keep on smiling - it 
gets catching after a while. 
Community 
Calendar 
MONDAY. APRIL 28 
JUST ANNOUNCED: Spring 
Fashion Show featuring stu- 
dents from Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School, April 28 at 
7 p,m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Presented by the 
2003 Dry Grad Committee. 
Choreographed by Northern 
Conservatory of Dance. A Dry 
Grad Concession at Intermis- 
sion. Tickets available from: 
Jeans North, Warehouse One, 
All Season Sports, Jada's, Re- 
itman's, Keenleyside Insurance, 
CHARGED? 
Call [lflt   
A special thanks to the 
bands who donated not K thy  
only their time to perform a 
but also helped to canvass Beaudette 
for donations from their re- 
spective areas. Well Done! ~0 join our team. 
The Lakeside Ramblers We would love 
Bluegrass Band tO welcome all 
past & present 
clients to come 
. and see her. 
~ r '=  - 
~'~w~ ~:G, i • ,e) 
/: . .  ----/ 
: i  
............................................. ~:,:~ 
!!! ,..,0,,392 i 0,-,35 400' :ii 
:,:. per month for 36 months, downpayment $4,495 includes $1,145 air tax & freight ,:. 
;:!!i 
!i;!: • 4.6L V8 with 4-Speed Auto ,, Remote Xeyless Entry Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors • Power 
i:>, Adjustable Pedals • Colour Keyed Trim/Running Boards • Air Conditioning • Unique 17" Aluminum 
Wheels ,, OWL All Terrain 'fires • Fog Lamps * Limited Slip Axle • AWFM Stereo w/CD player 
i7~::i , ,  
infocall Kelly at635-5133, , : , : . . : , :  , 
$238 l c,s, LEAS  0R: ,u,c.,. =18,590 
per month for 36 months, downpayment $3,495 includes $895 freight 
3.OL V6 with 5-Speed Manual Transmission 4-Wheel ABS 15" Aluminum Wheels • AM/FM 
ca Stereo with CD player • Cplour Keyed Mouldings and Bumpers • Seouri-Lock Anti-Theft 
• 4.Pin Trailer Tow ,, Front and Rear Stabilizer Bar • Styleside Pickup Box • Integrated Fog Lamps 
You may also purchasa Adventures  and Subway' :~:i :~:I:!!!!:I:I~  ~!': :.~:i ::' !i i OFFERS " ......... : 
from models, and at the Skeena : ~ IM ITEDTIME 
Mall between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Saturday April 12, 19, 26. For 
MAY 23.24 
Free Health and Wellness 
workshop presented by the 
Registered Nurses Association 
Terrace Chapter and triends. 
Fdday May 23 from 8:30 a,m. 
to 10 p.m. and Saturday, May 
24 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
at the Elks Hall. Featuring a 
roster of local medical and nur- 
sing staff Nominations for 
best doctor and nurse to come 
from the community, For more 
into, carl Benita at 635-7676. 
WISE BURRS READ T~E LEGAL COPY: 'Lease e new 2003 Ranier [die Reiular Cab 4x2 with 5osp~ed •anual lransmiss~onh'-150 XTR $up.erCab 4x4 wilh 4-speed aulomstic Iransmlsslon, all-terrain tires, Umiled slip ade and Irairer low tu •onthly payment of $238,'S392 pei monih based on an annoal reuse rate of 6,9%/5.9% and a 36 month lease tiom Irord Credit o 
qualified relall lessees, on approved uedit. $3,495/$4,495 doompay•ent orequlvalenl trade, first month's payment and $300/$415 secu,ty deposit required. Tolnl ease obliaation is $12,0'63/$18,60L residual of $9,M3.20/$21,997, plus applicable Isxea. Some conddiona nd a mileage reslrlctlon of 60,000 km over 36 months apply to all lease offers. An additional 
¢harae of 8 cenls pu k• over mileage lestrlction applies, plus applcabte lazes, iCash purchase n new 2003 Ranser Eden Regular Cab 4z2 with 5.speed ownuallransmissionff-|50 XIR$uperCeb 4n4 wilh 4.speed automatic hansmlssmn, all-terrain liras. $ffnit ed slip anle and trailer tow for StS.590/J)5.400. Taxes payable oll full amounl of pulchase price. Lease and 
cash pulchase oilers include air tefffreiiht $895/$ L|45 and ~clude licence, insurance, administlation tees and all other a ppflcabln taxes. Dealer may sell m lease for less. Limited lime offers. Off ms •at be changed at any time wllhout notice. All offm are mulually exclusive and cannot be combined. Allow 8-]0 weeks delivery on tactoq orders, See Dealer tar details. 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635.4984 
Fat'(250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1.800-463-I128 Db#SS4S 
Local student-made TV ads 
go 'Behind the Smokescreen' 
THREE BUDDING broad- 
casters have won $250 
each ! for creating TV spots 
warning the Public about 
the dangers of Ii:cond-hand 
smoke. 
Jeff Mye/s, Kristian 
Gou~h and Brian Wyatt, 
all Grade 12 students at 
Caledonia Seniqr Second- 
ary;!: wrote, shot, produced 
and edited their own 30- 
second public/service an- 
nouncements"as part of a 
recent contest 
It was also a class as- 
signment for students in 
Caledonia's film and tele- 
vision 12 program. 
In February, the North- 
ern Health Authority's 
northwest  health service 
delivery area invited local 
higfi school students to 
enter a video contest high- 
lighting the dangers of 
second-hand tobacco 
smoke. 
The contest, dubbed 
Behind the Smokesereen, 
was open to high •school 
students from Houston to 
the Queen Charlotte Is- 
lands,: 
The winning 30-second 
spots will be submitted to 
Heaffh Canada for possible 
use ias part of a national 
campaign outlining the 
dangers of environmental 
tobacco smoke, which is 
considered to be a danger- 
ous cancer-causing agent. 
Caledonia's film and 
TV instructor Andrew Wil- 
liams said his class held 
brainstorming session be- 
fore Students decided what 
i 
JEFF MYERS, left, and Brian Wyatt watch Myers' PSA 
sort of message their PSAs 
would get across. 
He then had the stu- 
dents create storyboards 
outlining the PSAs before 
taping the required foot- 
age. 
The entries focused on 
sending a powerful mes- 
sage rather than relying on 
an elaborate script. 
Dramatic imagery and 
music help drive the point 
home in one of Jeff Myers' 
winning entries (he cre- 
ated two different PSAs for 
the contest). 
His black and white 
PSA shows a family por- 
trait that gradually loses 
some of its members to 
diseases caused by expo- 
sure to cigarette smoke. It 
ends with a stark reminder: 
"Second-hand smoke. It's 
deadlier than you think." 
Wyatt's winning spot 
also goes for an emotional 
punch. 
It shows a baby in a 
high chair playing with a 
deck of Players cigarettes. 
"You wouldn't let him 
smoke a pack a day," the 
viewer is told as the ca- 
mera pans out to show an 
unattended burning cigar- 
ette smouldering in an 
i 
Cef facs  invited to c' ,onference 
A RANGE of medical experts from chapter from May 9-11 at the Best 
across Canada nd the U.S. will speak Western Hotel and Conference Centre. 
on the latest ~tevelopments in research The conference will feature updates 
on Celiac Disease and related condi- on Celiac disease, dermatitis herpeti- 
iions at thi~ year's Canadian Celiac formis, osteoporosis, pediatric gastro- 
~Associat oq/s national conference:: . ,  enterology, and.other4opics of interest:. 
:~fi':i'It!S beihg held jh:: Kaml0ops this: ato Celiacs and ,their fia.qfi,l,i~.8; ii~; a'~ ~ 
: !year. " ' To register 0fffof mbre '~inf6i:m~tibh,' 
i It will be hosted by the Kamloops call Eileen Gordon at (250) 374-61851 
on the TV monitor. 
ashtray. "Guess what? He 
does." 
"That was my sister's 
baby," says Wyatt, adding 
the baby was played by 7- 
month-old Brady William 
Kerr. 
"He doesn't actually 
get exposed to smoke in 
his house." 
Six PSAs on the dan- 
gers of second-hand smoke 
produced by northwest 
high school students as 
part of the Behind the 
Smokescreen contest will 
be broadcast on Monarch 
TV 10. 
Program director Carla 
Glen says she plans to run 
the 30-second PSAs as in- 
serts between regularly- 
scheduled and special 
event programmes. 
That means they could 
be shown at any time. 
She says to stay .tuned 
to Channel l0 after Easter. 
She plans to air the PSAs 
over the next couple of 
months. 
In addition to four vi- 
deos from Caledonia, Glen 
will also air winning PSAs 
submitted by schools in 
Houston and Hazelton. 
"People are unaware of 
just how much work goes 
into such a short thing," 
says Cal instructor Wil- 
liams, who is an award- 
winning PSA-maker him- 
self. 
He adds the editing pro- 
cess is particularly time 
consuming. 
A fair number of his for- 
mer students have gone on 
to pursue careers related to 
the TV, film and acting in- 
dustry. 
He points out that both 
Wyatt and Myers are plan- 
ning careers in the field. 
Myers has earned a 
$2,500 scholarship to at- 
tend a two-year digital 
film program at the Centre 
for Arts and Technology 
Okanagan in Kelowna. 
Wyatt is heading to 
Sweden as a Rotary Ex- 
change student and then 
hopes to attend the respec- 
ted Studio 58 acting pro- 
gram at Langara College 
in Vancouver. 
"e'er°ce+'an abnl ine • , .  
~;~i~::i::;i+ ~ ~i: : i i::;:~:i~:i~;~:.~ ':~i~ ~:'" 
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R.C.M.P. 
are looking for your help to put together a 
Community 
Consultative Group 
to act as a resource to the RCMP Terrace 
Detachment concerning policing matters affecting 
the Greater Terrace area, with a view to assisting 
with the effective and efficient delivery of policing 
services in Terrace and surrounding areas, and the 
promotion of community safety, 
We need 7-12 people from all representations 
of Terrace for a term of 2-3 years. 
If you would like to apply for this board, 
please pick up an information package 
at the RCMP Office. 
t' mira 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
Adult Full-Day 
Lift Ticket- $35 
.i:~ ................... . . .  
Full Package 
Ski Rentals - $20 
Watching Your 
Friend Float Through 
5 Feet Of Fresh 
Powder?- Priceless 
i G mes Mountain 2003-2004 Season Passes Are 
/e Now With Discounts As Deep As The Powde 
i ~P~" ~' 
i ; 
.or a .ec,,or, 
! season at Shames Mountain, you are eligible for these huge savings on ii your 2003-2004 season pass- but !i don't delay, these great prices are i~ 
only available Apri/30th, i 
..... ~:~ 
2003-2004 FULL PRICE SEASON PASS RATES 
• Adult(lg-64yrs) $605 $10 $43.05 $685.65 
Gold (13 yrs+) $229 $10 $16.73 $255,73 ........ 
Youth (13-18 yrs) $385 $10 $27.65 $422.65 
Senior (65 yrs+) 
Silver (7-12 yrs) $69 $10 $5.53 $~.53 :, ...... Junlor('/'12yrs) $240 $10 $17.50 $267.50 
Bronze (0-6 yrs) ! FREE N/A N/A FREE Ch!ld (0-6 yrs) FREE NIA N/A FREE 
$199 $10 $14.63 $223.63 
$49 $10 $4.13 $63.13 
FREE N/A N/A FREE 
If you WERE a season passholder 
for the 2002-2003 season at 
Shames Mountain, you can purchase 
your 2003-2004 season pass at 
last years great prices - but don't 
delay, these huge savings are only 
available until April 301h, 20031 
2003-2004 LIFT TICKET PRICES 
Adu l t  (19 .64  yrs) $35 
$25 
$18 
FREE 
: Youth  (13-18  yrs) 
Senio¢ (65 y rs+)  
J un io r  (7 ,12  y rs )  
Ch.a (o -e  ~m~ 
*'Ages are as of December 1st, 2003 
A Ilcatlon forms are available at Action Sport & Cycle in Kitlmal; Far West Sport & Cycle in Prince Rupert; Ruins Beard Shop, All Season s Source for Sports and the Shames Mountain Downtown Office In ~ "~ 
PP ~ Terrace or at the Daylodge on the Mountain, Season pass epp cation forms can also be downloaded from our webslte (www.shamesmountaln.com). To order by regular mail, send completed form to: ~ i  ~ "~ 
Shames MOuntain Ski Corporation, P.O Box 119, Statlon Main Terrace, Bdt sh Columbia, V8G 4A2, To order by phone, ca (250) 635.3773, Please have your credit card ready. To order by fax transmit :.~;~.~!~i 
coinpleted form to (250) 635 . . . .  g73 Or to order n person 'drop by the Shames Mounta n downtown office at 4544 Lake se Avenue In Terrace between g am and 5pmi Monday through Friday or 10am "3pm: ' :: ~,;: ii~'; % 
on Saturdays , ~ : : :~ : ~  , "; .........__,_______________.__._______, . . . . . .  , :~:~ 
/ www.=snumuumuu gtu ,  . .uum ~ 
I I I I I  I I : . 
. . . . . .  , 
$25 
$19 
$14 
FREE 
<2 
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SARAH A. Z IMMERMAN 
' "SK E ENAIAN G LER 
ROB BROWN 
The Taimen and a Shrew 
T he pools were deep and dark; the top 
water of each reflecting alder limbs 
that hung like twisted arms with with- 
ered fingers ready to grab a fly inten- 
ded for any spot underneath t em. And that was 
where they were, those muscular trout - some 
big, some huge - waiting for the drop and plop 
of a clumsy stone fly; fixed on the narrow win- 
dow, eyes narrowed, riveted to the surface, 
every muscle taut in anticipation of the next lo- 
cust-sized bug to the exclusion of all else; set to 
go off like bombs. 
Billy had twice seen the boil of a fish as long 
as his arm. He had the right fly, but both times 
the boat was too far downstream for a good 
throw• This was the third time. The guide had 
the boat in the slot. The success of the venture 
rested on Billy now, it resided in brain and arm 
memory, and the ability to steer a giant fish 
through the snares below and keep it free from 
the hedge above. 
The slow moving, eight-weight Payne was not 
the best rod for this kind of surgical cast but it 
would redeem itself if he could get the giant 
trout on. Billy set the rod in motion with an ex- 
aggerated kick of the wrist and a crisp haul to 
compensate for the rod's limber action. The fly 
shot out to port in a tight loop as the bedside 
phone rang. The fly shot out over the river, as 
the phone beside his bed rang again. The same 
cast, but quicker cast this time, and then for- 
ward in an economical arc, missing the 
branches...the phone rang for a third time. 
i ~ T~e plzoneL.THE PHONEt. • ~ 
Billy sat b0it Upright; the cat leapt from"tlie: 
,~, best of clothes at the foot of the bed. He rolled' 
over toward the irritating sound, reaching awk- 
wardly to his left with his right arm, knocking 
off the lamp and the clock radio in the process. 
3:35. He read the red digits before they hit the 
floor and disappeared in the dark. 
The receiver fell to the floor too. Billy groped 
for it. He held it to his face, the speaker to his 
ear at first. 
"Hello," he answered, anger unmistakable. 
"Bill? That you Bill?" 
"Who's this?" 
"Bill, it's Lewis for God's sake." There was a 
pause. "Uh...is it late there?" 
Billy lay back on his pillows. The irritation va- 
nished at the recognition his old friend's name. 
Things changed rapidly. He felt guilty for re- 
sponding as he had. 
"3:35," he said the words gently, as if it didn't 
matter anymore, as if he was no longer tired, 
and hadn't been robbed of giant dream trout." 
"Oh, I'm sorry - should have thought of the 
time difference - ya gotta forgive me." 
"Doesn't matter• Forget it. Just tell me how 
you are-  where you are." 
Questions flooded Billy's mind. He wanted to 
ask them all. He'd met Lewis in Alaska guiding 
salmon and hard fighting rainbow trout on float 
plane trips to bear infested wilderness• After 
that they contrived to work for a salmon guide 
operating on the Taku and its tributaries out of 
the Yukon. Later they worked for a steelhead 
operation in B.C. Lewis was the freest of free 
spirits, upbeat with a keen appreciation for the 
absurdity of life and some kind of offbeat, im- 
petuous pirituality that Billy loved and tried his 
best to understand, but never did. 
When Billy was around Lewis they shared a 
brotherhood eeper and more meaningful than 
the one he had with his brothers, all of whom he 
cared for well enough• 
With Lewis life became a pageant, no adven- 
ture was spurned and small adventures tended to 
grow into grand escapades. 
They'd been inseparable for over three years 
and would have been together still if Billy's dad 
hadn't passed away when the Alaskan King Sal- 
mon fishery was in full swing. The rest of the fa- 
mily was incapacitated by grief• Billy could 
handle it, barely, and did at the cost of three 
months. 
He had no contact with Lewis during that time. 
Phoning was useless given the long days the 
guides put in and the many days they spent in 
the wilderness. Billy left one message he ex- 
pected wouldn't be answered. He wasn't sur- 
prised or hurt when it wasn't. 
When the mourning and burying was done, so 
was the salmon season. Billy expected to find 
Lewis but couldn't. 
He phoned their old employers. None had any 
information about the whereabouts of his friend. 
Billy's search became frantic for a time, After 
not hearing a thing for two years, he gave up. 
He felt as if lie had a hole in his soul. 
Continued next week,,. 
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Hooligans threaten free swim 
By SARAH A. :'" 
ZIMMERMAN 
TERRACE auxiliary police offi- ; 
cers are stepping up patrols at the i 
aquatic centre on Friday nights i. 
after recent bouts of vandalism l 
threatened to cancel a popular 
free swim for teens. 
Over the past month the aqua- 
tic centre has had a candy ma- 
chine stolen from its lobby, a 
large interior window was broken 
as was an exterior window. 
The bouts of hooliganism 
spurred aquatic foreman Janet 
Mackenzie to post a notice warn- 
ing teens that if the poor beha- 
viour continues the swim night 
will be cancelled without further 
notice• 
"The purpose of the notice is 
we have had some incidents and 
what we want to do is make them 
realize it can't continue," says  
Mackenzie• 
The free swim night is for 
young people aged 12-18 and runs 
from 9-11 p.m. each Friday night. 
The intention is to provide a 
positive social activity for teens 
at no cost. 
"My intention is always to 
keep the teen swim. I would ra- 
ther have them in here being con- 
structive than out there being de- 
structive," Mackenzie says. 
The program began in Novem- 
ber 2000. The first night saw 55 
teens attending• That number shot 
up to 75 the next week and today 
an average of 120 teenagers flock 
to the pool each Friday night. 
Last year there were problems 
with groups of young people in- 
volved in fights outside the aqua- 
tic centre while swimmers waited 
for rides home.One teenager was 
even stabbed. 
When hockey season started 
Kick off 
TRY-OUTS for the Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary girls soccer team got under way recently. 
The season is about to start and will see the 
local team head to several out of town tourna- 
ments as well as hosting their own tournament 
here. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Start training for the 
Adventure Challenge 
AUXILIARY police constables]ike-Debbie simons will be a regular sight at t-tie Fi'iday night free 
teen swim at the Terrace Aquatic Centre after recent bouts of vandalism and violence threaten the 
future of the popular program. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
last fall auxiliary police officers 
began making rounds at the arena 
and in the parking lot between the 
pool and the rink on Friday nights 
when rep hockey teams were 
playing. 
Auxiliary police constable 
ended and our patrols ended," 
says Simons. 
"It was just recently that we 
were made aware of the problems 
at the pool." 
Simons says auxiliary police 
officers started patrolling again 
"My intention is always to keep the teen swim. I 
would rather have them in here being constructive 
than out there being destructive.'" 
Debbie Simons says there was a 
marked decline in problems with 
teens after the uniform-wearing 
two weeks ago to make their pre- 
sence known to hopefully curb 
any further violence or vandalism. 
including walking through change 
rooms. 
Auxiliary constable Kim Mac- 
Dougall said the first Friday of pa- 
trols saw more than a dozen young 
people lingering outside the pool 
after most had gone home, but 
once the constables reappeared, 
the teens dispersed. 
Simons, also a mother of teen- 
agers, says the free teen swim 
program is a valuable one that, as 
a parent of a teenager, she would 
like to see preserved. 
"I don't necessarily think it's 
the kids who are going to the pool 
who are causing the problems,"• 
officers started their patrols• The constables make rounds she said. "It seems to be happen- 
!!Then .... o£...course, hockey .... botla~inside,and outside the pool  ing after the swim is over." 
Solid showing by Peaks 
at B.C. championships 
SEVEN Terrace athletes 
recently returned from the 
B.C. Gymnastics Cham- 
pionships having competed 
among more than 500 
competitors• 
Siobhan Sloan McMul- 
len, Jessica Ames, Kayla 
McColI, Nicole Peiletier, 
Britt Anderson, Kayla 
Brinkac and Ashley Pel- 
letier took part in the pres- 
tigious April 4-6 event. 
"This was the second of 
three larger competitions 
slated for this year," says 
Terrace Peaks spokesper- 
son, Carolyn Anderson. 
"This was an exciting 
CALLING ALL outdoor enthusiasts! 
The second annual Terrace Standard Adventure Chal- 
lenge is set to go this summer with more prizes and out- 
door adventure sport challenges to keep even the most 
versatile athletes on their toes. 
Downhill mountain biking, swimming, outdoor rock 
climbing, offroad running and an endurance biking event 
are all on the menu for what's shaping up to be an even 
bigger and better event han last year. 
Organizers are looking for volunteers to help out on 
race days and with some behind the scenes responsibill- .Vousden rink and the the., 
ties, Anyone interested in helping out with the north-' Tuesday night open cha.rn-" 
west's only outdoor adventure sport series is welcomei pion was the John Kenne, 
Call Sarah Zimmerman at 638,7283 for details, dy  rink. . . . . .  
. .  ' ' .  
New winners 
emerge in 
curling finals 
THE TERRACE Curling 
Club saw league teams 
take part in simultaneous 
playoffs April 4. Prizes 
were handed out to top 
teams in regular season 
play and playoff winners. 
"It was a dramatic 
competition as not one 
league champion could 
sustain their dominance in 
the playoffs," says club 
president David D. Hull. 
The Wednesday night 
Ladies league dominated 
by the Jacquie Munson 
rink was defeated by Sara 
Rauter's crew in the play- 
off. Thursday night was do- 
minated all season by 
Duane Melanson's rink but 
it was Ron Townley's 
quartet who earned top 
spot in the playoffs. 
The Friday Mixed lea- 
gue leader Gary Doney 
lost to the Wayne Epp 
rink. Two leagues did not 
see a separate vent. The 
Monday night mixed 
champions went to the Hal 
event for gymnasts and 
parents alike, as this was 
the first time the three dis- 
ciplines of gymnastics - 
artistic, trampoline and 
tumbling, and sports aero- 
bics were held in one 
venue." 
It was the first time for 
many of the tumblers to 
see synchronized trampo- 
line routines, power tum- 
bling and sports aerobics• 
The Peaks fared well, 
bringing home medals and 
ribbons, including a gold 
on floor by Level 4 No- 
vice, Siobhan Sloan-Mc- 
Mullen, and a Second 
Place Team Award for 
Level 2 Argos - Ashley 
Pelletier and Kayla Brink- 
ac .  
Kayla Brinkac also 
earned a bronze medal on 
the uneven bars. 
The next meet sees 
local gymnasts hosting 
their own full-day event at 
the Ed Fairless Gymnasi- 
um, next to the Thornhill 
Community Centre April 
26. 
It's an excellent oppor- 
tunity for spectators to 
come see first hand the 
great talent in the north- 
west. 
. , . . .  
Sports Scope 
THE TERRACE Ultimate Club's looking for new 
members. Do you have what it takes? 
Ultimate Club gearing up 
for another season 
THE TERRACE Ultimate Club is getting set for another 
exciting season of fast-paced, exciting team play. 
The sport, also known as ultimate frisbee, is played 
on a field with a disc. It's a co-ed, team sport and any- 
one 16 and over is ivited to come out. 
Game nights are Mondays and Wednesdays starting 
at 6:30 p.m, The first game night is Monday, May 5 at 
the fields located immediately west of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. 
Newcomers and experienced players are welcome - 
the first couple nights will serve as an introduction to the 
game. 
Cleats are recommended. Call Richard or Kelly for 
details at 635-6636. 
+,, ! 
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LCOME 
WAGON 
,.It • SINCE 1930 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 16, 2003 - B9 
) 
10,000 ads updated daily, ~BC Newspaper Group 
III 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
. ~f l s  and informationj 
C.O.R .E .  
(Conservation Outdocr 
Recreation Education) 
Hunter's Safety Course 
begins 
April 22, 2003 
This course will allow you to: 
I. C)otain o B.C. Hunters Number 
2. Apply for I~e Limited En~ Hunt 
(~is year) 
LIMITED CLASS SPACE 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
& TO REGISTER: 
Phone JOHN ~LEY =1 t-2SO- 
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635-6542 
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282 Tutoring 472 Storage 
286 Volunleen= 476 Suiles NOTICES/qlENDERS 800-849 
290 Work Wanled 480 Tee, rift A¢commodolion s 815 Legql Nolk:es 
484 Townhou~es 830 Tenders 
S~RWCE$ 300-399 488 WontscJ To Renl 
302 Accounting 492 Wamk,~,~ 
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Phone Fax 
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NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - ,25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept VisaJm/c 
or cash. 
40[ 
Cindy # 
TEnlt  I 
HECTOR ++]#~,~ 
Sept, 2, 1960 - Apdl 18, 1998 
To have and to hold, 
and then to part, 
Is the greatest orrow 
of my heart. 
Never forgotten, 
always loved. 
¢~ It s been five long 
~'? :  Love Kathleen, 
( l~ , ' ] , .  Kynan and 
Oavi~l Dra~lley Keel;or '~  
March  21, 1964 - Apr i l  9 ,  2OO1 J 
The  Other  ~ ide  of: the  Moon - -  J 
The moon f loated  by my w indow J 
Las t  n ight  as  I lay  in my bed. J 
My  hear t  ful l  o f  wonderful memor ies  J 
O f  you,  and  the  th ings  that  we shared .  J 
As  I gazed  a t  the  moon In the  Heavens  J 
I t s  smi l ing  face  seemed to  say.  / 
Weep not ,  th ink  on ly  o f  the  good t imes  J 
I t  will help you  get  th rough every  d a y . |  
Remember  that  Dave is a t  peace now=J  
Let  warm thoughts  o f  h im fill up each  room.  I 
He'll be wa i t ing  fo r  you  In the  sunsh ine  J 
_ On the  o ther  s ide o f  the  moon.  I I  
LoveyouDave 
Morn and  L loydee ~ 
WANTED TO buy: resawn split 
shakes for roofing. 250-847- 
3054 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up• 250-635- 
3772 
KENMORE MATCHING wash- 
er/dryer. Top loading. Seven 
years old. Perfect working or- 
der. $475. Call 250-638-7738 
WHITE GE washer and dryer 
very good condition. $350. 250- 
798-2529 evenings 
J deeply loved and samy: J
mi.ed ~y all yo"r J 
NORTH THOMPSON Fall Fair 
& Rodeo Small Animal Auction. 
April 26 - 10am Fairgrounds, 
Barriers. Vicki Davis (250)672- 
5207, Donna Kibble (250)672- 
5672• Consignments 7am- 
10:30am. Outdoor Flea Market. 
QUESNEL'S ORINGINAL Ex- 
eric Fur & Feather Auction. May 
3, 11:00am Alex Fraser Agri- 
Rex. Auctioneer Brian Ellis. 
Contact. 250-747-3212 Con- 
si.qnments Welcome 
I 
1-~ In Mm.~a,. Gf~ ~o' ~ Mo~ md s~g~ 
HEARt and STROKE FOUNDAnON ~<.w...~> 
OF B.C. & YUKON ~ " • 
EO. Box 22, Terto=, B.C. VSG 4A2 %. 
638-1966 . " - -  
WHAT AILS YOU? * Arthritis?, 
• Osteoporosis? * Diabetes 
Try Coral Calcium Supreme 
Plus Now with 2,000 mg of 
Coral Calcium. If it doesn't say 
FORMULATED BY ROBERT 
BAREFOOT on the bottle, it's 
not his product. J & B Healthy 
Lifestyles Toll Free: 1-866-285- 
6674. 
A CAMERA was found April 6 
on MK Bay Marina Rd. Phone 
250-638-8245 eveninf:lS. 
GETAWAY SPECIAU 3 nights 
for the price of 21 1,2 & 3 bdrm 
fully equipped condos. Rath. 
trevor Beach, Parksville. 1-888- 
248-6212 Visit www.ocean. 
trails.corn Offer expires June 
23/03. 
UPCOMING AUCTIONS: 
FARM April 26, Sorrento. ES- 
TATE May 10, Sorrento, MANY 
ANTIQUES. 2nd Past Auctions 
& Appraisals Service. Over 19 
ears experience, Richard De- 
at. 833-6295, 833-1190. 
FARM AUCTION, Saturday, 
May 10, 2003. 11am, 20kms 
west of Burns Lake, Palling 
Road West for Jim & Maureen 
Bddges. Case 600 Combine, 
self propelled, NH 479 mower 
conditioner, Gehl 880 mower 
conditioner, NH 845 round hal- 
er, NH 310 square baler, NH 56 
side delivery rake, 20' bale ele- 
vator, JD 70 tractor, JD 555H 4- 
bottom plow, Eezee-on #290 
tandem disc, 10', 8' and 5' land 
rollers, MF #63 seed drill (6"), 
diamond harrows/drawbar, 
16'grain auger, seed cleaner, 
16' tandem farm trailer, 120/240 
volt 225 amp- welder; 'cutting 
torch/oxygen acetylene tanks, 
10" table saw, power tools, 100 
fence posts, 80 planed 14' 
2X4's 10-12' fence panels, an- 
tique steel wheel farm wagon, 
wooden wagon wheels, 7 tomb- 
stone round bale feeders, 80 
square bales, 20+ round bales 
(11001bs)_ mini bag feed oats 
(10001bs). For more into call 
Richle @Schmldt Auction 250- 
698-7351 or 250-698-7377 
NORTHERN SADDLE CLUB 
Stallion Parade and Service 
Auction will be held in Smithers 
Saturday, April 26, 2003 at the 
Bulkely Valley Exhibition 
Grounds indoor arena. 25 stal- 
lions of various breeds including 
Welsh, Arabians, Quarterhorse, 
Warmblood, Andaluslan, Appa- 
loosas, Canadian, Paints, Mor- 
gans and Thoroughbred. Pre- 
view from 9am to 12:30pm. 
Auction begins at 1pro. For 
more information contact Holly 
at 250-846-5583 or Gina at 
250-847-4662 
Flooring Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Corle - 
$1.98 sq/ft, I x6" Fir - $.80 sq/ft, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" oak 
prefinished $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" 
maple preflnished - $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry- 
$3.25 sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marbal, 
Heaves floating floor - $2.50 
sq/ft. 1-800-631-3342. 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, Ai- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
i 
Hyde Mountain 
Golf Academy 2003 
Hyde Mountain on Mare Lake is an 
18 hole championship course sculpted 
against the rising shoreline of Mara Lake 
near Sicam0us, 8C. 0ostined to be one of 
western Canada's most spectacular golf 
experiences, this challenging Los Furber 
design ow hosts the new 
Hyde Mountain Golf Academy. 
r~w~Jting: C.RGA, rucN~ Pmle~lonal Bill Wilso~ 
GOLD - THREE DAY SCHOOLS $499 
SILVER - TWO DAY SCHOOLS $349 
Additional one day camps available. Please 
visit hydem0untain.e0m for full details. 
+3 .:,: ?, 
?- ~: 
PAR 72 - 
18 HOLE COURSE 
570t YARDs. : 
SLOPE 136 ? 
)0cksIO~ SHUTTL 
• RESTAURANT @ 
: LOUNGE i 
NORTECH FIBRE Products 
Houston. We have BIRCH edg- 
ings of all sizes and lengths for 
sale. Great for firewood, hobby 
projects and much more. For 
more information Contact us at 
250-845-5803 
MOVING OUT salel All house- 
hold items. Call 250-635-0033 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located in the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel• 
Concerts & sports• Dixie 
Chicks, Ozzie, Joe cocker, Avdl 
Markknopfler, Bruce Spring- 
steen & Canucks Playoffs. 1- 
VERY~. r;EXPERIENCED 8 
camp~'r, good for huntin', fishln' 
or shroomin. Three-way fddge, 
forced air fumaca. New plumb- 
ing• Comes with jacks. $1000 
obo. 11 1/2' flotation hull, fibre- 
glass boat w/5hp. Comes with 
oars and life jackets. $750 obo. 
After 5pm 250-685-3789 j 
BE ON the cutting edge of to- 
day's musicl Attend Selkirk's 
Contemporary Music & Tech- 
nology Program in beautiful 
Nelson, BC Phone: (250)505- 
1357 www.selkirk.bc.ca/music 
LIFESTYLE CHANGEI Rural 
country store for sale, Central 
Vancouver Island Garden Cen- 
tre/Pet and Farm Supply/Rental 
Shop. 7 years of growth for you 
to build onl Great location, 
great community, great oppor- 
tunity• Send inquiries to dalaset 
@shaw.ca or leave message 
250-954-7443. $179,900. 
DISCOVER WONDERFUL Op- 
portunities. Home & Gift Col- 
lection, a Canadian company 
needs consultants in your area. 
Contact Nancy at (250) 747- 
3449 for information on decorat- 
ing entertaining, cooking & 
celebrat n.q products. 
HOME WORKERS Neededlll 
Assembling Products - Mail- 
Ing/Processlng Our Circulars- 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program 
No Experience Neededl FREE 
Inro @ www.glfta-plus-onllne.com or 
send S.A.S.E. to CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keele St., Dept 113, Ref # 
7-702, concord, Ontario L4K 
1Y7 Call 705-726-5795 
LOOKING TO market your 
business to 195,000 outdoor 
enthusiasts in a Provincial Mag- 
azine with guaranteed distribu- 
tion? Call Annemarie Rlndt at 
1-800-661-6335 for more Infor- 
mation. 
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH 
MORE. Canada's fastest grow- 
ing, most successful, second 
largest dollar store company 
with 140+ stores, has exciting 
new opportunities & locations 
throughout B.C.I Contact Dave 
Uzelman 1.866-673-4968. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS 
GRANTS & LOANS INFORMA- 
TION FOR ALL BUSINESS & 
FARMS. CALL 1-800-505-8866 
FREE BUSINESS opportunity 
with Avon for a limited time. Call 
toll free 1-866-718-1895 Ask 
about special offers. 
TRAIN TO Work In The Com- 
pater Industryl Network Techni- 
clan, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator for Program or 
Student Loan Information From 
our CDI college. Abbotaford 
Campus. Call toll Free today 1- 
888-229.1555. 
COASTAL LOGGING company 
seeking experienced Hydraulic 
loader operator for hoechuck- 
ing/Ioading trucks. Minimum 3 
(three) years specific experi- 
ence required. IWA rates/bene- 
fits. Fax resumes to (250) 956- 
4888. 
THINKING OF working Pad- 
time? The Pampered Chef off- 
ers quality kitchen tools sold 
through home parties. Treinlng 
provided. Call (250) 563-8826. 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 
personnel. Opportunity to re- 
ceive training, 5th Class refrig- 
eration certificate. June 23 
July 9 2003 @ Skyreach Place 
Arena, Kelowna, BC. L m ted 
seats. Call now 250-337-2242, 
604-833-0777 Into: 
www.tfmcl.com 
~ V I S O R S  for ha-' 
tlonal . company required. 
Full/pad time ' pos l t lo~ av~l- 
• able,:excellerit wages. & benle- 
f ts , Must. have vehtcle,~ sales 
expedence an asset, will train. 
Fax resume to B.C. Human Re- 
sources 250-374-5165. Dead- 
line April 17/03. 
NORTH CARIBOO Christian 
School Quesnel, BC requires 
Christian part-time intermediate 
grades teacher for September' 
2003. Valid BC teaching certifi-, 
cata required. Jennifer Moore 
(250)747-4417, emall: nccs. 
@quesnelbc.com 
QUESNEL FIGURE Skating 
Club requires Level 1 min• 
coaches for the next season. 
Please contact M. Mack at 250- 
992-5657 for information on Ice 
schedules, hours, etc. 
COOK POSITION for summer 
season, June 12 - early Octob- 
er. Responsible for cooking for 
up to 32 guests. Looking for en- 
ergetic Individual who would fit 
into a hard working team envi- 
ronment and who has a passion 
for the great outdoors. Required 
to hike or mountain bike Into 
lodge 14 km. Cooking and bak- 
Ing experience along with food 
safety course. Seasonal posi- 
tion paying $125 - $140/day+ 
with a rotating schedule of three 
weeks in/one week off. If this 
position is of Interest to you 
please submit your resume by 
email to Info@shadowlake- 
• lodge.corn or by fax to 403-760- 
2866 BREWSTER'S SHADOW 
LAKE LODGE www.shadow- 
lakelodfle.com 
INSIDE SALES PROFESSION- 
AL Kaman Industrial Technolo- 
gies, a large North American in- 
dustrlal distributor, seeks an IN. 
SIDE SALES PROFESSIONAL 
at our Terrace, BC location. Re- 
sponsibilities Include telephone 
and counter sales, providing the 
best possible technical solu- 
tions to help make our custom- 
ers more profitable• Other du- 
ties Include the distribution and 
Inventory of products. Qualiflca- 
ttons: Experience In Industrial. 
product sales and a valid driv- 
er's license. Knowledge of pow- 
er transmission products is pro- 
ferred. Fax resume to 801-975. 
2039 or  emall to: mark.ross-kit 
@kaman.com, or apply In per- 
son at 2901.D Kenney Street, 
Terrace, BC. Visit us on the 
web at www.kamandtrect.com 
EeL, 
THE TERRACE Salmonid En. 
hancement Society, through the 
Deep Creek Hatchery, requires 
a fisheries worker to assist with 
a tagging program between Au- 
gust 19 and approximately Oct 
10, 2003. Applicants with ex- 
perience In fisheries work and 
river boat operation are pre- 
ferred. Send resume and cover 
letter to: Terrace Salmonld En- 
hancement Society Box21, Ter- 
race, B.C. veG 4A2 
WE ARE accepting resumes for 
the position of KITCHEN 
HELPER evening shift. Please 
send your resume to Shan Yen  
Restaurant at 4606 Craig Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. No phone calls 
please. 
B10..T~heTerrace,Slandard , Wednesday, Aprl116, 2003 " 
" "  ....... " "  . _ , , . . .  ....................................................... l r?  : Home Security* Securily' .Providing& Plmteclion I 
a im, , _  ......... Packa e. $,nce1818 ' 
 Ii!i and $ ' /a.95 for 2.4 hr.. ULC - c  I 
~ ~ ~  . ~ ~ /~nn~, ,~ ,~,~;* ,~. -~. ,~ 5008 Pohle Avenue, ierrace, t~ . .  n 
on l  l ~  / . lu ,  . -usutu lux~ ~ ~ J ~  0 '~ '1  I 
..... : ' " i  ii~i~i; y " * i OOO. .OO.  . I 
" ~ ~ . ~ . . 7 ; ! . ! , • , . ~ . : d . ! . , n  ~,,13)~..t'ar 36 n~nrh 2.i hour monitoring ,grc~:men, ar $24.95 plus GST per month. ^l the end oflhc term you o:n the sy~em. OAC Only WWW.CnUDDSeCU nty.com I 
:ISELY RI~,. I 
f .MOVING"H I
i ' Yo'"~r Moving Professionals Since 1907 
Truck & New32& 28#Trailers atYour SeMce! 
• Across town or the country 
• * Will assist or load for you 
... • Reasonable Rates 
~ 1 -866-615-0002 m m ,,oVA=EO.OO.,.~ =scou., 
~. 615'0002~638'6969 
270 Help Wanted • 
. . '  , . . :  • 
;:~,.v,., .......... , ,.1, ........ ,,,,,,,.,.,,,.,.,:,,,,,:;~ 
Can You A f fo rd  To 
Lose Weight,? Yes? 
Stick lo your New Year s Resolution! 
Guaranteed. Risk Free. Natural 
Weight Loss & FDA Approved! 
Call Teresa  at 635-1356 
I~'.,,,.,;,; ........... ', ,.,.,,",',,,.,.'~----~ 
Not just Housekeeping 
Tailored service to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre ~ 
635-2555 
Cell 615-6312 
House Sitting, House Cleaning, Errand Running, 
Pet Sifting/Walking, House Painting, and much morn 
MK 
84¢~#0[ $ ~ODCdT $[~W¢[$ 
SnowRem0val KCH Gill ~ndscaplng 
txcavmmg Hnm~. ~f i .%55~ aeanUp 
. . . . . . . . . .  ndln : Se¢c Systems . . . . . . .  Parking LoISa g 
ZbU-b]b-/ZU4 Sweeping 
4813 Pohle Ave. 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1J4 Emall:mkbackhoe@monarch.net 
/ & LANDSCAPING 
I.,.~=~ . Floor & Kitchen Tiles 
I ' Moss Removal . Butk:l & Repair Fences 
I .  Yard Uaintenarce . Build & Re~alr 0ecks 
I ' Gullet C~eaning . Siding InslallaUon a washing 
I • Odd ~os . And MuCh More 
i F R E E  EST IMATES 
I [  AVAILABLE  7 DAYS A WEEK 
~LOW LOW LOW RATES~ 
~, . .v ,~ . . . . . .  ~....,..,~.*.v..... ,.~..'.~'.',', . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~:~".~v~.~+:~:<:::::::::~.::.8::::::~:~:::::.~.::~.::~:::?~.~:::::.:::;:~:::!:~:;~ 
~ : : i i ! i i ! i ~ i ~ ~  " ..~,~ 
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES •SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES •REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*ATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL •ELECTRIC SNAKE 
. *AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS *VACU UM EXCAVATION 
322 Educat ion f  ::: 
:. Tutor ing  
Industr ia l  Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
I ~ n t s  in between. Pick: 
I ~ g  n Te,oce, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
;ON 
SXNC~,  1930 
Welcome Wagon has openings in the Terrace and 
Kitimat area.This is a part-time/commission position 
and requires a car, and computer/typewriter. Must 
be self motivated, a team pla} er and sale experience 
an asset. Please fax resume to (250) 851-2674 or 
email: tiUyml@telus.net 
• WA E 
* Volunteer over 18, for year round outdoor work. 
Job training required at no pay. 
i Must willing to give you've got. be it all 
Must be able to lift their own weight, and 
move at the speed of life. And do it over 
again, perhaps in the same day. 
• Must provide own transportation 
* Uniforms and basic equipment will be supplied. 
* Remuneration i cludes respect, smiles and 
"thank-you's". 
~ Interested persons, please come 
to practice Thursday nights 
from 7-9 p.m., or contact he 
Thornhill Volunteer Fire Department 
638-1466 
;~ • , 
. ..' ;, ' • " ,  , , '  ': 
Job Postin~ 
Residential Youth Activity 
Worker 
We are currently seeking highly motivated individuals 
interested in working in a youth residential setting. 
Provide stable environment for youth. Work as part 
of a specialized youth team. Ability to do shift work. 
Requirements: Diploma in the Social Science/Health related 
fields. Knowledge of stages of development. E, xperience in 
youth individual or group facilitation. E,xcallem written and 
oral skills. Experience working in residential programs. 
Valid Be Driver's License. Subject to Criminal Records Check 
* Wage & benefits in accordance with BCGEU 
* Closing Date: April t8, ~0o3 
Apply to: Manager, Northwest Addiction Services 
#3113228 Kalum St. Terrace, Be V8G 2N1 
Tel: (250) 638-81t7 Fax: (25o)-638-16oo 
Emaih nwadster@telus.net 
T.D.C.S.S. 
FLOORING MANAGER 
An exciting career opportunity Is open for someone who is 
mature, energetic, self-motivated, possesses great 
interpersonal skills and Is a demonstrated leader. 
The incumbent will have a minimum of 3.5 years related flooring 
and management experience with a strong flair for 
merchand s ng, sa esi'pi'0~ot nand:10ottom ne maxim zation.~' 
We offer a pmgresslve exalting envlronment that works closely 
with consumers and our key builder accounts in the supply and 
install of carpet, vinyl, aminate, hardwood, tile 
and interior design for their custom homes. 
Fax resumes to: 250-545-0083 or 
r ~ ~  emall: john.kehler@hbcvemon.c~ 
4601 - 27114 STREE'rp 
VERNON, BC 
A 
Terrace R.C.M.P. 
are seeking applicants for six (6) 
Aboriginal Auxiliary Constables. 
= First Nations Ancestry 
= 19 years of age 
= Valid B.C. Drivers Licence 
* Canadian Citizen 
e Undergo complete security clearance 
= Complete Auxiliary Constable training course 
in accordance with Justice Institute of B.C. 
To apply, fax resume and drivers abstract to: 
Cst. Hundial, Terrace KCM.P. 
Fax: 250.638.7448 
NEED A PHONE? Been dis- 
connected? No deposit, no 
~u. - , -A , .  v,.=w ~ 
\ S I L V I C U L T U R E  L T I D ~  
Forestry Employment 
Mountain View Silviculture Ltd. is a well established 
forestry consulting company specializing in all phases 
of forestry operations. We are seeking a forestry 
technician for employment s arting in May 2003. 
The position will be field orientated and may involve a 
number of tasks including, but not limited to: 
silviculture surveys, contract supervision, quality 
inspection, silviculture treatment unit layout, GPS 
traversing, road and block layout, cruising, and 
research plot establishment. ~' 
If you are self motivated, in good physical condition, 
have a high quality standard, enjoy variety in your 
work environment, and have a valid driver's license, 
then please submit a resume via mail, fax, or emaii, 
Salary will be competitive and based on commensurate 
experience. 
Our office must receive applications by April 25, 2003. 
Please address applications to: 
Mountain View Silviculture Ltd., 
Box 3849, Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0. 
phone: (250) 847-4822 
fax: (250) 847-4211 
emaih mvlew@bulkley.net 
A-1 SIDING and gutters. We in- 
stall 5" continuous gutters in as- 
scaled colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
and vinyl siding. 20% Seniors 
discount. 250-635-9714 
DON'T MOVE Improve with 
Skeena Home Improvement. 
Concrete, framing, siding, laml- 
nate + hardwood floor installa- 
credit, no probleml Call insta- tions. Your weather deck and 
",. ' 1 ;, I 4 t ~¢ I~J phone~-"Re'connecl.1866=334- ! sthP;~ai'0hllnt~(~i lal hg~TAuthor- 
' 6782.startin.qatonlv. $39.95'= iil Ized,de~ler~ ,tF, c~f l :~ Bstlmate 
., TI~CHNICAL: '! ' suPPORT "call'25d:6~;8~O'e6fi~S0"638" 
ASSOCIATE - Kamloops, Con- 
vergys a world leader in out- 
sourced customer servce re- 
quires Technical Support 
Associates to work rotating 
shifts. You require Grade 12 or 
equivalent, a good understand- 
Ing of Windows OS and it's abil- 
ity to connect to the Intemet, 
with excellent customer service 
skills. We provide a competitive 
compensabon package, educa- 
tional assistance programs and 
a salary of $11.00/hr. Forward 
resume to: Convergys 2121 
E.T.C.H. Kamloops, BC V2C 
4A6. Fax: 250-571-5870. Ema h 
kamloops.lobs @conver~vs.com 
INLAND KENWORTH/PARK- 
ER PACIFIC - Quesnel is cur- 
rently taking resumes for a field 
servme equipment mechanic 
and a parts dept. counterper- 
son. Equipment applicant must 
have hydraulic and electrical 
background for forestry equip- 
ment. Parts applicant should 
have a 3rd year or journeyman 
ticket. Competitive wage and 
benefit package. Send 
resumes in confidence to, 3150 
Hwy 97N. Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
• J4. Attn: Gord Vamplew. 
WORK ONLINE from home 
$500-$3000 per month. For 
free Info visit 
www.asuccessonline.com 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
-ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sidney 250-635- 
2695. 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Consider the opportunity: 
"[he Northern Health Authority is recruiting for the following position: 
CRITICAL CARE NURSE 
Terrace, BC - 2 Full-Time Positions (Vacation Relief Float) Comp No'. XO3-NW2007 
L You will provide vacation relief to the Intensive Care Unit and Emergency departments at Mills 
JJ~ Memorial Hospital, The work includes both direct care of patients and supervision of other staff 
i~ ,  at times using the current standards of nursing practice and the Clinical Specialty of Critical 
~'~ ~ Care & Emergency/Ambulatory Care Nursing, Responsibilities may also include designated tasks 
~ on the Acute Care Unit as delegated by the Acute Care Co-ordinator r Nurse Manager, 
You need to possess a practicing member of RNABC and have the clinical experience to ~ ork independently in ICU & Emergency. A certificate in Critical Care Nursing would be a definite asset, In addition you will need to be CPR certified and possess or be a willing 
to attain ACLS certification, 
Submit a resume with reference to the Competition No. 
by Apri l  30, 2003, to: 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Nodhwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FELT STORY PARTY l Sun- 
day, April 27/03 at 4637 Merk- 
lay Road, Terrace. Everyone in- 
NORTHERN HEALTH AUTHORITY 
2805. 
NEED SPRING cleaning done? 
Weekly, bl-weekly, good refer- 
ences available. Call 250-635- 
0026 
vitedl Felt stories, costumes, 
~,~0n~finger play books, i Call 
~5~35,31  g1.:. ,f0r rn01;~infol 
~'~6i ~ :'!,:, : ;'..:,~,=~i::i:i 
FELTSTORIES! WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycares, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
evenin~ls. 
Horlhorn Hearing & Safety Training 
Red Cross Child Safe 
T .B .A .  ............................................................ $75 
Red Cross CPRC 
FrL, April 25 ............................................................ $70 
OFA Level 1 
Mon., May 12 Thurs., May 15 Sat., May 17 ............. $90 
OFA Transportation Endorsement 
FrL, May 16 Sun., May18 .................................... $90 
OFA Level 3 
May 26-June 6 .............................................................. $700 
WHMIS  - Anytime via compuler ............................... $55 
TDG Clear Lanquaqe - Anytime via computer ....... $75 
Brenda Lemal, HR RecruitmentAssistant 
#300-299 Victoria St. Prince George, BC V2L 5B8 
Toll-Free: 1-877-905-1155 
Fax (250) 565-2251 ~ E-mail: hr@northernhealth.ca 
www.northernhealth.ca 
, MS Excel 2000 Level 3 . . . . .  $169 
Apr22-May l .  Tueflhu • 7:00pr'n-10:00pm : 
MS Access 2000 Level I . .,. $I 6911 
Apr 23-May 2 • WedlFd * 7:fl(Inm-lfhNnnm .... .... : 
Traffic Conlrol Recerliflcaflc 
:W0~sofe: Hazard R~ognlflon & C0f i~  $99 
.Alor30 • wed.:Si300m-5',30pm :::!::i'. ::c::i 
. :  " "~ ; . . . . . .  " '~ " ' : : i  ;~/" 
:S.d00 Fire Suppm~ion ::!i i':?;::i ::i• :'•i; !:!' ..... $179 
:May 2-3 • Fd/Sat, •. 8:30am-.5:30pm 
$79 
Take a closer look.~ 
. . . . .  ; "  . . . . .  : :2 ;  . . . . . . . .  "4 ,  arna&e ouse| 
Publishin  ].. 
Where all of your printing needs are completed ~.  
: with fast service at reasonable prices. 
WE SP?#IAL IZE  
E Office Stationary - Business Cards ] '  
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper- ~1 "' to 
[ ~ Ph:635-1872 - Fax: 635-1868 
314 Child Care  
412 Basement 
' Suite , 
BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED 
two bedroom basement suite. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
and gas fireplace. Non-smok- 
ing, no pets. $600/mo, gas heat 
included. Available May 1st. 
Evenlncls. 250-638-8323 
COZY, AFFORDABLE base- 
ment suite. 1 1/2 bedrooms, 
quiet location. References re- 
quired. Please call 250.638- 
8250 
, LARGE TWO bedroom suite, 
fddge, stove, laundry, blinds, 
.... private entry, large yard. Close 
downtown and schools. 
$525/month + utilities. Call 
250-635-4753 
i~llAl~lllall,ll~lli.ill~lililJillJl&lAiIiiii==llllll=ll I • " .  ONE BEDROOM basement 
. suite, ground level. W/d hook- 
: 11440 Houses 
• . . • . 
444 Miscellaneous 
f Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information o  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program ofthe Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and is funded by the Minis~ of Community. 
~, ,  /~00flginal and W0men's Services 
328 Financei ~ 
Mortgage•  i~ 
448 Mobile Homes 
GET BACK ON TRACKI Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendtl It 
you own your own home - you 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau• 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
* Consolidate debts * One Low 
Monthly Payment * Eliminate or 
Reduce Interest * Rebuild Your 
Credit Rating. Credit Counsell- 
ing Society of B. C. NON 
PROFIT SERVICE 1-888-527- 
8999 
• . . , • - 
3321 Home :. 
: Improvement 
TOWS FLOORS Flooring Sales 
250-633-7074 Laminate, hard- 
wood, and cork. 
www.torsfloors.com 
CLOSE TO 
;WIMMING POOl 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Spring and Summer inted- 
or residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier• Seniors 15% 
labor discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 .~ ~ 
BRIGHT SUNNY two bedroom 
apartment for rent. Nice kitchen 
with dishwasher and lots of cab- 
inet space• Plenty of storage. 
Available May 1, 2003. $550 
per me. 250-635-3333 or 250- 
635-1417 evenin.qs. 
ECONOMY TWO bedroom on 
Brauns Island. $400. Pets wel- 
come. 250-635-9102 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom 
apartment in Thornhill. 
$360/month plus damage de- 
posit $180. Utilities not includ- 
ed. No pets. Call 250-635-6851. 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available immediately. 
Call 250-635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart-{ 
ments in downtown location. 
Utilities included. $450-$525 
per month. Call 250-638-1702 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New. management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhitl. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required• $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
ONE BEDROOM upper suite in 
Horseshoe. Good condition, 
quiet peoplel no dogs. Includes 
utilitles~ $425/month. Call 250- 
638-8639. 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom 
apartments available. Heat, hot 
water; electricity included. Live 
in manager, on site security. 
250-635-3409 or 250-638-0015 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately. On.site management. 
References required. 250.635- 
6428 or 250-638-0015 or 250- 
615-0345 
QUIET LARGE two bedroom, 
four appliances, security, Non- 
smokers, no pets. Options vary. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-0046 or 250-635-4852 
evenln.cls. 
PARK MANOR 
APTS• 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts., 
I ~',? &d0wn~o~:~;~:~: " 
I Phone 635-3475 
QUIET AND CLEAN, two bed- 
room ground level apartment. 
Available Immediately. Laundry 
and electdc heat. Security de- 
posit and references required. 
$500/month. Includes hot water. 
Call 250.635-1126. 
. . . . . . .  
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
AND TOWN• ~ 
[eferencbs reqUired: 
~.vailebleilmmeciiately 
ups. Prefer n/s, no pets. Refer- 
ences required. $450/month + 
$225 damage deposit. Call 250- 
635-4279. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite for rent. No pets/smoking. 
Available May 1/03. In Horse- 
shoe area• Call 250-635-0033 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite partially furnished. Single 
working person preferred, a~,'ail- 
able April 15th. Utilities inch~d- 
ed. References required. 
• $400/mo. Call 250-635-1739 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to town, nice yard, 
fddge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$550/mo utilities included. Call 
250-638-7608 
"TWO BEDROOM basement 
suite on Straume. Fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Non-smoking, 
quiet person/couple OK, 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
I 
$500/month includes heat and 
light. Available now. Call 250- 
635-4672• 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thornhill. Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250- 
638-7290 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, clean, newly renovated 
storage, close to downtown. 
$450-month. Call 250-638- 
1115. 
TWO BEDROOM, Hc)rseshoa 
area. Includes w/d, f/s, n/g fire- 
place. N/g and hydro Included 
in rent• Carport, clean quiet 
neighborhood• No parties. Call 
after 6:30 pm. 250-615-3263 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
Jiatdy 4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250-, 
I I I 635-7171 
~ 1 ' ~ , I ~ =  CENTRAL DOWNTOWN Ter- 
I IV ,41 ,  ~ ~ ' I~W IW =IF  race Psychological consultants 
~'• ' •::~' wishing to share modem three 
. ~ _~. . , office plus lobby/secretarial 
. . . .  =Ill area complex with suitable co- 
HUNTINGTON/ -:tenar!t,~One.oritwooflices,avail- 
'~AvAI(IMEI~IIb"/11 ~T250:'635:6741" $2~/tfio~.~r.:of- 
Taking Appl ications 
Now 
for 1&2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites CLEAN THREE bedroom du- 
• Ample parking plex. New paint, new carpet., 
Electric heat. Large yard, laun- 
,Laundry facilities dry room, patio on Southside. 
• Close to schools & downtown $550/mo 250-638-1691 
• On bus route CLEAN TWO bedroom duplex, 
• On site management four appliances, large fenced 
No pets yard, greenhouse, garden area, 
Referenc~srequired pets allowed. $500/mo $250 
= damage deposit. Available May 
To view call t. Thornhill. 250-635-5678 
638-1748 DUPLEX FOR rent at 2293 
Thornhill St. Three bedroom 
and two bedroom. Fridge and 
stove, pets allowed. Call 250- 
635-7608 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex in. 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
included. No parties, no smok- 
Ing. Written references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
HALF DUPLEX, three bed- 
rooms. Washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove in quiet neighbourhood on 
Bench. $700/mo + natural gas. 
250-638-1162 
JUST RENOVATED, two bed- 
rooms, upstairs suite of duplex. 
Private entrance. Yard with fruit 
trees, downtown. Fridge/stove 
Included. $550/mo. No pets. 
Available Immediately. Call 250- 
638-0790 for appointment o 
view. 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent• Located in upper Thomhill 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fridge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) 250- 
635-6905 
THREE BEDROOM two story 
apartment in four.plex at 4632 
Soucle Ave. $600/mo. Sorry no 
pets. References required. 250- 
638-1648 
THREE STOREY, three bed- 
room duplex. Carport. Newly 
renovated. Close to schools 
and hospital. Call 250.635-9467 
• or 250-635-4220 $650/month. 
TWO BEDROOM second floor 
apartment. Close to town, se- 
cudty entrance, on-site man- 
agement. No pets. Available im- 
mediately $500/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
TWO BEDROOM apartment. 
Natural gas and/or electric heat. 
No washer/dryer but laundry 
available on premises Icoated in 
SVTP on Queensway. $350/mo 
No pets. References required. 
250-635-1998 
COACHMAN , 
APARTMENTS 
4204 N. Sparks 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. Laundry 
facilities on each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & 
.|J Quiet Building 
the Bench I I  on 
IL638-8554 
TWO BEDROOM duplex car- 
port, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
utilities included. Cable, stor- 
age shed. Clean, new paint. 
Upper Thornhitl. Call 250-635- 
3756 
TWO BEDROOM apartment in 
fIve-plex on 3145 River Ddve. 
New paint and flooring. $400. 
No pets please. References re. 
quired. Phone 250-638-1648 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
town, fddge, stove, washer, dry- 
er, $550/mo plus damage de- 
posit. Two bedroom duplex, 
fddge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$600/month. In town. Call 
250.635.5992. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 
.frldge, stove $400/month. One 
bedroom cabin Includes utilities. 
$425/month. Both $200 dam- 
age deposit. Quiet neighbor- 
hood. Well maintained property, 
on-site landlord. Call 250-635. 
:3492. : 
TWO BEDROOM main floor of 
duplex, close to pool, fenced 
yard, pets ok, fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. Available May 
1st. $550/mo. 250-635-6352 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse in 
Four plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
TWO OR three bedroom apart- 
ments very close to schools on 
,Pine Ave in Thornhill. Low 
rents. Available immediately. 
• Call 250-635-3583. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendin.cl Services available. 
AVAILABLE MAY 1/03 four 
bedroom house with garage on 
the Bench, close to school• Ref- 
erences required. Call 250-635- 
2747 
AVAILABLE MAY 1ST three 
bedroom home on large South- 
side lot, near schools and hos- 
pital. Has fruit trees, garden 
plot. $750/month. To apply 
phone 250-635-7262. 
CLEAN WELL maintained 2 
bedroom house in Thornhlll. In- 
cludes fddge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, blinds, lawn maintainance. 
$525/mo, plus security deposit. 
No pets or parties. Call after 
5:pro for appointment to view or 
leave message at 250-635- 
7467 
COT..Y ~TWO,&three bedroom. 
hor~e In Thornhilli five applianc- 
es,tlat~'d~ffiffCe'd ~a~'~ith"f~lt ..... 
trees,sundeck and tennis court . '  
No pets, non smokers, Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. Call 250-635-2627. 
FIVE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. Available April 15th. 
Will have new paint and lami- 
nate floor. No pets, no smokin0, 
deposit and references re- 
quired. $700/mo or less with 
long term lease. Contact Erika 
250-635-2404 
' FOR RENT small two bedroom 
house, close to town• 
$450/month plus utilities. Small 
one bedroom house, suitable 
for one person. $300/mo plus 
utilities. Call 250-635-8675 
FOR RENT, 3 bedroom newly 
renovated house on acreage. 
Must have good references. 
$650/month. Located 20 
minutes east of town, just past 
Usk. N/g heat, f/s. Call 250-638- 
0663, ask for Kathy or Brian. 
FOUR BEDROOM house with 1 
1/2 baths. Fddge, stove d/wash- 
er included. Has washer/dryer 
hookups. Workshop and stor- 
age sheds on large lot on the 
Southslde. Available June 1/03. 
$675/mo +damage deposit. Call 
250-635-4858 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. Includes fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, blinds and yard 
maintenance. $390Im0 + secur- 
ity deposit. No pets or parties. 
• Call after 5pm for appt to view 
250-635-7467 
SMALL TWO bedroom house, 
close to downtown, large yard 
and garden. $550/mo. One bed- 
room duplex, close to down- 
town. Fridge, stove. $400/mo. 
250-615-6835 
SMALL, ONE bedroom house, 
fddge/stove Included. Close to 
downtown. Suitable for one 
person. $400/month. Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. Call 250-635-3951. 
SPACIOUS FIVE bedroom fam- 
Ily home on Eby and Davis. 
Five appliances, fireplace, an- 
suite, two patios, fruit trees. 
Available May 15th. 250-635- 
4640 
THREE BEDROOM 14' wide 
mobile home on private lot In 
Thornhill. Very clean. No pets. 
References and deposit. 
$600/mo. Call 250-635-6128 
THREE BEDROOM full base- 
ment home on two acres in 
Jackpine Flats. Natural gas and 
wood heat. $700/mo. 250.635- 
5598 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Horseshoe. Fenced yard, four 
appliances, small pets ok, nat- 
ural gas fireplace, available 
June 1/03, $700/mo 250-635- 
6352 
TWO. BEDROOM house In 
Horseshoe. Bright and clean 
with natural gas fireplace, 
fenced yard and sundecg N/a, 
nip. References required. Avail- 
able Immediately. Phone 250- 
615.9112 
THREE BEDROOM house 
downtown. Fridge, stove• Pets 
allowed. $650/mo. Call 250- 
638-7608 
TWO BEDROOM house on 
Queensway. Large yard, pets 
OK. References required. Call 
250.635-3901. Available May 
1/03 
TWO BEDROOM house w/fin- 
Ished loft and garage on large 
treed lot. Fddge, stove, dish- 
washer. $700/mo. 250.635- 
9151 
WANTED: SELF-RELIANT ten- 
ant for two bedroom waterfront 
cottage at Lakelse Lake. Natu- 
ral gas heat, Ideal for single or 
couple. Available May 1st. 
$450/mo. References required. 
250-847-3738 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, 
share rest of home. Working 
man preferred. $260/month in- 
cludes utilities. Call 250-635- 
3126. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
12X68 two bedroom mobile for ' 
rent in Sunnyhill Trailer Court. 
$450/mo plus utilities. Washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove included. 
References required. Phone 
250-638-0438 
CLEAN MOBILE home in 
upper Thornhitl trailer park, with 
two large bedrooms, and 12X8' 
addition. Updated and renova- 
ted kitchen and bathroom fresh- 
ly painted. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. $500/mo. Phone 250- 
638-7139 or 250-638-1915. 
DOUBLE WIDE trailer on large 
lot. Located 3517 Clore Ave. 
$700/month. Call 250-638- 
0161. 
MOBILE HOME for rent in Ter- 
race Trailer Park. Fddge/stove, 
washer/dryer. Two bedroom 
with 20'x8' addition. 
$500/month. Call 250-837- 
6788• 
ONE BEDROOM mobile home. 
Washer, dryer. $400/mo• Heat 
included. Located In SVTP on 
Queensway. No pets. Referenc- 
es required. 250-635-1998 
THREE BEDROOM trailer loca- 
ted on Sunny Hill Trailer Park. 
Includes: Washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove• Close to town, no pets 
please. Available Immediately. 
Call 250-535-4571 
TWO BEDROOM doublewlde 
trailer on large lot at 4651 Bea- 
ver Cresent. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. $500/month. Call 
250-63B-8639. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$550/mo heat included. 250- 
635-8772. 
TWO BEDROOM spacious mo- 
bile home. Large living room, 
kitchen, dining room, wash- 
er/dryer hookups, fridge, stove, 
natural gas. Storage shed, 
green house, large yard• No 
pets. Close to bus route, 
schools, corner store. Available 
May 1/03. Asking $500/mo plus 
damage deposit of $250. For 
more Into call Matt @ 250-615- 
0265 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in Tha Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
WHY RENT? Buy a mobile 
home in Smithers for $12,000. 
Phone 403-887-3584 
FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
on Southside. $800/mo includes 
• utilities. Close to schools. 250- 
638-7290 Ask for Rob. 
TWO BEDROOM suite. Fridge, 
stove, dishwasher, washer and 
dryer, plus natural gas fireplace. 
Fenced yard overlooking the 
Skeena River. Cablevislon in- 
cluded. Available immediately. 
$550/mo. Call 250-638-8093 
STARRESORT.INT. 
We Buy & Sell Timeshares 
www.starresort.net 1-800-985- 
4395. 
FOR RENT In Terrace, three 
bedroom, two bathroom town- 
house. Rec room, natural gas 
fireplace, five appliances. 
$650/mo. 250-632-4141 
PAY HALF MO RENT for April, 
May, June. Three bedroom 
townhouses close to downtown 
and sohools, F/s, w/d hookups, 
apartments with w/d available. 
Please call TERRACE MANOR 
250-635-4980 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath- 
room townhouse. Near School 
and downtown. Fenced back 
yard. Hookups for washer/dryer, 
Includes fddge, stove and 
blinds, Located on 2906 Molitor 
Ave. in Terrace, No pets. 
please. Call 250.635-0355 or 
250-632.2261 (A26) 
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JACKPINE FLATS 
1,450 sq. ft. home on 2 acres with 3 bedrooms, 2 full bath, 
sunken/iving room and kitchen, 6 appliances, everything 
new in last 4 years Fenced concrete palio, 20'x2,4' wood- 
working shop with 10' ceilings, 200 sq. fC pumphouse 
storage shed. 1 acre fully lanc]scaped in lawn, flower gar- 
dens, greenhouse and veggie garclen. 
Asking $150,000 ol3o 
Serious inquires 250-635-5370 
THREE BEDROOM PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
Townhouse in Horseshoe, very character home. Big sunny 
clean• No pets, damage deposit deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
and references required, apple tree. two bedrooms, one 
$550/mo. Call 250-635-1251or bathroom. Hardwood floor, n/g 
250-615-9587 fireplace, suitable starter home• 
Double lot. 4601 Haugland Ave. 
506:Acr~_nnp..~iLot.~ Asking $110,000. Call 250-615- 
: . . . . .  5581. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SUPERIOR QUALITY and 
Home Site Lots $70 down $70 workmanship throughout. Luxu- 
monthly $6995 cash. FREE ry townhouse has top line ap- 
brochure 1-800-884-7060• pliances and many nice touch- 
LARGE BUILDING lots for sale as. Attractive well designed 
2-3 acres. Rural residential zoo- kitchen. Both bedrooms have 
ing. New subdivision, across w/w carpeting, and deluxe en- 
from Northwest Community Col- suite with jacuzzi in one of two 
lege in Terrace. Excellent bathrooms. Natual gas fireplace 
neighbourhood. $61,000 - mantle and hardwood floors are 
$69,000 plus GST 250.638- solid oak. French doors to yard, 
1137 good use of windows, and ex- 
TWO ACRE treed lots in Jack cellent lighting make this full 
Pine Flats at Woeste Road. basement house bright. 
$40,000 plus GST. 250.638- $168,000. For pdnt out of ex- 
8940 cepfional features and to view 
call David and Kendra anytime. 
250-413-7299 
THREE BEDROOM house. In- 
cludes frldge, stove, built-in 
dishwasher and alarm system. 
LADIES CLOTHING store for Located at 2409 Cramer St. 
sale. Well established, sedous Asking $99,900. Phone 250- 
inquiries only. Call 1-877-259- 615-5519 for more information. 
6871 WHY RENT when you can own 
your own home? Two bedroom 
bungalow in convenient Horse- 
shoe location. Completely reno- 
vated In '94-'96..Wood floors, 
euro kitchen, fenced backyard, 
garden shed and mature fruit 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse trees. Must be seen to be ap- 
in Terrace. Assumable mort- preclated. Vendors very moti- 
gage to qualified buyer. Vendor vated. Assessed at $69,300 
will pay all transfer costs, No askin.q $57,500. 250-638-7688 
.downpayment required. 1 1/2 
baths, full basement, washer, 
dryer, star choice available. 
Small pets ok. Playground on- q i  
site. To rent: $650/mo + utilities, i l l[..-lll~[~']=lllll l~[¢il 
Damage deposit required. Call m=la,r,.l==,4~-],r=],],~•~,,=~-~ 
250-624-8480 i '=  t'l t"='="w'='='J'= "~"=  ~ =e'= 
, I waterfront ' counlry, properties 
=. .U . , I~ IB=~[e l l I L . . [ . .T , .g  | Ranches * ouldoor ~usinesses, 
5 BDRM~ 2287 sq ft home in " ~ "  ~1 
Clearwater• Wood/elec combo I LANDI,JUEST I 
• / n , A ~ T , ¢ o e • I furnace. 5 appliances. Fn- 
ished basement, large deck. • IntemalionelMarkefing 
.39 acre. Portable carport. Ma- & Float Plane 
ture landscaped yard. 
$117,500. 250-674-2163. www.landquest.com 
EXCELLENT REVENUE or 250-798-2200 
starter home. Side-by-side du- HARRY/~cCOWAN 
plex on 1/2 acra.Thrae bed- 
rooms each. Laundry room, 
new roof, many updates. 
$119,500. Call 250-638-1691 
EXCEPTIONALLY MAIN- 
TAINED and renovated, three 12X68, TWO bedroom, vinyl 
bedroom rancher in Thorn- siding & windows, five 
heights, sunken livlngroom, appliances. Fenced yard with 
three corner n/g fireplace, oak shed, large addition with sun 
cabinets, new linD and hard- porch• View @ D2 Skeena 
wood freshly painted. Crown Valley TC, anytime. Asking 
moldings, fenced back yard, $21,000.Call 250-638-7931. 
shed, dog run, concrete deck, 1889 DELUXE Modular home. 
attached heated double garage, 14X70, three bedrooms, four 
RV parking and hookup, piece bathroom. Cathedral ce11- 
$152,000. 250-638.0543 ing, electric/pellet stove, Front 
FOR SALE or rent to own. bay kitchen window In quiet 
Available June 1st. four Thornhlll park. Must see. 
bedoom home In Terrace, $37,500. #4, 3117 Clari<e St. 
Horseshoe area. You must see 250-635-8633 
the interior to truly appreciate FACTORY DIRECT CHAPAR- 
this house. It offers an office, RAL modulars. Factory tours, 
two baths, livingroom, fatally Custom designs, 9' ceilings, 
room w/fireplace, bright cottage roofs, painted Intedors, 
hardwood cabinets. SHELDON 
kitchen/dining area w/patio CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
doors onto deck. Large utility mlth, Kelowna. For more infer- 
room with pantry. Built In mation toll free 1-888-765-8992. 
dishwasher, f/s, w/d, central air, DL10146 
large shop, beautiful large 
fenced back yard with fruit trees 
and patio. Walking distance to 584 Out of Town : 
three schools.Home security . . . . . . . . . .  
system. 4710 Soucie Avenue. OSOYOOS, BC. Located In the 
Pdced to sell $119,900. 403- South Okanagan valleyl Brand 
995-1028 new LAKEFRONT apartments 
and townhomes. *Plus 
LARGE WELL maintained five recreational facility and private 
bedroom home next to Christy beach. Prices start LOW 
Park. This home is situated on 
a large city lot with established $100,000's. 1-866-738-1002, 
fruit trees, a fully fenced back www.casa-del-lago.ca 
yard, wooden garden shed. Co-operators Real Estate 
Close to schools, shopping, and Services Inc. 
nature trails. Six appliances in- GET YOUR Country Flxl 5 acre 
cluded. Asking $125,000. view property 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 
Phone 250-638-8737 for ap- country kitchen, 2 gas fp., large 
pointment toview, shop,hot tub, riding ring, trails 
close-by. 5 mln. to town. 
NEW 1 1/2 STOREY rancher $247,000. Chadette Lavik 
on ten acres. 2200 sq ft, hlstod- 1-800-667-2040. 
cally (character) designed, four 
bedroom, two bath, master bed- 
morn with full ensure. 
Wheelchair accessible. Totally 
fenced with dding dng for 
horses 12 minutes to downtown 
Terrace. $167,000. To view THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
phone250-615-2135 eves. farm equipment. Quality used 
NEW 1150SQFT rancher Iocat- sales and Iocators. Delivery 
ed close to town and schools In available. Dave Cmssan 250- 
quiet nelghbourhood. Fenced 567-2607. 6kin Mapes Road, 
yard, 240v wired garage, fruit Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
trees and gardens. $127,000. OAC 
Phone 250.635-0776 VERSATILE 400 self pmpefied 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 12ft swather. $3000 obo. 250. 
In The Terrace Standard and 694-3459 
Weekend Advediser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638.7283 ROADRUNNER HORSE- 
Fax 250-638-8432 or emall to TRAILER, removable divider 
advartlslng@termcestan- thoroughbred size. Tack room, 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc escape doors, In good condi- 
or Cash. fion. $2500. 250.698-7627 
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25 COW/CALF pairs. 25 preg- 
nant cows. 17 - 2 yr. old bulls. 
16 yearling bulls. 2 bull calves. 
Canyon Valley Herefords, 992- 
1250 or 992-2294. 
FOR SALE Performance tested 
limousin bulls. Yearling and two 
year old, Kerr's Limousins, 
Telkwa, BC. 250-846-5392 
LONE FIR Ranch- Polled 
Hereford bulls. Good selection 
of beefy 2 year olds. (easy cal- 
ving, proven genetics, excellent 
disposition and AFFORDABLE. 
Phone 250-690-7527 Ft Fraser 
REGISTERED TWO year old 
homed and polled Hereford 
bulls for sale. Great genetics 
and dispositions.To view call 
Olaf. O&G Halvorson Cattle Co. 
at 250-845-2919 
TWO YEAR old horned Here- 
ford bulls in working condition. 
Call Vanderhoof. 250-567-9337 
SPRING CLEAN up salel 
Cedar fencing. Lumber lx4, 
2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10. For more 
information call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409. 
21' SAN JUAN sailboat and 
trailer. Retractable keel. Excel- 
lent condition. $7,500 OBO 
250-545-3132, 250-549-8871, 
or 250-542-1929 Vernon. 
17' VIKING Caddy Cabin 1997. 
Fully enclosed stand-up can- 
vas, plus moorage tarp. 115 
Mercury, 110 Ihours. EZ trailer. 
$13,500Cdn. Call 250-638-7280 
18' ALUMINUM river boat 
150hp Merc outboard jet, centre 
consul, flat bottom, complete 
with trailer, excellent condition, 
$12,000. 250-723-3782 
1992 BAYLINER Trophy 2359 
Hardtop, 200 hours on 5.7 Merc 
I/O, radar, loaded for fishing. 
$36,000. Offers. 250-847-9680 
Smithers. 
1994 17' CAMPION Explorer in 
excellent condition 115hp Mer- 
cury outboard. Lots of extras. 
Asking $14,500 obo. Call 250- 
615-5519 
BOAT TOPS & Frames. Boat- 
top repairs, recovering of boat- 
seats by Satellite vinyl. Fabrics 
and canvas works 4520 Johns 
Rd. Terrace, B.C.250-635-4348 
or 250-615-9924 
1988 23.5FT fifth wheel. Terry 
Taurus. Low profile, easy pull. 
loaded. Rear kitchen, awning, 
skirt. $9800. View at 4069 - 
10th Ave. Smithers. 250-847- 
9521 
1989 CORSAIR 5th Wheel. Ap- 
. . . .  :786 Trucks :," 
NEW 2003 
Harbercraft Jet Boats 
ARE HERE. = 
Honda XR !00  
Dirt Bike 
Sl,800.00 
1999 Yamaha 
WR 400 
1 3,99s.oo 
1991 Honda 
(BR600 
 4 499.00 
2002 Yamaha 
YZ 426F 
,500.00 
New 2003 
YZ or WR's 
How In Stock 
19' Aluminum Boat 
Centre Console 
w/130 Johnson 
16,995.00 
: :200 i Honda: :. 
:: :XR250R ;::::  
'4.199.00: 
2000 Suzuki 
LT 160 ATV, 2Wh. Dr. 
~2,395.00  
4946Greig : Ave 
Ph:635:2909: 
....... i~":~i ~.:~ 
2001 Jeep 
Cherokee 
1999 Plymouth 
Breeze 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, 4 D o o r ~  
Aluminum Rims, Privacy Glass 
$"tl ~ ~/"11/'1100 ~ aO0ELS T0 
• I ~Jl ~1 ~ ~ ~ +taxes CHOOSE FROM' 
~ ~  FORD, OM, " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TOYOTA, 
2000 Pontiac L ,":o " 2 
Sunfire 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cassette, 4 Door 
 9000 °° +taxes 
2000 Dodge 
Neon 
,:_ ii!!i~!ii!i~!ii 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power Locks, 
Cassette, 4 Cylinder, Auto, 4 Door 
s10,900°° +t xes 
Air, Cassette, 
4 Cylinder, 4 Door 
il *8'999°° +taxes 
- ' :~W 
"2: %::~,; . 
~tEELCOME~ 
• ~c~,Oo~ 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess ~or 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
6 i 5-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your" 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
<f ls  and information.~ 
So il: at times they fai[  
short, let their editors 
(now. 
f they can't solve the 
~roblem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers. 
Broad Street, J 201-1290 
Vidoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 J, 
I 
A .  ' '  
STANDARD 
PALLETS 
FOR SALE 
The Terrace Standard has 
a collection of pallets. 
Suitable for 
kindling, small fences, etc. 
~2.00 , ,= , ,  
Available at 
3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
prox 2500km on running gear 
excellent condition, rear kitch- 
en, awning, max bedroom 
height;~ heated ~st0rage. area. 
Non smokers. Hitch and tail- 
gate included, $1~,,000. Phone 
250-635-2122 
FOR SALE: 22ft 1997 Wild- 
wood 5th Wheel. Has mi- 
crowave, air conditioner, cas- 
sette player, mini blinds and 
awning. For $17,000. Call 250. 
845-7457 
TENT TRAILER Coleman Taos 
1998. Sleeps six, furnace, 
icebox, sink, indoor/outdoor 
stove, add a room awning. Exc. 
condition. $5000. 250-635-7009 
or 250-849-5062 
1988 CORSICA 4dr. V6, auto, 
new fires, alternator, battery 
and muffler. Clean and in good 
condition. $2400. 250-849- 
5621. 1986 Big Bronco, 4.91, 
standard transmission, excel- 
lent mechanical condition. Body 
solid except rear gate. $3200. 
260-849-5521 
TOYOTA SUPRA, nice car c/w 
winter tires and $1000 audio 
system. Also 1988 Mazda 
B2200 Pickup has to be 
seen.1989 Mercury Topaz, Ex- 
cellent shape, new brakes, ex- 
haust, and rubber. Call 250- 
635-2456 or 250-638-7073 
~CREDIT NOW!~ 
Cars Minivans 4x4's l 
www.creditnow.ca I ~ hrs 1.877.839.4695 7 davs~ I 
780SUV,s&4x4 's  
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$19,900.00 obo. 250-638-1831 
1995 CHEV Tahoe-Lt 4x4. 4 
Speed Auto. Full Power and 
Towing Package. Keyless En- 
try. Never Smoked in. No Ac- 
cidents. Alberta Vec. No Rust. 
Black with burgundy interior. 
Excellent Condition 159,500 
km. $17,500. Call Vanderhool 
250-567-4018. 
1995 DIESEL F250 4X4 stan- 
dard 7.3L Turbo V8, extend 
cab, a/c. 56.000kms. Excellenl 
condition. $23.000 firm. Call 
250-635-9755 
Bad Credit? No Credit? 
No Problem! We Can 
Help You Get a Car! 
YESI You CAN have the car you wantt 
Call our 24 Hr. Credit H0tline at 
I t  I~;|;~;~P,IEH ;1 ;It] / 1 
°# 
e ~,es't  ~,oV "1"tt . tt~e v~lt.tt  ....,,.~clle 
.. GOVt - ,  "-- ~-- 
:.:. ' .  :,.' 
For more information, 
please contact: 
~ B C  Newspaper  Group 
Place your classified ad in 
EE REGIONS 
S TANl  ARD 
3210 CL INTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 638-7283 
: i ~:~ ili! ii/: ii;~/:di;iiiiiil: ~ii
i~i//~ ii i: i i: i i 
4 
www : e p i le  psy .c  a 
I NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The eslate of 
ALADINO MARCELO CURTI, 
also known as ALADINO 
MARCELLO CURTI, also known as 
I N.ADINO CURTI, deceased 
formerly d 3636 fireside Avenue, 
Temxe, British Columbia VSG 4Y6 
Creditors and others having claims 
aaainst the estate of A~.DINO 
/4~CELO CURTI, also kno~ as 
ALADINO MARCELLO CURT1, also 
as ALADINO CURll, 
Jeceosecl, ore hereby notified, under 
~'tion 38 of the Trustee Act that paro 
:ulars of their claims hould be sent 
to the executor c/o Wilson, King & 
Company, 1000 - 299 Victoria 
Street, .Prince George, BC, V2L 5B8, 
or .be}o~ May 30, 2003, aller 
which date Ihe executor will dislrib- 
l 
ute.the state am~ |he, pa.rties.enti- I 
fled 1o it, having regard to rne clalms I 
of which the executor then I 
notice. 
WAREHOUSEMAN'S 
UEN ACT 
Debtor: Andrew Munroe 
Vehicle: 1985 Dodge Aries 
VIN:1P33BP26CXFC227463 
Debt $5580.05  - Sold to 
recover. 
Debtor'. James W. Uncoln 
(Ihe estate of) 
Vehicle: 2000 Ford F150 
4x4 (destroyed) 
VIN:2FTRX18WOYCAT0331 
Debh $3204.65 - Sold to 
recover 
Debtor'. Art Lodng 
Vehicle: 18ft Princecrafi with 
80 hp. Johnson (damaged) 
SN: G04782724 
Debt: $5119.95 - Sold to 
recover 
Sale will be noon, May 
7/2003, at Dingle Dan's 
Towing office, 4129 
Substation, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3W6. 
Not all or any offers neces- 
sarily accepted. 
Invitation to Tenders 
The Gingolx Housing Department are accepting tenders 
for the following: 
The construction of 6 new homes, and the renovation of 
3 existing homes. The following will include all aspects 
of home building from the foundation to lock up stage. 
Lock up includes siding, windows, and decks. 
Please send a sealed bid to: 
Chris Stanley, Housing Administrator 
607 Front Street 
Gingolx, B.C. VOV IBO 
No later than April 25, 2003. 
Where the envelopes will be opened, the lowest bid will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
-Work will commence on May 1, 2003. 
-Tenders are also being accepted for Electrical and 
Plumbing of above units. Which will include installationt. 
of electrical and plumbing, the above phases will be 
contracted out. Which will include rough in of electrical 
and plumbing right to the finishing. 
-With tenders please include the type of tools and 
resources you intend to utilize for the above project. For 
more information Contact Chris Stanley at the Gingolx 
Village Government Office at 1.800-736-5511 or (250) 
326-4212 ext. 242. 
I i 
REQUEST FOR QUOTES 
Traffic Control Contracts 
Contractors are invited to submit a quote for Traffic Control 
and Level 1 First Aid.Attendant'servi~'~01tl~l~'~the NASS ~'' 
~ ' fo r  the 2003-2004 fiscal year. ...... " 
Maps and specifications are available at: 
Ministry of Transportation 
4825 Keith Avenue 
Terrace BC V8G 1K7 
Phone: (250) 638-6401 
Fax: (250) 638-6414 
There will be a pre-tender meeting on Wednesday, Apd130, 
2003 at 1:30 P.M. in the conference room at 4825 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Anyone who is interested in 
submitting a quote for any of the Traffic Control Contracts 
is welcome to attend. 
Quotes will be accepted at the Terrace office until 2 p.m. on 
Wednesday, May 7, 2003. 
Awarding of this contract would be subject o the availability 
of funds. 
For more information: 
Elaine Owen 
(250) 638-6401. 
. BRITISH 
LOLUMBIA 
Ministry of 
Transportation 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
NASS RIVERVALLEY 
British Columbia, Canada 
Request For Expression of Interest 
Marketing Botanical Forest Products 
PINE MUSHROOM, LOBSTER MUSHROOM & OTHERS 
Nisga'a Lisims Government is soliciting expressions of 
interest from the private sector, organizations, partnerships 
or interested parties to provide a marketing plan for 
botanical forest products located on Nisga'a Lands. 
Through the Nisga'a Final Agreement, the first modern 
land claims agreement in British Columbia, the Nisga'a 
Nation owns all forest resources on Nisga'a Lands. The 
Nisga'a Final Agreement provides for the ability of the 
Nisga'a Nation to legislate the management of all forest 
resources on Nisga'a Lands through the Nisga a Forest Act. 
Specific sections of the Nisga'a Forest Act require regulation 
of botanical forest products to assure sustainable 
management of the resource. The Act defines a botanical 
forest product as including pine mushrooms and any plant 
or fungus that occurs naturally on Nisga'a Lands and is 
prescribed by regulation to be a botanical forest product. 
Interested parties should be capable of designing, 
financing, and implementing the botanical forest products 
marketing plan for the benefit of the Nisga'a Nation. 
Expressions of interest should include relevant background 
information including qualifications and previous 
experience in marketing and the export and import of 
botanical forest products. 
Expressions of interest will be used to establish a master list 
In the event a Request for Proposal is issued. 
Expressions of Interest should be received no later than 
June 15, 2003. 
Please contact: 
Collier Azak, Director of Lands and Resources 
Nisga'a Lislms Government 
P.O. Box 231 
New Alyansh, British Columbia 
Canada, V0J 1A0 
Emaih ~;OiIier.azak@nisgaa.net 
Telephone:(250) 633-3041 Facsimile: (250)633-2051 
or contact Nisga°a Lislms Government toll free at 
1-866-633-0888 
Www.nisaaalisims.ca 
NOTICE TO I ~z.,.~.,.. 
CREDITORS AND I Because you Iove eir 
OTHERS I MedicAlert®,The bracelet'With r~£g~"~/.. ?.~tli !" ' Re: TI~ =lole d I ,...:~ 
ERNEST WIllIAM PETERS I an emergency hotllne linked 
Decmsad fomedy d Tenace, E I to your child's medical record 
Crdi,ors aMo~en having clalm,! Call 1-86~.734-9425 
against he estate of Ernest William I or visit ww~.mediealert.ca 
Peters are hereby notified under,~-I 
tion 38 of the Trus~ Act that par'l 
liculars d their claims hould be ~t  I ( ]~ MedicAlerl: 
to the undersigned Execulors at I Lets You Live Li[e. 
#200.4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, | 
B.C., V8G 1S6, on or before m~l 
22, 2003, offer which date me I 
Executors will distribute he stalel 
I among the parties eatilted to it, hay. I
ing regard only to the claims thai I
have then been received,- I 
PA11UCIA GAlL 6UTEAU and I 
~NNLml ~ I~'IE~ ~ I 
Warner Bandstra Brown, I 
!Solicitors J 
Research wil l  bring 
a cure 
BUT 
I " We need 
your help 
today 
~ CMIADA 
I 577 SEIZURE .w~T= 
: I t  starts:il. 
 withYou! :i 
wwW:pitc6;ih:ida:' 
For  In fo rmat ion  
REQUEST FOR QUOTES 
Traffic Control Contracts 
Contractors are Invited to submit a quote for Traffic Control 
and Level 1 First Aid Attendant services within the 
TIERRACE-KITIMAT AREA for the 2003-2004 fiscal year. 
This contract does not Include the Kalum Lake Slide 
Project. 
Maps and specifications are available at: 
Ministry of Transportation 
4825 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace BC V8G 1K7 
Phone: (250) 638-6401 
Fax: (250) 638-6414 
There will be a pre-tender meeting on Wednesday, April 30, 
2003 at 1:30 P.M. in the conference room at 4825 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Anyone who is Interested In 
submitting a quote for any of the Traffic Control Contracts 
is welcome to attend. 
Quotes will be accepted at the Terrace office until 2 p.m. on 
Wednesday, May 7, 2003. 
Awarding of this contract would be subject o the availability 
of funds. 
For more information: 
Elaine Owen i 
(250) 638-6401 
. BRITISH Ministry of 
LOLUMBIA Transportation 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 1 6, 2003 - B1 3 
Due to the 
Easter Holiday on Good 
Friday April 18, 2003 The 
STANDARD 
will have early deadlines to 
meet lheir press deadlines 
"6 "~C ,m _muni t  v To placeyour C mmunity Classified 
• ,~ call this newspaper or Classifieds toll free 1-866-669-9222 classifieds@bccommunitynews.com 
www.communityclassifieds,ca :.  
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 
ANNOUNCEMENTS ~ 
ADHD RESEARCH! GREAT CANADIAN 
PARENTS of children DOLLAR Store 
(5-12yrs) with ADHD franchise opportunities. 
wanted to answer With more than 100 
;~,~,,~ ql~stLo~ga r~.,,E,~ce ve..stores.,across Canada, 
" ~  _$20., .~ ~a I oT~'UBC ={~e dff-~r one of the'most 
: P d'.~,c'~h 6'1 o g y thlriling and affordable 
Department, toll free 1- franchises to own. To 
866-558-5581. 
AUCTIONS 
S E L L I N G 
UNRESERVED 
AUCTION, April 28103, 
Canadian Public 
Auction, 9320 - 52 St. 
S.E., Calgary, Alberta. 
Partial listing: (10) 
crawler dozers; (12) 
motor scrapers; (10) 
excavators; (18) motor 
graders; (60) truck 
tractors. For brochure 
call 1-800-786-0857 or 
v i s i t 
www.canadianpublicauc 
tion.com. 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE 
FINANCE. We Say Yes 
to Poor Credit and 
Bankrupts. Select from 
Over 450 Cars - Trucks, 
4x4's - Vans. Call Marty 
604-464-3941. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
ALL NEW WINDOWS 
from $25. All new patio 
doors (6') from $295. 
Westeck Windows, 
Chilliwack, B.C. Ph 1- 
877-606-1166, Fax 604- 
792-6714 
EXISTING LOCATIONS 
AVAILABLE 
TrueValue Hardware, 
V&S Options, Country 
Depot. No Franchise 
Fees - Members receive 
Yearly Dividends. On- 
going field support. Call 
TruServ Canada today 
and be part of our team. 
Toll-free 1-800-665- 
5085. 
ZESTO'S OVEN 
BAKED Subs & 
California Style Wraps 
are looking for 
motivated franchisees. 
Join this dynamic and 
fast growing Canadian 
Company. 1-888-922- 
2294. www.zestos.com 
HIGH VOLUME 
CONVENIENCE Store 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
Thriving convenience 
store serving vibrant 
and , growing 
community. Vo lume 
near $1 million. 
Excellent trained staff. 
Loyal customer base. 
Perfect opportunity for 
aggressive yoUng 
couple. Contact Dave 
R abe  r t  son  
daverob @ yknet,yk,ca 
or 867-668-3956. 
learn more, visit our 
w e b s i t e : 
www.dollarstores.com 
or call toll free 1-877- 
388-0123. 
INVENTORS 
PRODUCT IDEAS 
wantedl Free 
information package. 
Develop & 
professionally present 
your new product idea 
to manufacturers 
through Davison, an 
award winning firm. 
Patent assistance 
available: 1-800-544- 
3327 (24 hrs). 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
KAL TIRE SECHELT 
has an employment 
opportunity for 
Journeyman Mechanic 
with CVIP certificate. 
Top hourly wage for 
motivated person. 
Benefits. Fax 1-604- 
885-2010 or call 1-604- 
885-7927. 
CAREER TRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR 
DECORATOR with our 
unique home-study 
course. Call for your 
free brochure. 1-800- 
267-1829. Sheffield 
School of Interior 
Design 1573-38 
McArthur Ave, Ottawa 
ON K1L 6R2 
CARS 
C R E D I T 
GUARANTEED NOWl 
We offer all brands no 
hassle. Finance or 
lease at 6.4% or less for 
sporty cars, family 
movers, caravans, 
including 4x4 diesel 
trucks. Self-employed or 
not. Bankrupt, divorced, 
credit issues? No big 
deal. We have the 
money. 0 down 
available. For inventory 
visit www.credit- 
king.com. 1-800-650- 
4829 24/7 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? 
Tra in  to be an 
Apar tment /  
Condominium Manager, 
Many jobsl Job 
placement assistance, 
All-Areas, Government 
Registered Program. 
Information/brochure 
604-681-5456, 1-800- 
665-8339, www.rmtl.ca 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. 
PENNY WISE WHEN 98% of the other 
J O U R N A L I  S M weight loss program 
SCHOLARSHIP for fails this is part of the 
women. The winner will 2% that succeeds. 1- 
.receive~a,total of,$2,.~00. 8 6 6 ~.~J ;g  - 0.~7~0 8 
{o st~'d'y journalis~m'rin'~ ( C a,~;~ a r '~'!)  ; 
the eight-month www.~urecanada com/I 
journalism certificate oseweight 
course at Langara 
College in Vancouver. 
Click on website: 
bccommunitynews.com 
for details. Deadline: 
May 15, 2003 
BECOME A 
COUNSELOR by 
correspondence or on 
campus through 
Canada's leading 
accredited institute for 
the counseling 
profession, Victoria to 
Halifax. Free catalogue. 
1-800-665-7044. Visit: 
www.counsetorlraining.corn 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
MANAGER for High 
Prairie A&W. Must 
have minimum 2 years 
supervisory experience, 
s t r o n g 
communication/people 
skills in fast food 
industry. Competitive 
salary, bonus potential 
and benefits. Fax 
resume: Attention: 
Randy Anderson, 780- 
523-4447. 
FIGURE SKATING 
HEAD Coach required 
for Fort Nelson club, 
Mid-September, 2003 - 
Mid April 2004, Fulltime, 
Canskate, Wobblers, 
Private lessons. 
Excellent wages, email 
mels@ northernrockies. 
org or 250-774-4867 
COOK, GAS JOCKEY, 
Waiter/Waitress. Board 
& room supplied. 
Contact Cheryl at 1- 
867-699-4301 Ft. 
Providence N.W,T. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
INCORPORATION $39, 
Legal Wills $19, 
Tenancy Agreement 
$15, Title Searches, 
Property Transfers, 
Minute Books and 
more. Get your 
completed British 
Columbia documents 
within minutes on-line: 
www.legaldeeds.com 
HELP WANTED 
ASSISTANT 
MANAGER required 
immediately in our 
Bakery Department. 
Scratch baking 
experience mandatory. 
Resumes to'. Thrifty 
Foods 114 Purvis Lane, 
Salt Spring Island, BC 
V8K 2S5, Fax: 250-537- 
1539. 
CRUISE THE WORLD 
and get paid for itll! 
$1200-$4000US/month. 
Free room/board. Call 
613-741-5801 or visit us 
at w~v~oi0~pa'aci~zom 
PERSONALS 
E X P E R T 
PSYCHICS.. .Try Us 
First! Your Future 
Revealed by Your 
Personal Psychic. 
Sincere & Genuine 
Readings. Call 24 
hours. 1-900-561-2100 
$2.95/min. 18+ 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL 
STRATEGIES...Before 
spending large sums on 
legal fees, call The 
Family Law Centre to 
understand your rights 
& obligations. Our 
lawyers will present you 
with your options & offer 
smart & proven 
strategies to help 
reduce your legal fees, 
safeguard your assets & 
defend your child 
custody & access rights. 
Don't be a victiml 
"Separate Smart",..Toll 
Free 1-866-879-3529. 
SAWMILL $4995.00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, larger capacities, 
more options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers and 
skidders. Free 
information, 1-800-566- 
6899~ ext. 400.OT 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
100% PURE MARINE Canadian pardon seals 
Coral Calcium from record. U.S. waiver 
Oklnawa, Japan, as permits legal American 
endorsed and entry, Why risk 
recommended by employment, licensing, 
Robert Barefoot on TV. travel, arrest, 
Staggering resultsl deportation, property 
Business opportunity, confiscation? Canadian 
1 -866-319-07 .08 ,  - U,S. Imrnlgration 
C a I g a r y ; specialists. 1,800-347- 
www.curecanada.com. 2540, 
SERVICES 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
B U I L D I N G  
SALE .... "Rock Bottom 
Pricesl" Beat Next Price 
I nc tease..' ~25 : ;X . ; . "40  ~'"'''"~ 
$7,200.00. 30 X 40 
$8,800.00 35 X 50 
$13,200.00. 40 X 80 
$17,700.00.50 X 120 
$36,000.00. Many 
Others. 1-800-668- 
5422. Pioneer...since 
1980. 
FUTURE STEEL 
BUILDINGS. Durable, 
Dependable, Pre- 
Engineered. All-Steel 
Structures. Custom, 
made to suit your needs 
and requirements. 
Factory -D i rec t ,  
affordable prices. Call 
1-800-668-8653 ext. 
536 for free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
WORK - you're reading 
them nowl Place a 25- 
word classified in 99 
B.C. & Yukon 
newspapers for only 
$309. Call this 
newspaper for details, 
or phone 1-866-669- 
9222 ext. 3. 
communityclassified&ca 
TIMESHARE RESALES 
- Rii® Stroman - Since 
1 979. Buy-Se l l -Rent -  
Exchange, World Wide 
Selection. Call nowl 1- 
800-201-0864.  
www.timesharelink,com 
TRUCKS 
C R 'E D I T 
GUARANTEED NOW.  
We offer all makes. No 
hassle. Finance or 
leasing at 6.4% or less 
for cars, trucks, vans, 
including 4x4 diesels. 
Se l f -employed ,  
bankrupt, divorced, or 
credit Issues. No big 
deal. We have the 
money. 0 down 
available. For Inventory 
listings visit www,credlt- 
king,com. 1-800-650- 
4829. 24/7, 
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Nisga'a hoopster leads 
Timberwolves' Pack 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
GENE WOLF returned to 
the northwest in Septem- 
ber to be close to his ex- 
tended family, rediscover 
his roots and play some 
hard core basketball. 
The six-foot-two-inch 
Nisga'a guard for the 
UNBC Timberwolves led 
the team in rebounds this 
season, was tenth in re- 
bounds in the province and 
was the second-leading 
scorer in B.C. 
"He was leading the 
league in scoring all sea- 
son and the last weekend 
someone passed him," 
says Timberwolves coach 
Zane Rob•son. 
The drop from the top 
wasn't because he stopped 
putting points up on the 
board but because he 
made an effort to let his 
teammates do the same. 
"He played the team 
game and tried to get the 
whole team playing," Re- 
bison says. 
That team-oriented atti- 
tude and desire to help 
every player improve their 
game separate Wolf  from 
the rest of the pack. 
"I think the one thing 
with his personality is he's 
very devoted to his 
teammates," Rob•son says. 
"He's an inielligent player 
that was kind of able to 
direct traffic on the court." 
He's also a class act. 
Gene never finishes a 
game without shaking 
hands with his opponents 
and is a clean player on 
the court, going the entire 
season without a single 
technical foul. 
Wolf, 22, was raised in 
East Vancouver and grew 
up shooting hoops with his 
First Nations buddies Alex 
and Phil Nadrazsky - who 
were also in this year's 
starting line-up for the 
Timberwolves. 
It was the Nadrazsky 
brothers and two other 
aboriginal ball players, 
Trevor Rusk and Abe 
Brown, who Convinced 
Wolf he should come up 
north to play for UNBC. 
"Phil and AI are some 
of my closest buddies," 
Wolf recalls. "They told 
me I could come up here 
and play so I didn't want 
to pass up the opportun- 
ity." 
It was a good decision. 
The T imberwoives  
Spor ts  : 
menu • 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports i 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or e- 
mail us at: newsroom 
@ terracestandard.corn 
May 4 
[] Shames Mountain Hill 
Climb biking race. Meet 
at the Shames Mountain 
road turn off at 2 p.m. 
For details call McBike 
635-5225, I I 
May 18 
[] Kitimat River Chal- 
lenge 65 km biking road 
race. Terrace start 2 
p.m. For details call Mc- 
Bike 635-5225. 
May 19 
• Red Sand Root Chute 
cross country biking 
race. 11 a.m. start at 
Red Sand Lake, For de- 
tails call McBlke 635- 
5225. 
June 7 
[ ]  Skeena River Relay' 
Prince Rupert start. 
Teams of runners pound 
the pavement of Hwy 16. 
For Info call Charlene at 
627-7877. 
July 13 
[] The Terrace Standard 
Adventure Challenge 
kicks of with It's first 
event -  a swimming race 
at Lakelse Lake. Kins. 
men Kamp 9 a.m, For 
details call Sarah at 638- 
7283.  
GENE WOLF gets a rebound during UNBC Timber- 
wolf action this season. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
placed number three at the 
B.C. College Athletics As- 
sociation championships in
early March. 
He was also named first 
team all-star. 
Previously, Wolf played 
col lege-level ball for 
Shoreline Community Col- 
lege in Seattle, Washing- 
ton. He passed up the 
chance to play profession- 
al basketball overseas to 
go to Prince George. 
The lure was not just 
playing on the court but 
being able to take advant- 
age of UNBC's unique 
First Nations Studies pro- 
gram. 
"There's two different 
sides to education -your  
native heritage and west- 
ern education," he says. 
"It would be good to know 
both sides, it'll help our 
communities out." 
Wolf never really took 
academics eriously when 
he was in high school but 
he's come to see how im- 
portant education is. 
He's started promoting 
the dynamic relationship 
between athletics and edu- 
cation to young people in 
the Prince George area. 
Wolf and other players 
speak in local schools 
about the benefits of a 
healthy lifestyle and the 
importance of academics. 
Wolf says it's important 
that children, especially 
native youth learn to stay 
and school and have posi- 
tive aboriginal role models 
to look up to. 
And as one of the stars 
of the Timberwolves, who 
consistantly see 1,000 fans 
packing the stands at 
home games that message 
is heard loud and clear by 
local youth. 
"We sell out every 
game - that's big, we have 
a large community follow- 
ing," Rob•son says. "It's 
developing role models for 
these young kids that 
might not have one." 
Wolf hasn't decided yet 
if he's coming back to the 
Timberwolves next season. 
"I feel at home out here 
basketball-wise, school- 
wise and friend-wise," he 
says, but he's had offers 
from other teams. 
"Right now I 'm just 
weighing my options." 
TERRACE CURLING ASSOCIATIOH 
would like to thank the local bus inesses  
and individuals that made the 48 TM Annua l  
Logger ' s  Bonsp ie l  a great success 
Spee-Dee Printers 
Canadian Tire Terrace 
Electronic Futures 
Brian Fugere 
John Strangway. CA 
Hawkair 
Canadian Helicopters 
William's Family 
Bear Creek Contracting 
Northern Motor Inn 
Northern Photo 
Wyatt Automotive 
West Fraser Mills 
Terrace Redi Mix 
Coco Cola 
Sylvia Griffith 
Jacquie Munson 
Ron Murphy 
Ken's Marine 
<ondola's Furniture 
Daybreak Farms 
Mohawk Terrace 
Andrew Simpson 
Lorie Hanson 
Inland Kenworth 
I.C.B.C. 
Convoy Supply 
Canada Safeway 
The Mix and CJFW 
Northcoast Anglers 
Sight and Sound Terrace 
Misty River Tackle Shop 
Les Kutenics 
Dave Reniero 
Mitch Griffith 
John Evans 
Re/Max of Terrace 
Kalum Tire Service 
All Seasons 
Terrace Builders 
River Industries 
Terrace Co-op 
Irly Bird 
Pat Maier 
Shaunce Kruisselbrink 
Donna Diana 
Chris Padalec 
Dennis Fugere 
Kathy Morris Richard's Cleaners 
Aqua Clear Bottlers Shames Mountain 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Independent Industrial Supply 
Mr. Mike's Westcoast Grill 
Skeena Wilderness Fishing Charters 
Nechako Northcoast Construction 
!~. . ~,~ :: ~: . ::~:~!:-::; ~.t. • 
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To anyone we may have inadvertently 
missed we sincerely apologise. 
We are very appreciative of the support 
provided by local businesses and individuals. 
Your commitment to our curling club is 
paramount o our success, Thank you/  
a proud sponsor of 
(;111|1/t1-" 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help 
to solve some mischief to a school.  
On Friday, March 28th, 2003, the outdoor 
locks to Skeena Junior Secondary  Schoo l  
were g ued shut. A note  was  g lued  to the  
f ront  door  o f  the  school ,  Th is  ac t  of 
vandal ism is be l ieved to be related to  the 
closing of a student lounge in the scho01,  
Some weeks  previous,: a:c lassroom: door  
lock was g lued  shut ,  It  is not clear the  two 
incidents are •related, 
Ter race  C i imestOppers~i  wants  your  
information, not yolir name; Any information 
is valuable and ~a~/i iead to th~i~i ' i ' es ia f id  
Cr ime Stoppers offers a cash reward of  up  to  
$1 ,000.00  fo r  In fo rmat ion  lead ing  to  an arrest and/or  con-  
v lc t lon .  If you have any I n fo rmat ion  ca l l  "Cr ime Stoppers"  
at 635-T IPS  that ' s  635-8477.  Ca l le rs  w in  NEVER be  
required to reveal their name or testify In cour t .  C r ime 
Stoppers  does NOT subscr ibe to  cal l  display, 
Call 635-TIPS 
. . . . .  INSURAN¢ 
me & T e n L ~'~ E~ ...................... !  
. • . . .  "mS ! Commeraal Uab&ty • Jet Boats"*~',,~ |  
Mobile Homes • Travel . , .~  ) 
. . . .  , p . . . . .  ~.g . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
I 1-800-335-8088 250-635-5232 
Fax :  250-635-3288 
4635 Gre lg  Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. (Next  To SAAN)  
_ _  : . . . . . .  
Rear-end crashes- The most common 
multiple vehicle casualty causing accident. 
Rear- end collisions are the most common type of multiple 
vehicle injury accidents. They account for over a quarter of all 
such collisions. In 2001 it was 27.2%. Dudng that year there 
were 3,680 people injured and 12 deaths in B.C. from rear-end 
crashes. A rear-end crash is one where the driver of a vehicle 
runs into the back of another from behind. Fortunately, most of 
these accidents happen at lower speeds on city streets, but 
they account for a large portion of vehicle repair costs. Even at 
these lower speeds, injudes to drivers and passengers are 
numerous. 
A rear-end accident is almost always blamed on the driver 
behind. Those drivers are deemed negligent because they 
were following too closely or were not paying attention to their 
driving. 
Since April is "Seat Belt Month in Bdtish Columbia", itshould be 
noted that rear-end accidents howed reduced injuries and 
deaths where drivers and passengers wore their seat belts. 
ICBC research in one region of the province found for every one 
percent of increased seat belt use there was a savings of 
$304,000 in annual claims costs. Other research has shown 
wearing a seat bell means you are twice as likely to suMve a 
crash. Head restraints on seat backs when adjusted properly 
will also help prevent injury. 
Every driver and passenger has to take steps to prevent motor 
vehicle accidents. Increased efforts will reduce injuries, property 
damage, insurance premiums, and disrupted lives. Here are 
some ways to accomplish that: 
- Never tailgate. Leave at least two seconds of space between 
your car and the vehicle in front of you. 
- Increase your following distance to three seconds of space on 
high speed roads and four seconds in poor driving conditions. 
- Pay attention to the traffic ahead. Expect he unexpected. 
- Reduce speed in poor weather and road conditions. 
- Do not allow yourself to be distracted. Pull over for phone 
calls, eating or other things like personal grooming. 
- Keep your brakes, brake lights and signal ights in good repair. 
- Follow the rules of the road so others can anticipate what you 
are going to do. 
Bring your Ford ~ 
vehicle in to any *'~s 
Ford Qu'.dity Care Servic ~ ~ x xe-~ 
(:;enter and you'll get a ~ "~ 
report card on your vehicle 
that looks like this: 
RE0 tIGHT- requires immediate m ntion 
YELLOW LIGHT- future warning 
~ -  pass 
Whether we're testing your fires, battery, 
cooling system orengine, a green light is 
always good news. And your vehlde will be 
inspected only by Ford.trained t chnldans. 
So bring in your Ford and we'll show you 
that green really is the first sign of spring. 
Quality Care ~rvice, 
At your local Ford Dealer. 
We really, really know your Ford, 
Spring Check-Up Offer: 
• Oil & Filter change. 
Up to 5L of Mot0rcraft oil 
and a i0torcraft oil filter 
• Multi-Point Vehicle Ins pection 
with a report card for your vehicle 
• lqre Rotatiov 
QualityCare" 
service 
'nlesml snd cltta tear wh~ vehic~e~ ~xtta All tn~!l and o,~,nd~l levm~ Tra Err/~ronmenlal t l~oo~af lea may Rpply Se4 Qual,~¢ Caro Dea1~, for d~il(s Sorn~ conditions ~pply. l:)eafe, may sell ~or e. Offer it~Itlll May 4. 
TERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL#SS48 
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